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Prepared
3/10/82
by the Committee on
Appropriations
III.

STATE OF FLORIDA
ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1982
FISCAL NOTE

CS/HB 1132
Bill Number

DIRECT IMPACT Oll'i'l!E PRIVATE SECTOR:
A.

Dire�t Private Costs
The various drug-related industries will pay the additional $139,651
in increased fees.

B.

Dire_<;_LP�ivate Benefits
None

c.

Effects on Competition, Private Enterprise and Employment Markets
None

IV.

COMMENTS:
None

A�P�r
SU1D1rector

(Page 2 of 2)
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STATE OF FLORIDA
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Pre�areC
3/10/82
by the Committee on
Appropriations

CS/HB 1132
Bill Num':ler

1982
FISCAL NOTE

In compliance with Rule 7.16, there is hereby submitted a fiscal note on the
above listed bill relative to the effect on revenues, exoenditures, or fiscal
liability of the State, and of Local Governments as a whole.
I.

DESCRIPTION OF BILL
A. Fund or Tax_Affected
General Revenue Fund
Fees on Drug Distribution
B.

Principal Agency Affected
Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services

C.

Narrative Summary
Revises Chapter 500, Florida Statutes. Divides the chapter into two
parts: Part I, the "Florida Food Act," and �art II, the "Florida
Drug and Cosmetic Act."
See bill for details.
F.ffecti•,e date:

II.

(

October 1, 1982

FISCAL IMPACT ON STATE AGENCIEs7STATE FUNDS
A.

Non-Recurrin� or First Year Start-up Effects
None

B.

Recurrin� or Annualized Continuation Effects
(l) Contractual Services
for Technical Review Panel

C.

$39,040
$139,651

(2) Fees on Drug Distribution

Long Run Effects other than Normal Growth
None

D.

Source of Funds
l!B 1132
(1) General Revenue Fund

FY 81-82

FY 82-83

Recuirements

$228,591

$98,940

(139,651)

(2) Fees Collected on
Drug Distribution
TOTAL

31,409

171,060

$260,000

$260,000

Additional Cost for
Technical Review Panel
TOTAL GEilEAAL REVENUE NEEDED

(Page l of 2)
82hbll32cs

39,040
($100,611)

COMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND REIIJ\BILITJ\TIVE SERVICES
Other Committee of Reference
None
Similar/Companion Bill•
None

PCB 18
House HRS Committee
Relating to Foods, Drug•
and Cosmetics

January 27, 1982
I.

Rurrwn11ry

The 1981 Florida Legislature directed the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Service• to e■tabliah a task force to examine the need for
• drug permitting proce•• within the State, the coat of adequately funding
••Jch ,. pro-,�u, and p<)Uible aourcl!I of funding.

PCB 18
Page Two
II.

Total projected income from fee■ to the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Service• for carrying out the provioiona of this act io
$374,700,
Fee guideline range• are aet forth within the provioiono of thio bill
ao follm<o 1

The rec=end•tion• of the task force were reported to the legialature
in September, 1981 and thoae recommendation• have been incorporated in the
propoaed revision• of Chapter 500, Florida Statuteo.
B.

Probable Effect of Propoaed Change•

The propo•ed revisions divide Chapter 500, Florida Statute•, into two
parta, Part I is entitled the "Florida Food J\ct• and Part II i• entitled
the "Florida Drug and Coometic J\ct.•
Part I, the Florida Food J\ct, delete• reference• to the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services for those sections dealing with food and
food producte. The current authority and reeponeibilitie• of the Department
of llgriculture and Coneumer Services remain unaltered.
Part II create• the Florida Drug and Cosmetic J\ct. It incorporates
the recommendations made to the legislature by the taek force which was
established by the 1981 Legielature for the purpo•e of examining the need
for and funding of a drug permitting process within the State. Part II
addreesee four classifications of drugs. These major components include,
(1)

Cosmetic• and Patent/Proprietary Drugs (over-the-counter drugs)

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is to continue
its current responsibility for registering these products and to issue per
mits for manufacturing, wholesaling and repackaging of these drugs.
They aleo are to iseue permits for the manufacture of cosmetics.
(2)

Federal/State/Local Fiscal Impact

III,

o

Product registration• would be increased to not less than
$10 nor more than $20 per year from one dollar per year.

0

Drug wholesaler permit• would be increased to not le•• than
$500 nor more than $600 per year from $25 per year.

0

Packager or repackager pennit• would be establiohed at not
less than $700 nor more than $BOO per year.

0

Manufacturer pennito would be increased to not leis than
$900 nor more than $1000 from $25 P9r year,

Comments

The provision• of this act authorize the State of Florida to permit the
manufacture, eale and use of unproven druga and device• within the state.
Under the provisions of thi• act protocols and guideline• !or the use of in
vestigational drugs would be establiehed by a panel of experts in an attempt
to eneure safety and efficacy for the public. Furthermore, the provisions
of this act grant the state the authority and fiscal capability to require
that all cosmetics and over-the-counter drugs be proven aafe prior to their
eale and distribution within the state.
Prepared by,

Kandy Hill

Staff Director,

JI. Stephen Hill

Invea�igational Drug Products

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services ie authorized to

approve, permit, regulate and monitor the manufacture, Bale and use of in

veetigational drug products, In carrying out the provision• associated with
inveatigational drug producte, there is to be established within the Depart
ment of Health and Rehabilitative Service• a Technical Review Panel which
would make recommendations to the Secretary of the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services regarding guideline• for approval and protocols for
the use of such drugs.
(3)

Generic_Dru�•

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is provided with
the authority and responsibility for approving, permitting, regulating and
monitoring the manufacture, diatribution and sale of intrastate generic
drugs. The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is also given
the authority and responeibility for permitting, regulating and monitoring
the manufacture, diatribution and eale of interstate generic drugs.
(4)
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New Druge

The State and the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
would be removed from the responsibility of taking action on new drugs,
The proposed legislation would require an approved application from the
Federal Food and Drug J\dministration before any new drug could be
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COMMITTEE ON HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
PCB 18
House HRS Committee
Relating to Foods, Drugs
and Cosmetics

OTHER COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE:

PCB f8
Page Two

SIMILAR/COMPANION BILL:

(4)

SB 681 (Similar)

The State and the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services would be removed from the responsibility of taking
action on new drugs. The proposed legislation would require
an approved application from the Federal Food and Drug Admini
stration before any new drug could be manufactured.

February 24, 1982
I.

summary
A.

II.

Present Situation

The 1981 Florida Legislature directed the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services (DHRS) to establish a task force to examine the
need for a drug permitting process within the State, the cost of adequately
funding such a process, and possible sources of funding.

The recommendations of the task force were reported to the Legisla
ture in September, 1981, and those recommendations have been incorporated

Fee guideline ranges are set forth within the provisions of this
bill as follows:
•

Probable Effect of Proposed Changes

•

The proposed revisions divide Chapter 500, Florida Statutes, into
two parts. Part I is entitled the "Florida Food Act" and Part II is
entitled the "Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act".

•

Part I, the Florida Food Act, deletes references to the DHRS for

those sections dealing with food and food products. The current authority
and responsibilities of the Department of Agriculture and consumer

•

Services remain unaltered.

Part II creates the Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act. It incorporates
the recommendations made to the Legislature by the task force which was
established by the 1981 Legislature for the purpose of examining the need
for and funding of a drug permitting process within the State. Part II
addresses four classifications of drugs.

(1)

These major components include:

Cosmetics and Intrastate Patent/Proprietary Drugs
(over-the-counter drugsl

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
to continue its current responsibility for registering these
products and to issue permits for manufacturing, wholesaling

and repackaging of these drugs.

They also are to issue per

Federal/State/Local Fiscal Impact

Total projected income from fees to the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services for carrying out the provisions of this act is
$258,700. Total projected cost to operate this program is $374,700.

in the proposed revisions of Chapter 500, Florida Statutes.
B.

New Drugs

•
III.

Product registrations would be increased to not less
than $10 nor more than $20 per year from one dollar
per year.
Drug wholesaler permits would be increased to not
less than $50 nor more than $100 per year from $25
per year .

Repackager permits would be established at not less
than $700 nor more than $ 8 00 per year.
Manufacturer permits would be increased to not less
than $900 nor more than $1000 from $25 per year.
Complimentary Drug distributors would pay an initial
application fee of $100 and a �enewal fee of not more
than $50.00.

Comments

The provisions of this act authorize the State of Florida to permit

the manufacture, sale and use of certain drugs and devices within the state.

Under the provisions of this act protocols and guidelines for the use of
investigational drugs would be established by a panel of experts in an
attempt to ensure safety and efficacy for the public.

mits for the manufacture of cosmetics.
(2)

Investigational Drug Products
The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is

authorized to approve, permit, regulate and monitor the manufacture,

sale and use of investigational drug products which do not have
Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption For a New Drug on file
with the Federal Food and Drug Administration. In carrying
out the provisions associated with investigational drug products, there is to be established within the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services a Technical Review Panel
which would make reconunendations to the secretary of the De
partment of Health ard Rehabilitative Services regarding guide
lines for approval and protocols for the use of such drugs.
The refusal to permit an application can be refused only on
the basis that the application is incomplete.
(3)

Prepared by:

Kandy Hill

Staff Director:

A. Stephen Hill

Generic Drugs

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
provided with the authority and responsibility for approving,
permitting, regulating and monitoring the manufacture, distri
bution and sale of intrastate generic drugs. The DHRS is
also given the authority and responsibility for registering,
regulating and monitoring the manufacture, distribution and
sale of interstate generic drugs.

l..

(/\S PASSED BY THE 1982 LEGISLATURE)
COMMITTEE ON HEALTH & REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
HB 1132
House HRS Committee
Relating to Foods, Drugs
and Cosmetics
(Passed as HB 13-D)

OTHER COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE:

HB 1132
Page Two

SIMILAR/COMPANION BILL,

( 4)

SB 681 (Similar)

The State and the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services would be removed from the responsibility of taking
action on new drugs. 'l'he proposed legislation would require
an approved application from the Federal Food and Drug Admini
stration before any new drug could be manufactured.

April 22, 1982
I.

Summary

A.

Present situation

The 1981 Florida Legislature directed the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services (DHRS) to establish a task force to examine the
need for a drug permitting procesn within the State, the cost of adequately
funding such a process, and possible sources of funding.
The recommendations of the task force were reported to the Legisla
ture in September, 1981, and those recommendations have been incorporated

in the proposed revisions of Chapter 500, Florida Statutes.

B.

Probable Effect of Legislative Changes

The proposed revisions divide Chapter 500, Florida Statutes, into
two parts. Part I is entitled the "Florida Food Act" and Part II is
entitled the "Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act".
Part I, the Florida Food Act, deletes references to the DHRS for
those sections dealing with food and food products. The current authority
and responsibilities of the Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services remain unaltered.
Part II creates the Florida Drug and cosmP.tic Act. It incorporates
the recommendations made to the Legislature by the task force which was
established by the 1981 Legislature for the purpose of examining the need
for and funding of a drug permitting process within the State. Part II
addresses four classifications of drugs. These major components include:
(1)

Cosmetics and Intrastate Patent/Proprietary Druqs
(over-the-counter drugs)

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
to continue its current responsibility for registering these
products and to issue permits for manufacturing, wholesaling
and repackaging of these drugs. They also are to issue per
mits for the manufacture of cosmetics.
(2)

Investigational Drug Products

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
authorized to approve, permit, regulate and monitor the manufacture,
sale and use of investigational drug products which do not have
Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption For a New Drug on file
with the Federal Food and Drug Administration. In carrying
out the provisions associated with investigational drug products, there is to be established within the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services a Technical Review Panel
which would make recommendations to the Secretary of the De
part�ent of Health and Rehabilitative Services regarding guide
lines for approval and protocols for the use of such druqs.
( 3)

Ge_11_eric Dr�

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
provided with the authority and responsibility for approving,
permitting, regulating and monitoring the manufacture, distri
bution and sale of intrastate generic drugs. The DHRS is
also given the authority and responsibility for registering,
regulating and monitoring the distribution and sale of inter
state generic drugs.

N<,_w__Dru.9.s

II.

Federal/State/Local Fiscal Impact

Total projected income from fee!:> to the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services for carrying out the provisions of this act ls
$258,700. Total projected cost to operate this program is $374,700.
Fee guideline ranges for each category of enterprise relating to
drugs, drug products and cosmetics as defined in this act are set forth
within the provisions of this bill.
III.

Comments

The provisions of this act authorize the State of Florida to permit
the manufacture, sale and use of certain drugs and devices withi.n the
stat�. Under the provisions of this act protocols and guidelines for
the use of investigational drugs would be establlshed bv a panel of
experts in an attempt to ensure safety for the public.

Prepared by:

Kandy Hill

Staff Director:

A. Stephen Hill
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9

10

11

12

13

14

A bill to be entitled

An act relating to !oods, drugs, and coametics;

creating part Io! chapter 500, Florida

Statutes, designated as the "Flori �Food Act•;
i
a.mending s. S00.0l, Florida St� providing

("',,''

a short title; amending a.,$0�2, Florida

21

22

23
24

2S

26

27

28

29
30

Jl

,qq
•7

.8

acts Yith respect to !oods; amending•· 500.05,

.9

Aqriculture and Consumer Services to seek

.10

500.04, Florida Statutes, prohibiting certain

violation■; amending•· S00.06(1) and (3),

.11

•· 500.07, Florida Statuteo, describing duties

.12

500.08, Florida Statutes, providing that

.13

llorida Statute■, con!orining language; amending
of certain proaecuting of!icars; amending•·
certain minor violations of part I may be
overlooked under certain eircumstances;

amending sa. 500.12(4) and 500.l2l(l)(a) and

.14

amending and renumbering s. 500.19, Florida

.16

(3), Florida Statutes, conforming language;
Statutes. eliminating refarence to drugs,

devices, or cosmetics with respect to false

advertisinqi amending and renum.berinq s.

500.20, Florida Statutes, con!orming language;

COOIHC1 Wend, h1 .......J. � 'TP4 .,.. d•let1etts fr•• uhti11t low; •e,1h �u• additio,u.

3
4

5

.17

s,,r:es

7
./ ,"/

1.18

and Yarehouses by the Oepartment o! Agriculture

1.19

Statutes, providing for inspection of factorie■

and Consumer Services; amending and renumberinq

•· S00.22, llorida Statutes, providing for

report• and dissemination o! in!ormation by the

7

department; amending and renumbering s. 500.23,

8

9

10

Services; amending and renumbering•· 500.24,

l. 23

Florida Statutes, conforminq lanquaqe;

14

renumbering s. S00.32, Florida Statutes,

16

renumbering■. 500.39, Florida Statutes,

17

18
19

500.33, Florida Statutes; amending and

1.25

eliminating reference to drugs, device•, or

l. 26

cosmetics, and to the Department o! Health and

Rehabilitative Services, Yith respect to

1.27

renumbering s. 500.40, Florida Statutes,

1.28

cosmetics; amending and renumbering ss. 500.41

1.29

obsolete language; amending and renumbering s.

l. JO

records of interstate shipment; amending and

22

eliminating refer�nce to drugs, devices, or

23

24

25

26

and 550.�2. Florida Statutes, eliminating

500.43, Florida statutes, eliminating obsolete

27

lanquage and correcting cross references;

29

500.502, 500.503, 500.S05, and 500.506, Florida

28
30

31

1.24

correcting a cross reference; amending and

20

21

1.21
1.22

Department of Health and Rehabilitative

transferring ss. 500.29, 500.30, 500.31, and

15

1.20

Florida Statutes, eliminating reference to the

12

13

:/V
;t:;
Carton /'/

amending and renumbering•· S00.21, Florida

6

ll

department• vith respect to part I; amending a.

injunctive relie! to restrain certain

20

1.4
I
1.5

declaration o! policy and cooperation among

17

19

1. 3

500.032, Flod;: statute■, providing !or a

Florida Statutes, authorizing the Department o!

18

l,btc

Statutes, relating to� �"';rposes o! the
_
��ding ■• 500.03, llorida
"Florida Food Ac
�
Statutes, pr�g de!initione; amending•·

15

16

FLORIDA STATE ARCcil'✓ES
OE?.�RT\IENT OF STATE
R. A. ,::;R,,Y 3UIL�:i'Ll
T Jilah;:issee, FL 32399-C?.5,0. ----

l. 31

amending and renumbering ss. 500.500, 500.501,

l. 32

Statutes, correcting statutory references:

l. 33

transferring s. 500.504, Florida Statutes;
2

CODIHG: 1'11,41 "' � ..._,.. ry..- u• tlel.110111, he"' ui1t1119 I••;••«'• .!."d•rli11•◄ er• od4itio,-..

J

173-455-1-2

173-455-1-2

11

other such institution■, or foods served by th•••

3

exelll!)tion exists.

2

institutions, if it i■ found that good reason for ouch
Section 31.

4

5

61
7

Section 500.505, Florida Statute■, is

renumbered a■ section 500.306, Florida Statutes, and amended

to read:

500.306 599.595

Violations of sa. 5_QQ_._J_Q1-_!i00.J97

81 5gg.,5gg.5g9-,5gs, penalty.--Any person who violate■ any of the
a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in

1
11 s. 775. 082 or s. 775. 083.

12

13
14

1

15

Section 32.

Section 500.506, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 500.307, Florida Statutes, and amended

to read,

� 5gg.,5gs

Exemption.--Notwithstandinq the

l:t

4

11.37
ll.39

11.40

L:•

shall have been produced prior to January l, 1975, shall be

11.51

20

21

seg., ses.

Section 33.

Part II of chapter 500, Florida Statutes,

22

consisting of ss. 500.401, 500. 402, 500.403, soc.404, 500.405,

24

500.414, 500. 415, 500.416, 500. 417, 500.418, 500.419, 500. 421,

23

25

26

27

28

29

30
31

500.406, 500.407, 500.408, 500.409, 500.411, 500.412. 500. HJ,

11.50
l:loa

l: t

11.54
11. 55

500.422, 500.423, 500.424, 500.425. 500.426, 500.427. 500. 428,

11.56

500.437, 500.438, 500.439, 500.441, 500.442, 500.443, 500.444.

11. 57

500.429, 500.431, 500.432, 500.433. 500.U♦J>,. 500.435, 500.436,
500.445, 500.446, 500.447, and 500.448, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:

™Lil

FLORIDA DRUG AND COSMETIC ACT
35

COOIHC, w.,4s it1 .,.__. � ty_.,. •r• ftletieftt froM ••hti•t lew; ••"'-. uftdull"•cl H• ocld1t!o1u.

7

a

9

12

11. 45

18

exempt from the provisions of ss. 500.3Ql•S000 307 5gg.,5gg.

6

l: t

11.48

19

5

10

provisions of s. � 5gg.,5g4, any wheat !lour, cornmeal,

corn grits, or rice, or food containing these products, which

3

11. 43

16

17

Short title.•-This part may be cited a!.._the

21 "Florida Dru.9....!!!..d Cosmetic_A.£.t,•

9( provisions of s■. 500.301-500.307 5gg.,5gg.5g9-,5gs is guilty of ( l:los

10

500.401

11. 35

11

(1)

welfare by protecting the consuming public from injury by

11.64

by merchandising deceit, flowing f�q111_ int..r_astats col!ll1lerce in

11.65

product use, and protecting the purchasing public fro• injury
drugs, devices, a.rul__�Qs_m�ti�-�
(2)

Provide legislation which shall be un�Jorm as

provided in this part and admini•tered so far as prscticable
in conformity with the provisions of and regulations issued

under the •uthority of the Federal Food. Drug ond Cosmetic

Act; and Likewise uniform with the Oederal Trade Commission

15

advertisement of drugs, devices, and_cosmetics.

14

16

Act to the extent that it expressly prohibits th��false
(3)

Promote thereby uniformity oJ_such state and

federal laws, and their administration and enforcement,
1
18 thraughou� t.'le_Uni�d S�ate� and in the several states.

17

11. 63

Safeguard the public health and promote t.he publi� (1:t

13

Defini t1ons of tertl\�_used ig._!his_part, ••Fob'.

11. 66

l:t

11.67
11.68

11.69
11.70

l:t

11. 72

11. 73

19

500.403

21

(1)

"Department" means the Oepar�ent of Health and

l:t

23

(2)

"Person" includes individuals, partnerships,

l:t

25

(3)

"Technical oanel" means the Florida Drug !Jld

:t

27

(4)

"Oruq" means an agent or product:

20( the purcose of this part:
22 I 11_eh�bilitat1ve Services.

24 I �o_r;porations, _ and _a_ssociatio_ns.

26 I Cosmetic_1_echnical Review P11_n1!_l_aS_J2.!ov1_ded _!or i_l} s. _
_ 500. 406.

11.59

28

l:ct

JO

l:lus

5QQ_._402_PU!Je2H.--Part _J L u..
. J.ntl!._nded to 1

11.62

( a)

Recognized in the of_f1cial United_ States

291 Pharmacoooe1a, or any supplement thereto; or

31

36
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l:s

ll. 74

11. 75

11.76
l. 77

1.78
:t

1.80

173-455-1-Z

173-455-1-Z

z

3

becauoe it differs from the standard of strength, quality, or
purity set forth for that drug in such compendiUJI, if its

diffarence in strength, quality, or purity !�suc�•t�n<:tard

18.73

18.74

18.75

4

is plainly stated oJLJ,ts label.

6

7

18.76
1
quality !alls below the standard of, that which it purports o� 18.77

9

18.78

a

10

(3)

If it is not subject to the provisions of

subsection (Z) and its strength differs from, or it• purity or
is represented to pqs�eas�
(4 1

If it is a drJg and any oubstance has been:

S

required by or under authority of this part to �ppear on the

7

conspicuousness, as compared with other words, statements,

6 label or labeling is not prominently placed thereon with such
a

designs, or devices, in the labeling, and in such terms •• to

9 render it likely to be read and underotood by the ordinary

1

:: �10

19.11
9.12

9.13
9.14

{bl

Substituted wholly or in part therefor.

l:t

18.80

12
1
13 �

9.16

l:t

15 I there be; and

9.17

17 ingredients, the comm.on or usual name and quantity 9f sa�h
1
13 active 1ngredi8nt.

9.18

15

(1 1

If its labeling is false or misleading in any

17

(21

If in package form unless it bear■ a _ label

(a)

The name �nd place of busin�� �f_th•

16 I ,?_articular.
18 I containing:

18.79

18.81

18.82
l:t

18.83

l:t

20

manufacturer, packager, or repackager; in the case of

19. l

22

contain the name and plac� of J;?uain�ss of th�anufa�i_urer of

19.2

21 medicinal drugs, a• defined in s. 465.003(7), the label shall

23 the finished dosage form of the drug and the name and place of
24 business of th• packager or repackager if applicable.

For th•

purpose of this paragraph, the finished dosage for111_of a

26 medicinal drug is that form of th• drug which is, or 1•

27 intended to be, dispensed or administered to the patient ang_
require• no further manufacturing or processing other than

29 packaging, reconstitution, and labeling.
JO

t! any word, statement, or other----1.n_form�tion

10 individual under customary conditions of pu�chase and use.

141 device 1• _geeme_d to_Q_e misbran_<!_eg_:

28

(3)

19.9

1:t

S00.4�Druq or devtc• deemed misbranded.--A drug or

ZS

eotablished, by rules prescribed by the department.

Mixed or pack�g the�ew11;h �o�s-�educe its

13

19

4

b" permitted, and exemption■ as to small packages shall._ btt

(al

lll quality or strength; or

12

l: t

21

3

provided that undar this paragraph reasonable variations shall

(bl

An accurate statement of the quantity gJ. the

lll content,___!n terms___Q_{_weight, measure, or numerical count;
65
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19.3
1
19.4
19.5
9.6

9.7

:t

9.8

(4)

If it is a drug and 1• not designated s01 ..1y by a

14

(a)

Th• common or usual name of the druq,_lf such

16

i.£.L_In_casLl._t is_fabrl._cated from twa_or �9�•

11

19
20

21

name recognized in an o!!ici al compendium, _\l_nleas its label

(5)

(a)
(b)

:t

9.19

Such adequate warnings again3� use in tjlose

9.20

Adequate direction■ for use; and

23 dan2erous to health, or a2a1nat unsafe dosage or methods or

24 duration of administration or application, in such �•nner and
25 form as are necessar� for the 2rotection of users, provided

26 that, where any re9:!:!irement of earag:raeh {a) aa applied to anl

27 drug or device i • not necessary !or the protection of the

28 public health, the department shall eromulgate rules &xempting
29 suc_h_drug or device from such requirements.
(6)

:t

Unless its labeling bears:

22 pathological conditions, or by children, where its use may be

30

9.15

If it purports ta be a drug the_n�me qi whic_h is

Jll recogni:ed in the official compendium, unless it ia packaged
66
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:t

9.21
9.22

9.23

9.24

9.25

:t

9.26

173-455-1-2

173-455-1-2

and label•� aa prescribed therein: pr9vided that the method of (19.27

packaging may be modified with the consent o! the department.

(7)

If it has been found by the department to be a

41 drug liable to deterioration, unles• it is packaged in such
form and manner, and its label bears a statement of such

6

precautions, as the department shall by rt1le require as

7

necessary for the protection o! public health.

a
9

No such rule

shall be established for any drug recognized in an official
compendium until the department ahall have informed the

10 appropriate body charged with the revision of such compendium
11

12
13

of the need for such packaging or labeling requirements and
such body shall have failed within ��r�asonable ti� �o

prescribe such requirements.

(8)

14

If it 1• a drug a11<t its�contain•�,;- or finished

15 dosage form is ,o made, formed, or filled•• to be mi,leading:
16 or if it is an imitation of another drug; o� lf: it�!• offered
17

18

for sale under the name of another drug.
(9)

If it ia dangerous to health when used. in the

19 dosage or With the frequency or duration pr@scribed,
1

20

recommended, or suggested in the Labeling thereof.

{10)

21

23

(a)

It is from a batch with respect to which a

(bl

Such certificate 1a in effect with respect to such

24 certificate has been issued pursuant to�- 506 of�• federal
1
25 act; and
26

27 1 drug.
28

{ll)

If it 1a, or purports to be, or is represented as

29 a drug composed wholly or partly of any kind of antibiot�c
.
1
30 requiring certification �ncle�the feder�� act unle,a:
Jl

67
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lt is fro� a batch with raspect to which a

,t

21 certificate has been issued pursuant to a. 507 of t}te__ !�d�r_a_l._

19.29

9.47

4

9.48

19. 32

7 under s. 507(c) or (d) of the federal act.

19.28

l: t

19. 30

19.33

19. 34

19.35

act; and

s

(b)

Such certificate is in effect with respect to such

drug; erovided that this subsection shall not apply to any

6 druq or class of d��as exempted by regulations promulgated
8

(12)(a)

If it is a drug intended for use by man which

9 is a habit-forming drug; which because of its toxicity or

10 other eoten,iality for harmful effect, or the method of its

11 use1 or the collateral measures necessarx to its use, is not

u

13

safe for use exceEt under the •uEervision of a practitioner

licensed by law to administer such drugs; �_..,hi<ch_is limited

9.49

9.so
:t

9.51

9.52

9.53

19.36

14 by an effective application under •· SOS of the federal act or

9.54

19.38

17 such drug, unless it ia dispensed only:

18

L Upon the written prescription o�-• practitioner

9.56

20

2.

Upon an oral prescription of such oractitioner,

:t

23

3.

Sy refilling any such written or oral presc�iption,

19.37
l:t

19. 39

19.40

If it is, or purport• to be, or is represented as (let

221 a drug composed wholly or partly of insulin, unless:

(a )

19.41
l:t

19. 42

19.43
1 :t
:t

9.45

9.46

15 •· 500.403{5) of thia part to use under the professional

16 supervision of a practitioner licensed by law to prescribe
191 licensed by law to prescribe such drug; or

2l which is reduced promptly to writing and filled by the
l
22 pharmacist; 9�

24 if such refilling ia authorized by the prescriber either in
25 the original prescription or by oral order which 1• reduced

9.55

:t

9.57
9.58

9.59

9.60

26 promptly to writing and filled by the pharmacist.

9.61

29 law to prascribe such drug, which drug shall be exempt from

9.63

27

(bJ

If it is a d��g dispensed by filling or refilling

28 a written or oral prescription of a practitioner lic�nsed by

JO the reauirements of this section, except subsections (1) 1 (8) 1

31 (10}, and (ll}, and the packaging requirement o!_s�bsections

68
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9.62

9.64

-

'
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(6) and (7), if the drug bears a label containing the name and I 19.65
address of the dispenser or seller, the prescription number

and date of such prescription or its filling, the..- of the - 119.66

4

prescriber and th�naae of the patient, and the directions fo�

6

to any druq dispensed in the course of the conduct of a

7

8

9

10
11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18

use and cautionary statements.

This exemption shall not apply 119.68

business of dispensing drugs pur•uant to diagnosis by mail, or
to any drug dispensed in violation of paragraph (a).

Provided, further, that the department may, by rule, remove

19.69
1
19.70
19.71

drugs subject to ss. 500.424-500.426 from the requirements of

19.72

protection of public heal,;h.

19.73

(12)(a), unless at any time prior to dispensing, its label

19.74

paraqraoh (a) when such requirements are not necessary for the
(lJ)

If it is a drug which is subject to subsec�ion

bears the statement, •caution,

federal �aw Prohibits

Oisoensinq Without Prescription" or "caution:
Prohibits Dispensing Without Prescripti.i)n.•

State Lav

(14)

If it is a drug which is not subject tQ

(1 5)

Nothing in subsection (l2)(a) s!i�U, be construed

l,t

19.75
119.76
l:t

19.78
19 subsection (12)(a), if at any time prior to dispensing its
1
1
20 label bears the caution statement required in subsection (13). 19.79
21

22

23

24

25

to relieve any person from any requirement prescribed by or

19.81

;,hich may l)ereafter be inc;J,uded �ithin�the cl�ssij'icationa of

h9.82

under authority of law with respect to drugs now included or

controlled substances as defined in the applicable federal and

1
26 state laws relating �o controllas! substances.
27

(16)

If it 1• a color additive, the intended use o{

28

which in or on drugs is for the purpose o! coloring only,

JO

packaging and labeling requirements applicable to such color

29

31

l:t

unless its packaging and labeling are in conformity with such
additive prescribed under the pro��•iq�s o{ _the federal -��t.
69
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19.83
1
19.84
l:t

20.2

0.3

0.4

(17)

l

If an advertisement is alleged to be false

2 because it is misleading, then in determining ·•hether the
advertisement 11 misleading, there shall be taken into

J

4 account, among other things, not only representat!ona made or

5 suggested by statement, word, design, device, sound, or in any

6 combination thereof, but also the extant to which the

7 advertisement !ails to reveal facts material with respect to

8 consequences which may re ■ult from th• use of the article to
9 which the advertisement relates under the conditions of use

10 prescribed in the labeling or advertisement.
ll

500.435

Posaes■ion of medicinal drugs a■ defined by a

12 465.003(7) or new drugs without prescription• unlawful;
13 exemption■ and exceptions.-14

(l )

No person shall oossesa any habit-forming, toxic,

15 harmful or nev drug subject to s. 500.403{5), or :nedicinal
16 drug as defined in a. 465. 003 (7), unless th• po■aesaion of
17 ,uch drug h•• been obtained by a valid prescription of a

18 practitioner licensed by Lav to prescrib• such drug; crovided

19 that the provisions of this section shall not be applicable t!!
2

'

the delivery of such drugs to persons included in any of the

2 L clasaes hereinafter namad, or to the agents or employees of

2 z such persons, for use in the usual course of their business o!
2

2
2

'

practice in the performance of their official duties, as the
case may b•; or to the possession of such drugs by such

persons or their agents or employees for such use:

2 , Phar-:nacists; practitioners; persona who procure such drugs !o!
2 � dispositions by or under the sucervision of pharmacists or

2 I practitioners employed by them or for the purpose of lawful

2 I c-esea.rch 1 teaching, or testing, and not for resale; hospitals
)

and other institutions which erocure such drugs !or lawful
administration by eractitioners, officers or �mQlOV9es of

�o
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0.5
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ro.0.8
7

0.9

0.10
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0.12
,t

0.13
0.14
0.15

0.16

0.17

0.13

0.19

20
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0.21

0.22

0.23
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Flagler County, and which fire had been JJC'gligently allowed to
gel out of control b y said servants and employees of the State
Hoa<l Department, and
·wnEREAS, A. L. IJarris snfTcred prowrty damage in the
amount of 'l'wo Hundred ($200.00) Dollars by reason of the
<kstruction of his Chevrolet truck by the burning occasioned by
said nC'gligcnce of sen-ants and employees of the State Roa!l
Department.

/ "Section 16. It shall be unlawful to use any net, seine or other
deYice havi11g webbi11g or netting attache(l thereto, in the Caloosa
hatchee River, at any J>oint East of the line dividing Sections 2G
ai1d 27 in Township 45 South of Range 23 East. ProYided, how
ever, this section shall not prevent the use of cast nets in said
area nor bait seines as defiued in this Act.''

THEREFORE,
Re Ji Enacted by tire Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. 'J'hat the sum of Two Hundred ($200.00) Dollars
he, and the same is herchy a11propriated out of any fonds in the
Stat.e Treasury to the credit of t.he St.at.c Road Department, not
otl1crwisc appropriated, to be pai<I to A. l,. Harris of Flagler
County, Florida, as a relid for property chimagcs sustained hy
him resulting from the deslrnclion by fire of his Chevrolet. truck
OJI October 8, mas.

Section 2. 'l'hat the Corn ptroller of th<' State n[ Flori<la is
authorizC'd a11d <lirC'clccl to clra"· his "·arr,llll. in the i;um of Two
II nndre<l ( $200.00) Dollars n po11 the Bt.:11 c Treasurer, and said
State TreasurC'r is hereby auth<1rizctl 111111 <lircct.rcl to )lay ::;aid
warrant out of any fun<li; in the State Trrasnry to 1.he credit of
I.he St.ate Hoad Dcparllllcnt, 1101. ot.henYisc appropriated.
Section 3. Tliat this Act sl1all take C'ITcct. imrnr<liatcly upon
its becoming a law.
Became a law without 1 he Go,Tn1or ·s approYal.
Filed in Office Secretary of Stale, ,June 1:2, Jn9.
CIIAPTEH ]!Hi:i:i-(l\'o. G!iO).
HOUSE J:ILL NO. ]()%
1\IHl'IHling nn
J\.._•t rr-�ul�l·
lug thP
1111'1 hod or
t11kl11c 0<1 In
hr,•P11i11g
�T01l11() l'llltl
TC'�rrvn t 1011:,:
for �:111
\\'11 t,•r Fl�h
111 ('rrt:iin
Jnl:11u1 "at1•rs
of �tntr.

AN ACT Amcmlitig Seet.io11 ](i of Cli:ipt<'r 17!1:10 of the 1937
Laws of Floriua: tlH� Sallie l;<'illg 1111 1\l'f. Est.:1hlisl1i11g a11d
Creating a Brredi11g Ur011ntl a11<1 R<'sl't'Yation for Salt. \Valer
Fish in Certain lnland \Yatp1·s of the �tat<' of Flori<la anti
Hegnlating the Method o[ T11ki11g Fish i11 Said Area.
De 11 Enacted by the Legis/11/ure of ll1r Stair of Florida:
Scctio11 1. That Sed ion lli or Cha pl<'r 17!1:l0 of the 1 !J:l7 Laws
of the Stale' of Floritla is h<'rC'by amc1l(le<l to read as follo\\"s:

Section 2.

1585
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All laws in conflict with this Act are hereby repealed.

Section 3. This Act shall take effect immediately upon its be
coming a law.
Became a law without the Gonrnor 's approval.
FileJ in Office Secretary of State, June 12, 1939.
CHAPTER 19656-(No. 661).
HOUSE BILL NO. 1092
AN ACT to Prohil,it the Manufacture, Sale, Disposal, or l\1ove
meut in Commerce within the Stnte of Florida, of Adnlteraterl
or Misbranded Foods, Drugs, Devices a11d Cosmetics; Prohib
iting the False Achertiscment and Guaranteeing of Foods,
Drugs, Devices and Cosmetics; Providing Definitions for Terms
as Used in This Act; Providing that the Commissiomr of Ag
riculture May Obtain litjunctions in Certain Cases: Prodding
Penalties for tl1e Violntion Hereof; Providing for the Deten
tion or Embargo of Foods, Drnp-s, Devices or Cosmetics Su�
pect.ed of Being in Violation of this Act; Providing for the
Destruction of Articles of Food, Drugs, Devices and Cosmetics
in Violation of this APt; Heqniring the Various Attorneys to
l'rosecnte Violations of t.l1is Act; Allowing for Minor Viola
tions of this Act to be Ilandlcd without Court Procee(lings:
Direct.illµ- the Commissioner of Agriculture to Establish Defiui
tions and Standards of Identity, or Quality or Fill of Container
and Sanitary HPgnlati01is with Reference to Manufacture:
Defining Adulterated Foo(l, Drugs, Devices and Cosmetics:
Providing what Constitutes l\1isbrandcd Food, Drugs, ])('vicrs
and Cosmetics; Providing for Licenses and Permits for Footl
Establishments in Ernergen('ics; Prohibiting the Sale of New
Drugs Unless and Until Such Drng Ilai; I3een Approved for Sale
!,�- the Secretary of Agriculture of the UHited Stat.es or b.,· the
Commissioner of Agriculture and Pr0Yidi11g the Manner in

J°f•lntiu� 10
.!--:il•· of
J, ood:-:. I 1r11g�
:llld Cos•
metics

I 1.11 - ( L . I C, b � 6 /.J ,,
HEGULAH SESSION 1!J3!J

GENERAL
ACTS AND RESOLUTIONS
ADOPTED DY THE

LEGISLATURE OF FLORIDA
At Its Twenty-seYc11th Rep-ular Session
April 4 to and }ll(']Ht1ing ,June 2, 1!139

UNDEH TUE CONSTJTUTJUN 01<' A. D. 1885

PUHLJSJIEIJ BY AlJTJIOHITY OF LAW

\'OLUJ\IE 1
l!J3!J
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conditions or by children wl1cre its use may be dangerous to
hc>alth, or ag11i11st unsafe <losnge or methods or duration of ad
ministration or np]Jlication, in such manner and form, as are
necessary for the protection of users: Provided, That where
on�· requirement of clause (1) of this paragraph, as applied to
any drng or device, is not nccessa r.r for the protection of the pub
lic hcnlth, the Commissioner shall promulgate regulations exempt
ing such drug or de,·ice from such requirements.

p;·ofession who is licensed by law to administer such drug, and
it<; label bears the name and place of business of the seller, the
serial number and date of such prescription, and the name of
such member of the medical, dental or veterinary profession.

(g) If it purports to be a drng the name of which is rec
ognized in an official compendium, unless it is package<l an<l
labclct1 as prescribed therein: Provided, That the method of
packing mny he modified with the consent of the Commissioner.
\\'hencver n drng is recognized in both the United Stat.cs Pharin
neopocia ancl the Homoeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the United
States, it shall he subject to the requirements of thr United States
l'l1annacoporia with respect to packaging anrl labeling 1mlcss it
is labclrtl llllll offered for snle as a homocopat.l1ie drn�, in wliich
case it shall be subject to the provisions of the Homoeopathic
l'harmaeopocia of the United States, and not to those of the
United States Pharmacopoeia.
(h) lf it has been fonn<l by the Commissioner to be a drug
liable to deterioration, unless it is packaged in snch form and
rn:mncr, and its label hears a statement of snch precautions, as
the Commissioner shall by rcgnlations require as necessary for
the protection of public health. No such regulation shall be es
tablished for nny drug recognized in an official compendium until
the Commissioner shnll haYe informc<l the appropriate body charg
ed with the revision of such compendium of the need for such
packaging or labeling requirements and such body shall have
failed within a reasonable time to p rescribe such requirements.
(i) If it is a drug and its container is so macle, formcll, or
filled as to he misleading; or (2) if it is au imitation of anotl1cr
drug; tlr (a) if it is offered for sale under tl1e name of anothrr
drug.
(j) If it is Llangcrorn; to health when usctl in the dosage, or
with the fre(j11cncy or duration prescribed, recommended, or sug
gest ecl in the labeling thereof.
_

lk) 1 f it is a drng sold nt retail for use by 1wm, mH1 contains
any qua11tit)· of aminopyrinc, hnrbituric aeitl, cinchop]H,u, tlini
trophcnol, or snlfanilamidc; unless it is sold on n written prescrip
tion signed by a member 0f tl1c medical, dental or yetcrinary

l{l) A drug sold -on a written prescription signed by a member
of the medical, dental or veterinary profession ( except a drug
sold in the course of the conduct of a busines� of selling drugs
pursuant to diagnosis by mail) shall be exempt from the require
ments of this section if-

1601
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Drn�f: sold on
prescription.

( 1) such member of the medical, dent.al or veterinary profes
sion is licensed by law to administer such drug, and
(2) su_ c h drug bears a label containing the name and place of
business of the seller, the number and date of such prescription,
and the name of such member of the medical, dental or veterinary
profession.
Section 16. (a) No person shall sell, deliver, offer for sale,
hold for sale or give away any new drug unless (1) an applica
tion with respect thereto has become effective under Section 505
of the Federal Act, or (2) when not subject to the Federal Act
unless such drug has been tested and has not been found to be
unsafe for use under the conditions prescribed, recommended or
suggested in the labeling thereof, and prior to selling or offering
for sale such drug, there has been filed with the Commissioner
an application setting forth (a) full reports of investigations
which have been made to show whether or not such drug is safe
for use; (b) a full list of the articles used as components of such
drug; (c) a full statement of the composition of such drug; (d)
a full description of the methods used in, and the facilities and
controls used for, the manufacture, processing, and packing of
such drug ; ( e) such samples of such drug and of the articles
used as components thereof as the Commissioner may require;
nntl (f) specimens of the labeling proposed to be used for such
drug.
(b) An application provided for in subsection (a) (2) shall
become effective on the 60th day after the filing thereof, except
that if the Commissioner finds after due notice to the applicant
and giving him an opportunity for a hearing, that the drug is
not safe for use under the conditions prescribed, recommended
or suggested in the proposed labeling thereof, he shall, prior to

N°f'TI' dru5:'@.
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Section 14. A drug or device shall be deemed to be adulter
ated-(a) If it consists in whole or in part of any filthy, put
rid or decomposed substance; or (2) if it has been producecl,
prepared, packed, or held under insanitary conditions whereby
it may have been contaminated with filth, or whereby it may
have been rendered injurious to health, or (3) if it is a drug
and its container is composed, in whole or in part, of any poison
ous or deleterious substance which may render the contents
injurious to health; or (4) if it is a drug and it bears or con
tains, for purposes of coloring only, a coal-tar color other tban
one from a batch certified by the United StatPs Department of
Agriculture.

( b) If in package form unless it bears a label containing (1)
the name and place of business of the manufacturer, packer, or
distributor; and (2) an accurate statement of the quantity of tbe
contents in terms of weight, measure, or numerical count; Pro
vided, that under clause (2) of this paragraph, reasonable varia
tions shall be permitted, and exemptions as to small packages shall
be established, by regulations prescribed by the Commissioner
with the advice and consent of the State Chemist.
(c) If any word, statement, or other information required by
or under authority of this Act to appear on the label or labeling
is not prominently placed thereon with such conspicuousness (as
compared with other words, statements, designs or devices, in the
labeling) and in such terms as to render it likely to be read and
umlerstoocl hy the ordinary individual under customary condi
tions of purchase and use.
(d) If it is for use by man and contains any quantity of the
1mrcotic or hypnotic substance alpha eucaine, barbituric acid, beta
eucaine, bromal, cannabis, carbromal, chloral, coca, cocaine, code
ine, lieroin, marihuana, morphine, opium, paraldehyde, peyote,
or sulphonmethane; or any chemical dcriYative of such substance,
which derivatiYc has been by the Commissioner after investigation,
found to be, and hy regulations under this Act, designated as,
ha.bit forming; unless its label bears the name and quantity or
proportion of such substanPe or derivative and in juxtaposition
therewith the statement "\Varning-1\Iay be habit forming".
(e) If it is a drng and is not designated solely by a name
recognized in an official compendium unless its label bears (1)
the common or wmal name of the drug, if such there be; and (2),
in case it is fabricated from two or more ingredients, the common
or rnrnal 1Jame of each actiYe ingredient, including the kind and
quantit�· or proportion of any alcohol, and also including, whether
active or not, the name and quantity or proportion of any bromides,
ether, chloroform, acentailid, aeetphenetir1in, amidopyrine, antipy
rine, atropine, hyoscine, hyoscyarninc, arsenic, digitalis, digitalis
glucosides, mercury, ouabain, strophanthin, strychine, thyroid, or
any derivative or preparation of any such substances, contained
therein: Provided, That to the extent that compliance with the
requirements of clause (2) of this paragraph is impracticable,
exemptions shall be e:-;tablished by regulations promulgated by the
Commissioner of Agriculture.
(f) Unless its labeling bears (1) adequate directions for use;
and (2) sucb adequate warnings against use in tbose pathological

(b) If it purports to be or is represented as a drug the name
of which is recognized in an official compendium, and its strength
differs from, or its quality or purity falls helow, the standard
set forth in such compendium. Such determination as to
strength, quality, or purity shall be made in accordance with
the tests or methods of assay set forth in such compendium, or
in the absence of or inadequacy of such tesls or methods of
assay, those prescribed by the United States Department of Ag
riculture. No drug defined in an official eornpendiurn shall be
deemed to be adulterated under this paragraph because it dif
fers from the standard of strength, quality, or purity therefor
set forth in such compendium, if its difierenee in strength, qual
ity, or purity from such standard is plainly stated on its label.
·w1ienevcr a drug is recognized in both the United Stat<'s Phar
macopoeia and the Homoeopathic l'hnrmacopoeia of the United
States, it shall be subject to the rcrp1irements of the United
States Pharmaeopocia unless it is labeled and ofierccl for sale
as a homoeopathic drug, in which case it shall be subjeet to the
provisious of the Jlomoeopathic Pl1armacopoei11 of the Unitrd
States and not to those of the United States Pharmacopoeia.
(c) lf it is not subject to the provisions of paragraph (b)
of this Section and its strength differs from, or its pmity or riuality
falls below, tl!at which it purports or is represented to possess.
(d) If it is a drug and any substance has been (1) mixed or
packed therewith so as to reduce its quality or strength; or (2)
substituted wholly or in part therefor.
When a drug
presnmed to
be mis
branded.

Section 15. A drug or device shall be deemed to be mis
branded(a) If its labeling is false or misleading in any particular.
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CHAPTER 22926-(No. 412)

Became a law without the Governor's approval.

SENATE BILL NO. 214

Filed in Office Secretary of State June 11, 1945.

AN ACT to Authorize, in Suits Hereafter Instituted by any Drain
age District Organized and Existing Under and by Virtue of
Chapter 6458 of the Acts of 1913, Laws of li'lorida, and other
Acts Amendatory thereof and Supplemental thereto, for the
Foreclosure of any Lien or Liens in Favor of such District for
Delinquent Drainage Taxes, upon any Sale of the Premises
therein Decreed to be Sold, the Immediate Confirmation of such
Sale by the Court and the Issuance to the Purchaser, Upon Com
pliance with the Terms of l1is Bid, of a Deed of Conveyance for
the Premises so Sold by the Master Appointed to Make Such
Sale.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. That in any suit hereafter instituted by any drain
age district organized and existing under and by virtue of Chapter
6458 of the Acts of 1913, Laws of Florida, and other acts amenda
tory thereof and supplemental thereto, for the foreclosure of any
lien or liens in favor of such district for delinquent drainage
taxes, upon any sale therein of the premises decree to be sold, the
Court may immediately confirm such sale and authorize the is
suance to the purchaser, upon compliance with the terms of his
bid, of a deed of conveyance for the premises so sold by the :[I.faster
appointed to make such sale.
Section 2. Nothing contained in this Act shall require, in any
suit of the character referred to in Section 1 of this Act, the im
mediate confirmation of any sale and the issuance thereupon to
the purchaser of a deed of conveyance for the premises so sold,
but in every such suit the Court in its discretion may direct the
Master to deliver to the purchaser at the sale, or to the l3oard
of Supervisors in case the property be bid in in the name of: the
District, a certificate showing such purchase, in which event there
shall be allowed a period of twelve months for the redemption
from such sale as provided for under existing provisions of law
prior to the confirmation of the sale and the issuance of a deed
to the purchaser.
Section 3. This Act shall take effect immediately upon its pas
sage and approval by the Governor, or its becoming a law without
such approval.

CHAPTER 22927-(No. 413)
SENATE BILL NO.148
AN ACT to .Amend Section 500.15, Florida Statutes, 1941, Relating to and Defining Misbranded Drugs.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. That Section 500.15 of the Florida Statutes, 1941, be,
and the same is hereby amended to read as follows:
"500.15. DRUG OR DEVICE DEEMED MISBRANDED.-A
drug or device is deemed misbranded(1) If its labeling is false or misleading in any particular.
(2) If in package form unless it bears a label containing (a)
the name and place of business of the manufacturer, packer, or
distributor; and (b) an accurate statement of the quantity of the
contents in terms of weight, measure, or numerical count; pro
vided, that under clause (b) of this subsection, reasonable vari
ations shall be permitted, and exemptions as to small packages
shall be established, by regulations prescribed by the commissioner
with the advice and consent of the state chemist.
(3) If any word, statement, or other il}formation required by
or under authority of this chapter to appear on the label or label
ing is not prominently placed thereon with such conspicuousness
(as compared with other words, statements, designs or devices, in
the labeling) and in such terms as to render it likely to be read
and understood by the ordinary individual under customary con
ditions of purchase and use.
(4) If it is for use by man and contains any quantity of the
narcotic or hypnotic substance alpha eucaine, barbituric acid, beta
eucainc, bromal, cannabis, carbromal, chloral, coca, cocaine, co
deine, heroin, marihuana, morphine, opium, paraldehyde, peyote,
or sulphonmethanc; or any chemical derivative of such substance,
which derivative has been by the commissioner after investigation,
found to be, and by regulations under this chapter, designated as
habit forming; unless its label bears the name and quantity• or
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proportion of such substance or derivative and in juxtaposition
therewith the statement 'Warning-may be habit forming'.

sioner shall by regulations require as necessary for the protection
of public health. No such regulation shall be established for any
drug recognized in an official compendium until the commissioner
shall have informed the appropriate body charged with the re
vision of such compendium of the need for such packagmg or
labeling requirements and such body shall have failed within a
reasonable time to prescribe such requirements.

(5) If it is a drug and is not designated solely by a name recog
nized in an official compendium unless its label bears (a) the
common or usual name of the drug, if such there be; and (b), in
case it is fabricated from two or more ingredients, the common or
usual name of each active ingredient,. including the kind and quan
tity or proportion of any _alcohol, and also including, whether
active or not, the name and quantity or proportion of any bromides,
ether, chloroform, acetanilide, acetphenetidin, amidopyrine, andi
pyrine, atropine, hyoscine, hyoscyamine, arsenic, digitalis, digitalis
glucosides, mercury, ouabain, strophanthin, strychnine, thyroid, or
any derivative or preparation of any such substances, contained
therein; provided, tliat to the extent that compliance with the re
quirements of clause (b) of this subsection il'l impracticable, ex
emptions shall be established by regulations promulgated by the
commissioner of agriculture.
(6) Unless its labeling bears (a) adeq11ale directions for use;
and (b) such adequate warning-s against use in those pathological
conditions or by children where its use may be dangerous to }1calth,
or against unsafe dosage or methods or duration of administration
or application, in such manner and form, as are necessary for the
protection of' users; provided, that where any requirement of
clause (a) of this subsection, as applied to any drug or device, is
not necessary for the protection o_f the public health, the commis
sioner shall promulgate regulations exempting such drug or de
vice from such requirements.
(7) If it purports to be a drug the name of which is recognized
in an official compen<lium, unless it is packaged and labeled as
prescribed therein; provided., that the metl1o<l of packing may be
modified with the consent of the commissioner. When a drug is
recognized in both the United States pharmacopoeia an<l the home
opathic pharmacopoeia of the United States, it shall be subject
to the requirements of the United St.ates pharmacopoeia with re
spect to packaging and labeling unless it is labeled and offered
for sale as a homeopathic drug, in which case it shall be subject
to the provisions of the homeopathic pharmacopoeia of the United
States, an<l not to those of the United States pharmacopoeia.
( 8) If it has been found by the commissioner to be a drug liable
to deterioration, unless it is packaged in snch form and manner,
and its label bears a statement of such precautions, as the commis-

(9) If it is a drug and its container is so made, formed, or filled
as to be misleading; or if it is an imitaton of another drug; or if
it is offered for sale under the name of another drug.
(10) If it is dangerous to health when used in the dosage, or
with the frequency or duration prescribed, recommended, or sug
gested in the labeling thereof.
(11) If it is a drug sold at retail, and contains any quantity of
aminopyrine, any barbiturate, cinehophen, dinitrophenol, penicillin
or sulfanilamide or any of their chemical derivatives or combina
tions; unless it is sold on a written prescription signed by a mem
ber of the medical, dental, osteopathic, naturopathic or veterinary
profession who is licensed by law to administer such drugs, and its
label bears the name and place of business of the seller, the serial
number and elate of such prescription and the name of such mem
ber of the medical, dental, osteopathic, naturopathic or veterinary
profession. Prescriptions for drugs which have been, or may here
after be, <lc�lared "Dangerous or habit forming" by the Federal
Food and Drug Administration or the Commissioner of Agricul
ture of the. State of l<'lorida may be refilled by Florida licensed
pharmacists who shall make a record of such refilled prescriptions
· as shall be provided by regulation. If marked "non-Repeat" or
"N. R." the pharmacist shall not refill.
(12) A <lrug sold on a written prescription signed by a member
of the medical, dental or veterinary profession (except a drug
sold in the course of the conduct of a business of selling drugs
pursuant to diagnosis by mail) shall be exempt from the require
ments of this section if-

(a) such member of the medical, dental or veterinary profession
is licensed by law to administer such drug, and
(b) such drug bears a label containing the name and place of
business of the seller, the number and date of such prescription,
and the name of such member of the medical, dental or veterinary
profession.''
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Section 2. All laws and parts of laws in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
Section 3. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
Became a law without the Governor's approval.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 11, 1945.
CHAPTER 22928-(No. 414)
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SENATE BILL NO. 72
AN ACT Providing a Method For the Establishment Of Voting
Trusts By Stockholders of Corporations, the Provisions Which
May Be Contained Therein and the Term of Years For Which
Such Agreement May Be Effective.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. (a} Any person owning or holding stock in any
corporation for profit, as an individual or as a trustee for an
other, may enter into a written agreement vesting one or more
trustees (not to exceed three), with the authority to exercise
the voting power of any or all stock so held and described in
such agreement. There may be included in such agreement such
conditions, limitations and instructions as to the manner in which
the vote shall be 'cast upon any proposition and/or upon general
or any special policy; provided, however, that no 'frustee here
tofore or hereafter so appointed for the purpose of conferring
the right to vote such stock shall have the right to vote the
same for the purpose of either increasing or reducing the capital
stock of such corporation, unless said agreement shall expressly
give to said 'l'rustee such right.
(b) Any such agreements may provide for the method of ap
pointment, election, or may designate successor trustees in event
of death, resignation, or other vacancy in any trusteeship.
(c) The conditions or limitations contained in such agreement
shall not bind the corporation nor affect any act thereof, and
any act by a trustee or trustees which is contrary to such con
ditions, limitations or instructions, shall not affect the validity
of any election, resolution, or action of the stockholders or of the
corporation and the remedy of the stockholder will be against
the defaulting trustee or trustees.

.
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(d) 'l'en years from date of the instrument will be the maxi
mum period for which any agreement under the provisions of
this Act shall be effective.
Section 2. (a) All such agreements shall be recorded in the
Minutes of the corporation or in a corporate book especially
provided for the purpose and prior to the recordation thereof,
the stockholders concerned shall tender the stock certificates
described therein to the Secretary who shall note thereon: "This
certificate is subject to the provisions of a voting trust agreement dated....................,..............., recorded in Minute Book. ...................... of the
corporation...................................................................Secretary". The Secretary
shall not record any such agreement until the required notation
has been made on each stock certificate covered by the agree
ment.
(b) Such endorsement shall constitute sufficient notice of the
existence of the agreement and any purchaser acquiring stock
covered by such agreement shall be bound by the terms thereof.
(c) The Secretary, upon production of satisfactory proof of
the cancellation of the agreement or upon expiration of such
agreement by its own terms, shall make an appropriate notation
upon any stock certificate covered by any such cancelled or ex
pired agreement, indicating such cancellation or expiration, or
upon request shall issue a substitute certificate bearing the same
number as that surrendered and shall cancel the original, filing
the same in the records of the corporation.
Section 3. The Trustees under the terms of the agreements
entered into under the provisions of this Act shall not acquire the
legal title to the stock but shall be vested with the legal right and
title to the voting power which is incident to the ownership of
such stock.
Section 4. This Act is supplemental and in addition to any
other laws now on the subject of voting trusts.
Section 5. All laws and parts of laws in conflict herewith
be and the same are hereby repealed.
Section 6. This Act takes effect upon becoming a law.
Became a law without the Governor's approval.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 11, 1945.
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465.07 Physicians Exempt; JJ1crchants JJfoy Sell Certain
Drugs.-Nothing in this chapter shall be construed to prevent a
legally authorize<l practitioner of medicine from practicing, <lis
pensing, compounding for or giving :my medicines or poisons to
his patients in the regular course of his practice as such physi
cian; provided, however, that such compounding, preparing a11d
<lispensing be done by the physician himself, nor :-;hall this chap
ter apply to the sale by merchants of paris green, white helle
bore and other poisons for destroying insects, or to the sale of
any substance for the use in the arts, or to the sale of ammonia,
asafctida, alum, bicarbonate of Solla, borax, camphor, castor oil,
cream of tartar, dye stuffs, essence of ginger, essence of pepper
mint, essence of wintergreen, non-poisonous flavoring, essences
or extracts, glycerine, licorice, olive oil, sal ammoniac, salt peter,
sal soda, sulphur, blue vitriol, brimstone, pepper, sagP. senna
leaves, sweet oil, spirits of turpentine, paregoric, blauber's salts,
epsom salts, hiYe syrup, syrup of ipecac, tinetun• of arniea,
syrup of tolu, S)'rup of squills, i-pirits of camphor, sweet spirits
of niter, quinin_e and all other preparations of cinchona bark,
tincture of aconite and tincture of iron, co111po1111d cathartic
pills, and other household remedies; and merchants may sell in
the original bottle, box or package, any <lr11gs, 111edi('incs, chemi
cals, essential oils or tinctures which are put up by phar111a
cists in bottles, boxes or packages, bc•aring a la be! securely
affixed, which label shall bear the 1rnmc of the pharmaeist pnt
ting up the same, the dose that may be administrrPd to pt:>rsons
three months, six months, one year, three years, J'iYc yl'ars, ten
years, fifteen years and twenty-one years of age, aud if a poison,
the name or names of the most prominent antidotes. Su('h m,!r
chant may sell any patent or propridary medicines.
Section 3. All laws and parts of laws in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
Approved by the Governor June 7, 1949.
Filed in Office Secretary of the State ,June 7, 1!)4!).
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CHAPTER 25239-(No. 243)
SENATE BILL NO. 413
AN AG'l' to Amend Section 500.15, Florida Statutes, 1941, as Amend
ed by Chapter 22927, T,aws of Florida, Acts of 1945, Relating to
and Defining :Misbranded Drugs.

Be It Enacted by the Legislatiwe of the State of Florida:
Section I. That Section 500.15, Florida Statutes, 1941, as amend
ed by Chapter 22927, Laws of Florida, Acts of 1945, be and the same
is hereby amended to read as follows:
"500.15. IJni.g or Device Deemed Misbranded.- A drug or
device is deemed to be misbranded(1 )

1 f its labeling is false or misleading in any particular.

(2) If in package form unless it bears a label containing (a)
the name and place of business of the manufacturer, packer, or
distributor; and (b) an accurate statement of the quantity of
the contents in terms of weight, measure, or numerical count;
provided, that under clause (b) of this subsection, reasonable
variations shall be permitted, and exemptions as to small pack
ages shall be established, by regulations prescribed by the com
missioner with the advice and consent of the state chemist.
(a) If any word, statement, or other information required
by or under authority of this chapter to appear on the label or
labeling is not prominently placed thereon with such conspicuous
ness (as eompared with other wonls, statements, designs or
devices, in the labeling) and in such terms as to render it like!?
to be rPad am! understood by the ordinary individual under cus
tomery conditions of purchase and use.
(4) If it is for use by man and contains any quantity of the
narcotic or hypnotic substance alpha cucaine, barbituric acicl,
beta eucaine, brornal, cannabis, carbromal, chloral, coca, cocaine,
codeine, heroin, marihuana, morphine, opium, paraldchyde,
peyote, or sulphonmcthane; or any chemical derivative of such
substa11ce, which derivative has been by the commissioner after
investigation, fouml to be, and by regulations under this chap
ter, designated as habit forming; unless its label bears the name
and quantity or proportion of such substance or derivative and
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in juxtaposition therewith the statPment •,varni11g-111ay be
habit forming'.

( 8) If it has been found by the commissioner to be a drug
liable to deterioration, unless it is packaged in such form and
manner, and its label bears a statement of such precautions, as
the commissioner shall by regulations require as necessary for
the protection of public healt.h. No such regulation shall be estab
lished for any drug recognized in an official compendium until
the commissioner shall have informed the appropriate hod_v
charged with the revision of such compendium of the need for
such packaging or labeling requirements and such body shall
have failed within a reasonable time to prescribe such requirements.

CHAPTER 25239

( 5) If it is a drug and is not dci.;ignatc<l solely hy a 1111ml'
recognized in an official compendium unless its label lwars (a)
the common or usual name of the drug, if such then• he; and
(b), in case it is fabricated from two or more ii1grPclic11ts, the
common or usual name of each active ingrC'clicnt, including the
kind and quantity of proportion of any alcohol, and also in
cluding ,whether active or not, the name and qna.ntity or propor
tion of any bromides, ethc1·, chloroform, acetanilidc, acC'tphP11f'ti
din, amidopyrine, andipyrine, atropine, hyoscine, hyoscya111i1w,
arsenic, digitalis, digitalis glucosides, mercury, ouabain, stropha11thin, strychnine, thyroid, or any derivative or prcparat.ion of
any such substances, co11tained therein; provided, that to the
extent that compliance with the requirements of clause (b) of
this subsection is impracticable, exemptions shall be established
by regulations promulgated by the commissioner of agriculture.
(G) Unless its labeling bears (a) adequate directions for use;
and (h) such adequate warnings against use in those pathological
conditions or by children where its use may be dangerons to
health, or against unsafe dosage or methods or duration of ad
ministration or application, in such manner and form, as arc
necessary for the protection of users; provided, that where any
requirement of clause (a) of this subsection, as applird to any
drug or devicr, is not necessary for the protection of the public
health, the commissioner shall promulgate reg1tlations exempt
ing such drug or device from such requirements.
(7) If it purports to be a drug the name of which is recog
nized in an official compendium, unless it is packaged and .label
ed as prescribed therein; provided, that the method of packing
may be modified with the consent of the commissioner. \Vhcn
a drug is recognized in both the United States pharmacopoeia
and the homeopathic pharmacopoeia of the United States, it shall
be subject to requirements of the United States pharmacopoeia
with respect to packaging and labeling unless it is labeled and
offered for sale as a homeopathic drng, in which case it shall bc
subject to the provisions of the homeopathic pharmacopoeia of
the United States, and not to those of the United States phanna
copoeia.
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(9) If it is a drug and its contai11er is so made, formed, or
filled as to be misleading; or if it is an imitation of another
drug; or if it is offered for sale under the name of another drug.
(10) If it is dangerous to health when used in the dosage, or
with the frequency or duration prescribed, recommended, or sug
gested in the labeling thereof.
(11) If it is a drug sol<l at retail, and contains any quantity
of aminopyrinc, any barbiturate, cinchophen, dinitrophenol,
penicillin, sulfanilamide or amphetamine or an_v of their chemi
cal derivatives or combinations, unless it is sold on a written
prescription signed by a member of the medical, dental, osteo
pathic, naturopathic or veterinary profession who is licensed by
law to administer such drugs, and its label bears the name and
place of business of the seller, the serial number and date of
such prescription and the name of such member of the medical,
dental, osteopathic, naturopathic or veterinary profession. Pres
criptio11s for drugs which have been, or may hereafter be, de
clared "Dangerous or habit forming" by the Federal Food and
Drug Administration or the Commissioner of Agriculture of tlw
State of Florida may be refilled by Florida licensed pharmacists
who shall make a record of such refilled prescriptions as shall be
provided by regulation. If marked "Non-Repeat" or "N. R."
the pharmacist shall not refill.
(12) A drug sold on a written prescription signed by a mem
ber of the medical, dental or veterinary profession ( except a
drug sold in the course of the conduct of a business of selling
drugs pursuant to diagnosis by mail) shall be exempt from the
requirements of this section if-
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(a) snch mrmber of the medical, dental or veterinary pro
fession is licrrnwd by Jaw to administer such drug, aucl

patient. If a person admitted to any of said sanatoria is able to pay
all or any part of his or her per di,�m hospital charges, the County
sending such patient shall collect the One and 25/100 dollars per
diem required to be paid by the County, and the County shall retain
the one and 25/100 dollars per diem to reimburse itself for t.he per
diem charge it has paid or is obligated to pay for such patient. If
the patient is able to pay more than one and 25/100 dollars on his
or her per diem charge such additional payment shall be made to
the State Tuberculosis Board.

CHAPTER 25240

(h) such drug bears a label containing the name ancl place
of business of the seller, the number ancl <late or such prescrip
tion, and the name of such member of the medical, dental or
veterinary profession.''
Section 2. All laws and parts of laws in conflict herewith arc\
hereby repealed.
Section 3.

This Act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Approncl by the Governor June 7, 1949.
Piled in Office Secretary of the State ,June 7, 1949.
CHAPTER 25240-(No. 244)
SENATE BJLl, NO. 111
AN ACT Hrlating to the State 'l'nberculosis Board, A11H•11Ji11g Sec
tion 2 of Chaptf'r 2276:3, I,aws of l•'lorida, Acts of 1945, Bei11g
Sectinn :192.07, Plorida Statutes, 1!141, as Arnrndcd, Co11cer11i11g
Admission of Patients to the Sanatoria Operated by the Board;
Appropriating l\[oney Received by the Board from all Sourcl's
othrr than from the State and Repealing Section :rn2.08, l•'lorida
Statutes, l!J-H, and Sections :l and 4 of Chapter 2276:l, Laws of
Florida, Acts of 1945, Being Sections :rn2.09 and :rn2.10, F'lorida
Statutes, 1941, as Amended.

The State Tuberculosis lloard may also admit to an�- sanatoria
operated by it any other tuberculous person who may be certified
to the Board by any County in the State, or by any agency of the
l◄'cdcral Government., upon such terms and conditions as may be
prescribed by said Board and provided satisfactory arrangements
arc made with said Board for the payment of all hospital charges
for the care and maintenance of said tuberculous person while in
the sanatoria.
The State Tuberculosis Board shall prescribe what amount shall
be charged for the care and maintenance of each t.uberculous patient,
except indigent and semi-indigent patients, received in any of said
sanatoria while such patients arc receiving treatments therein or in
an out-patient department of said sanatoria.

Sretion 2. (Section :!92.07) Any tulJl•rculous pPrson who has
been an actual bona fide awl contiuuow; resident of Florida for ou(•
vear mav he admitted to the sanat.oria by the Stat,, Tuberculosis
i3oard u;Hler rules and regulations prescribe<l by the Board; provid
ed, the County srndi11g such patient shall ha,·<• ass11m<•d n·spousibilit:y
for, ancl made satisfactory financial a 1Ta11gPments with, the State
'fnbcrcnlosis Board for thP payment b�· such County of one and
25/100 dollars ($1.25) per <licm hospital charges for each :-.uch

All moneys required to be paid by the several Counties and
patients for the care and maintenance of patients in the sanatoria
or while being treated b_v the out-patient department, shall be paid
to the State Tuberculosis Board, and said Board shall forthwith
transmit the same to the Trrasurer of the State of Florida who
shall place the same in two ac�ounb, as follows, to-wit: (1) such
amounts as the Board shall from time to time designate as neces
sary to meet the interest and sinking fund requirements of the
Board shall be place<! in the State Tuberculosis Sanatoria Interest
and Sinking F'und Account; and (2) the balance of the money
trarnm1itted to the Treasurer of the State of Florida shall be placed
in the Sanatoria l\laintenance Account. All moneys from all sources:
placed to the crPdit of the Board when this Act takes effect ancl
all moneys hereafter received by the Board, other than from the
State of Florida and other than the funds now or hereafter in the
Htate Tuberculosis Sanatoria Interest and Sinking Fund Account,
shall he placed in a separate fund known as the Sanatoria l\Iain
te111111ce Account. All moneys now in or hereafter placed in: (a)
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Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. That Section 2 of Chapter 22763, !,aw;; of l•'Jorida,
Acts of 1!)45, lH'i11g Section 392.07, l<'Joricla Statutes, l!J4 l, as ame11d
cd, be and the same is hereby amencled to rrn<l as follows:
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an absentee ballot �hall, upon conviction, be guilty of a misde
meanor.
Section 43. Section 104.27 is amended by adding subsection
(8), to read as follows:

104.27 Penalties for violation of §99.161.(8) Any chairman or secretary of any state or county executive
committee who fails to fi le the report provided for in §99.161 shall
be automatically removed and the office filled as in other cases
where a vacancy occurs.
Section 44. Chap ter 104, Florida Statutes, is amended by add 
ing thereto a section to be num bered 104.271, to read as follows:

104.271 False, wiLlful or malicious charges against opposing
candidates; penalty.-Any candidate who, in a primary election
or other election, falsely, willfully or maliciously charges an op
posing candidate participating in such election with a violation of
any provisions of section 99.161, Florida Statutes, or any other
section of the electio n laws providing and declaring that certain
acts of candidates shall constitute violations of the law, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction thereof, shal l be
fined not less than five hundred ($500.00) doll ars or sentenced
to not more than six (6) months in the county jail, or both such
fine and imprisonment, in the discretion of the court, and in addi
tion to such penal provisions, a person from and after any such
conviction shall be disqualified t o hold office or position to which
he aspires for the term affected. If at the time of conviction such
person who wa s a candidate is serving in a position or office to
which he aspired, his conviction shall be cause for removal or
impeachment.
Section 45. Chapter 104, Florid a Statutes, is amended by add
ing thereto an additional section numbered 104.371, to read as
follows:
104.371 Political advertisement defined.-Political advertisement
is an expression by any mass media, attracting public attention,
whether radio, television, newspaper, magazine, periodical, direct
word in direct
m ail, displ ay or by means other than the spoken
r
conversation which shall transmit a ny idea furthe ing the candi
d acy for public office of any person.
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Section 104.38, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

104.38 Newspaper assailing candidate in an election; space for
reply.-!£ any newspaper in its columns assails the personal char

acter of any candidate for nomination or for election in a ny elec
tion, or charges said candidate with malfeasance or misfeasance in
office, or otherwise attacks his official record, o r gives to another
free space for such purpose, such newspaper sh all upon request
of such candidate immediately publish free of cost any reply he
may make thereto in as conspicuous a place and in the same
kind of type as the matter that calls for such reply, provided such
reply does not take up more space than the matter replied to.
Any person or firm failing to comply with the provisions of this
section shall, upon conviction, be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Section 47. Section 104.46, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

104.46 Pamphlet and manual prepared of the election code.
A pamphlet of a reprint of the general laws pertaining to elections
and a manual of the election code of 1951 outlining the duties of
clerks, inspectors and other election officials, and including in
structions to electors for their use at any election, each adequately
indexed, shall be prepared by the secretary of state. He shall
have printed a sufficient number of these pamphlets and manuals
and mail copies to all boards of county commissioners for use of
the clerks, inspectors and other election officials, the cost of
printing shall be paid out of funds appropriated for conducting
elections. Any citizen m ay purchase a copy by payment of the
actual cost of printing and distribution as determined by the
secretary of state.
Became a law without the Governor's approval.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 15, 1953.

1-i��-- 2_81�
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HOUSE BILL NO. 511

AN ACT to Amend Subsections (11) a nd (12) of Section 500.15,
Florida Statutes, Relating to the Misbranding of D rugs.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Subsection (11) of Section 500.15, Florida Statutes,
is amended to read:
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(11) (a) A drug intended for use by man which
or
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(A) is a habit-forming drug to which Section 500.15 (4) applies;

(B) because of its toxicity or other potentiality for harmful
effect, or the method of its use, or the collateral measures neces
sary to its use, is not safe for use except under the supervision
of a practitioner licensed by law to administer such drug; or
(C) is limited by an effective application under Section 500.16
to use under the professional supervision of a member of the medi
cal, dental, osteopathic, naturopathic or veterinary profession,
licensed by law to administer such drug, shall be dispensed only
(i) upon a written prescription of a practitioner licensed by law
to administer such drug, or (ii) upon an oral prescription of such
practitioner which is reduced promptly to writing and filed by the
pharmacist, or (iii) by refilling any such written or oral prescrip
tion if such refilling is authorized by the prescriber either in the
original prescription or by oral order which is reduced promptly
to writing and filed by the pharmacist. The act of dispensing a
drug contrary to the provisions of this paragraph shall be deemed
to be an act which results in the drug being misbranded while
held for sale.
(b) The Commissioner may by regulation remove drugs sub
ject to Subsection 500.15 (4) and Section 500.16 from the re
quirements of paragraph (a) of this Subsection when such re
quirements are not necessary for the protection of the public
health.
(c) A drug which is subject to paragraph (a) of this Sub
section shall be deemed to be misbranded if at any time prior to
dispensing its label fails to bear the statement "Caution: Federal
law prohibits dispensing without prescription." A drug to which
paragraph (a) of this Subsection does not apply shall be deemed
to be misbranded if at any time prior to dispensing its label bears
the caution statement quoted in the preceding sentence.
(d) No prescription for any of the drugs described above shall
be refilled if marked "non-repeat" or "N. R."
i Section 2. Subsection (12) of Section 500.15, Florida Statutes,
\s amended to read:
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f {a) Any drug dispensed by filling or refilling a written or
oral prescription of a member of the medical, dental, osteopathic,
naturopathic or veterina1·y profession who is licensed by law to
administer such drug shall be exempt from the requirements of
Section 500.15, except Subsections (1), (9) and (11), and the
packaging requirements of Subsections (7) and (8), if the drug
bears a label containing the name and address of the dispenser,
the serial number and date of the prescription or of its filling,
the name of the prescriber, and, if stated in the prescription, the
name of the patient, and the directions for use and cautionary
statements, if any, contained in such prescription. This exemption
shall not apply to any drug dispensed in the course of the conduct
of a business of dispensing drugs pursuant to diagnosis by mail,
or to a drug dispensed in violation of paragraph (a) of Subsection
500.15 (11).
(b) Nothing in this Section shall be construed to relieve any
person from any requirement prescribed by or under authority of
law with respect to drugs now included or which may hereafter
be included within the classifications stated in Chapter 398, Flor
ida Statutes.
Section 3. All laws and parts of laws in conflict herewith are
hereby repealed.
Section 4.

This Act shall take effect upon becoming a law.

Became a law without the Governor's approval.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 15, 1953.
CHAPTER 28158
HOUSE BILL NO. 497
AN ACT to Amend Section 801.02; Paragraph (a) of Subsection
(l} of Section 801.03; Subsection (2) of 801.03; Subsection (3)
of Section 801.08; Subsection (2) of Section 801.12; and Fur
ther Amending Section 801.12 by Adding a New Subsection
(3) Thereto; Amending Section 801.13 and Repealing Section
801.14, Florida Statutes 1951, Relating to the Child Molester
Act, Providing for Sentencing, Commitment, Treatment, Parole,
Release, and Discharge of Persons Convicted of Certain Sex
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tuberculous, fflefttally ill; or other prisoners requiring specialized
services to appropriate public or private facilities or programs for
the purpose of providing such specialized service or treatment for as
long as such service or treatment is needed, but for no longer than
the remainder of the prisoner's sentence. Wl\eft it is the iftteftt ef
the eepartfflent te traftefer a fflefttally ill er retareee prisefter te the
Bepartffleftt ef Health afte Rehaeilitative Servieee, aft iftvel�ntary
eefflfflitffleftt hearift� shall ee hele aeeerein� te the previsiefts ef
ehapter a93 er ehapter 394� lf the eefflfflittift� eettrt fiftes, after a
hearing, that the patient eees ftet ffleet the eriteria fer invel�fttary
aMissteft; he shall ee retttrned te the Bepartfflent ef Serreetiefts�
lf, at the heaPtftg, the eettrt eenelttees that the patient ffleets the
eriteria fer iftvelttntary hespitalisatien ttftder s� a9a�11 er s�
a9�4e�tlt, the ;ttd�e shall ereer the patient te ee transferree te a
state fflefttal health treatfflent faeility er a retareatien faeility fer
treatffleftt� 'flo\e patieftt shall ee retainee ey the Bepartfflent ef HealtA
ane Rehaeilitative 6erviees fer a peried net te eKeeee the Pefflaifteer
ef his eefttenee� lf the adfflinistrater ef the faeility ane the
patient!s pkysieian find that the patieftt ne leftger ffleets the
eriteria fer iftvel�ntsry s9issien, he shall ee retttPftee te the
Bepsrtfflent ef Serreetiefte ifflffleeistely�
lf the patient refflaine
hespitslisee when his sentenee eKpires;
theft
aft
invelttfttary
eefflfflitffleftt kearift� shall ifflffleeiately ee held ift seeeresftee with the
previsiefts ef s� 393�11 er s� 39�46��
Section 3.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1984.

Approved by the Governor April 28, 1982.
Filed in Office Secretary of State April 29, 1982.
I cHAPTi!:R 9�;;.125·,...,....,.
House Bill No. 13-D
An

act relating to foods, drugs, and cosmetics; creating
part I of chapter 500, Florida Statutes, designated as
the "Florida Food Act"; amending s. 500.01, Florida
Statutes, providing a short title; amending s. 500.02,
Florida Statutes, relating to the purposes of the
"Florida Food Act"; amending s.
500.03,
Florida
Statutes, providing definitions; amending s. 500.032,
Florida Statutes, providing for a declaration of policy
and cooperation among departments with respect to part
I; amending s. 500.04, Florida Statutes, prohibiting
certain acts with respect to foods; amending s. 500.05,
Florida Statutes, authorizing
the
Department
of
Agriculture and Consumer Services to seek injunctive
relief to restrain certain violations; amending s.
500.06(1)
and
(3),
Florida Statutes, conforming
language; amending s.
500.07,
Florida
Statutes,
describing duties of certain prosecuting officers;
amending s. 500.08, Florida Statutes, providing that
certain minor violations of part I may be overlooked
under certain circumstances; amending ss. 500.12(1),
and 500.12l(l)(a) and (3), Florida ·statutes,
(4)
conforming language; amending and
renumbering
s.
500.19, Florida Statutes, eliminating reference to
drugs, devices, or cosmetics with respect to false
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providing procedures with respect to seizure; providing
for the condemnation and sale, or for release, of
certain detained articles; providing for the duty of
certain prosecuting officers; providing that certain
minor violations need not be reported;
providing
penalties; providing for the manufacture, sale, and use
of DMSO and laetrile under certain circumstances;
providing a description of drugs, devices, or cosmetics
which are deemed adulterated or misbranded; prohibiting
the
possession
of
certain new drugs without a
prescription; providing exceptions;
providing
for
complimentary drugs and for permits to distribute and
dispose of drugs; providing a schedule of certain drug
application filings and fees; providing for the deposit
of such fees in the Florida Drug, Device, and Cosmetic
Trust Fund; providing that phenylalanine is declared to
be a
prescription
drug;
providing
for
annual
registration
of
drugs,
devices,
and cosmetics;
providing the revocation and suspension of registration
under
part
II;
providing
for
examination and
investigation
fees;
providing
for
reports
and
dissemination of information by the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services; authorizing the
department to incur certain expenses; creating the
"Florida Drug, Device, and Cosmetic Trust
Fund";
providing for rules; providing for the denial or
revocation of
certain
permits;
transferring
s.
500.1518, Florida Statutes, to chapter 465, Florida
Statutes; amending s. 465.0ZZ(l)(f), Florida Statutes,
correcting a cross reference; amending s. 893.0Z(ll)(b)
and (16), Florida Statutes,
correcting
a
cross
reference;
repealing s. 500.14, Florida Statutes,
relating to drugs or devices deemed
adulterated;
repealing s. 500.15, Florida Statutes, relating to
drugs or devices deemed misbranded; repealing
s.
500.151, Florida Statutes, relating to the possession
of certain drugs without a prescription; repealing s.
500.152, Florida Statutes, relating to complimentary
drugs and the disposition of drugs unsuitable for
dispensing; repealing s. 500.156, Florida Statutes,
relating to phenylalanine; repealing s. 500.16, Florida
Statutes, relating to the sale, etc., of new drugs;
repealing s. 500.17, Florida Statutes, relating to
cosmetics deemed adulterated; repealing s. 500.18,
Florida Statutes,
relating
to
cosmetics
deemed
misbranded; repealing s. 500.201, Florida Statutes,
relating to the authority of the Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services to make rules with respect
to drugs, devices, and cosmetics; repealing s. 500.341,
Florida Statutes, relating to the registration of
drugs, devices, and cosmetics; repealing s. 500.351,
Florida
Statutes,
relating
to
examination
and
investigation fees; repealing s. 500.361,
Florida
Statutes, relating to the revocation and suspension of
registration; repealinq s. 500.46, Florida Statutes,
relating
to wholesale drug and drug manufacturer
establishment permits, renewals,
and
inspections;
repealing s. 500.462, Florida Statutes, relating to
drug products in finished, solid, oral dosage form;
repealing ss. 500.1515 and 500.465, Florida Statutes,
relating to the regulation of laetrile; repealing ss.
1078
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advertising;
amending
and renumbering s. 500.20,
Florida Statutes, conforming language; amending and
renumbering s. 500.21, Florida Statutes, providing for
inspection of factories
and
warehouses
by
the
Department
of
Agriculture and Consumer Services;
amending and renumbering s. 500.22, Florida Statutes,
providing for reports and dissemination of information
by the department; amending and renumbering s. 500.23,
Florida
Statutes,
eliminating
reference
to the
Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services;
amending and renumbering s. 500.24, Florida Statutes,
conforming language; transferring ss. 500.29, 500.30,
and 500.33, Florida Statutes; amending and renumbering
ss. 500.31 and 500.32, Florida Statutes, correcting
cross references; amending and renumbering s. 500.39,
Florida Statutes, eliminating reference to
drugs,
devices, or cosmetics, and to the Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services, with respect to records of
interstate
shipment;
amending and renumbering s.
500.40, Florida Statutes,
eliminating reference to
drugs, devices, or cosmetics; amending and renumbering
ss. 500.41 and 500.42, Florida Statutes, eliminating
obsolete language; amending and renumbering s. 500.43,
Florida Statutes, eliminating obsolete language and
correcting cross references; amending and renumbering
ss. 500.500, 500.501, 500.502,
500.503, 500.505, and
500.506,
Florida
Statutes,
correcting
statutory
references; transferring s. 500.504, Florida Statutes;
creating part II of chapter 500, Florida Statutes,
consisting of ss. 500.401 through 500.448, Florida
Statutes, designated as the "Florida Drug and Cosmetic
Act";
providing
legislative
purpose;
providing
definitions;
providing
for
administration
and
enforcement
by
the
Department
of
Health
and
Rehabilitative
Services; prohibiting certain acts;
providing for· the establishment of the Florida Drug and
Cosmetic Technical Review Panel; providing for the
authority and responsibility of the panel; providing
for the issuance, renewal, denial, and revocation of
permits and registration by the Department of Health
and Rehabilitative Services; providing for applications
for approval of proprietary drugs; providing
for
applications for investigational drugs; providing for
clinical investigations and investigational
drugs;
providing for generic drugs; providing for the sale,
delivery, manufacture, and distribution of new drugs;
providing for technical review, approval, and denial;
authorizing the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services
to
collect certain fees; providing for
permits, inspections, and fees with respect to drug
wholesale, drug repackaging, and drug, cosmetic, or
device manufacturing businesses, and for inspection of
investigational drug programs; providing identification
requirements with respect to drug products in finished,
solid,
oral dosage form; providing penalties and
remedies; providing for the embargoing or destruction
of articles or processing equipment used in violation
of law or rule; providing for records with respect to
interstate shipment; exempting certain carriers from
the provisions of part II; providing cause for seizure
and condemnation of drugs, devices: or cosmetics;
1077
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500.307 599�596 Exemption.--Notwithstanding the provisions of s.
soo.303 599�594, any wheat flour, cornmeal, corn grits, or rice, or
Ioocfcontaining these products, which shall have been produced prior
to January 1, 1975, shall be exempt from the provisions of ss.
500_301-500.307 5ee�5ee-5ee�5e6.

�

;;c.----

Section 34. Part II of chapter 500, Florida Statutes, consisting
of ss. 500.401, 500.402, 500.403, 500.404, 500.405, 500.406, 500.407,
500.409, 500.411, 500.412, 500.413, 500.414, 500.415,
soo.40B,
500.423,
500.416, 500.417, 500.418, 500.419, 500.421, 500.422,
500.425, 500.426, 500.427, 500.428, 500.429, 500.431,
500.424,
500.438,
500.432, 500.433, �00.434, 500.435, 500.436, 500.437,
500.441, 500.442, 500.443, 500.444, 500.445, 500.446,
500.439,
500.447, and 500.448, Florida Statutes, is created to read:
PART II
FLORIDA DRUG AND COSMETIC ACT

500.401 Short title.--This part may be cited as the "Florida Drug
Cosmetic Act."

and

500.402

Purpose.--Part II is intended to:

(1) Safeguard the public health and promote the public welfare by
protecting the consuming public from injury by product use, and
protecting the purchasing public from injury by merchandising deceit,
flowing from intrastate commerce in drugs, devices, and cosmetics.
Provide legislation which shall be uniform as provided in
(2)
this part and administered so far as practicable in conformity with
the provisions of and regulations issued under the authority of the
Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act; and likewise uniform with the
Federal Trade Commission Act to the extent that it expressly
prohibits the false advertisement of drugs, devices, and cosmetics.
(3)
Promote thereby uniformity of such state and federal laws,
and their administration and enforcement, throughout the United
States and in the several states.

500.403 Definitions
of this part:

of terms used in this part.--For the purpose

means
(1) "Department"
Rehabilitative Services.
and

(2) "Person" includes
associations.

the

Department

individuals,

of

and

partnerships, corporations,

(3) "Technical
panel" means the Florida Drug
Technical Review Panel as provided for in s. 500.406.
( 4)

Health

and

Cosmetic

"Drug" means an agent or product:

(a)
Recognized in the
any supplement thereto;

official United States Pharmacopoeia, or

(b) Other than food, intended for use in the diagnosis, cure,
mitigation, treatment, therapy, or prevention of disease in man or
other animals;
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500.1516 and 500.466, Florida Statutes, relating to
regulation of DMSO; repealing s. 500.47,
Florida
Statutes, relating to the authority of the Department
of Health and Rehabilitative Services to revoke or
suspend permits; providing for review and repeal in
accordance with the Regulatory Sunset Act and the
Sundown Act; providing that I.A.T. blood fractions used
in the detection and treatment of cancer shall not be
regulated by the Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act, but
shall be regulated by the "Cancer Therapeutic Act of
1981"; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

section 1. Sections 500.01, 500.02, 500.03, 500.032, 500.04,
so0.05, 500.06, 500.07, 500.08, 500.09, 500.10, 500.11, 500.12,
500.13,
500.145, 500.146, 500.147, 500.148, 500.149,
500.121,
500.166,
soo.155, 500.156, 500.157, 500.158, 500.159, 500.165,
500.168, 500.169, 500.175, 500.301, 500.302, 500.303,
500.167,
so0.304, 500.305, 500.306, and 500.307, Florida Statutes, are hereby
designated as and shall be entitled:
PART I
FLORIDA FOOD ACT
section 2.

Section

500.01, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

500.01 Short title.--This part eftap�er
"Florida Food Act-:- Br1:t'!'-:- al'\d Eeel'!le�ie E,aw. "
Section 3.
500.02

Section

may

be

cited

as the

500.02, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Purpose of e!'-S..! eftap�er.--Part I �ftie eftap�er is intended:

(1) To safeguard the public health and promote the public welfare
by protecting the consuming public from injury by product use and the
purchasing public from injury by merchandising deceit, flowing from
intrastate commerce in food -;- dr1:t'!'e-:- devieee-:- al'\d eeel'!le�iee; al'\d
(2) To provide legislation which shall be uniform, as provided in
this e_art eftap�er, and administered so far as practicable in
conformity with the provisions of and regulations issued under the
authority of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act; and likewise
uniform with the Federal Trade Commission Act, to the extent that 1t
expressly prohibits the false advertisement of food-:- dr1:t'!'e-:- devieee
&l'\a eeeffle�tee; and
(3) To promote thereby uniformity of such state and federal laws
and their administration and enforcement, throughout the United
States and in the several states.
Section 4.

Section

500.03, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

500.03 Definitions
this part ehap�er:

of terms tteed ti'\ eftap�er.--For the purpose of

(1) ni.e �erl'!I "Department" means the Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services.
(2) ni.e
�erffl
"Person"
corporation and association.

includes
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individual,
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(b) An accurate statement of the quantity of the content,
terms of weight, measure, or numerical count; provided that Ul\d
this
paragraph
reasonable variations shall be permitte d,
exemptions as to small packages shall be established, by t'U1l
prescribed by the department.

(3) If any word, statement, or other information required b
under authority of this part to appear on the label or labelingy
not prominently placed thereon with such conspicuousness, as compar
with other words, statements, designs, or devices, in the labelin
and in such terms as to render it likely to be read and understood
the ordinary individual under customary conditions of purchase 1
use.
(4) If it is a drug and is not designated solely by a na
recognized in an official compendium, unless its label bears:
(a)

The common or usual name of the drug, if such there be; •nd

(5)

Unless its labeling bears:

(b) In case it is fabricated from two or more ingredients, t
common or usual name and quantity of each active ingredient.
(a)

Adequate directions for use; and

(b) Such adequate warnings against use in those pathologic
conditions, or by children, where its use may be dangerous to healt
or against unsafe dosage or methods or duration of administration
application, in such manner and form as are necessary for t
of users; provided that, where any requirement
protection
paragraph (a) as applied to any drug or device is not necessary f
the protection of the public health, the department shall promulg1
rules exempting such drug or device from such requirements.
(6) If it purports to be a drug the name of which is recognir
in the official compendium, unless it is packaged and labeled
prescribed therein; provided that the method of packaging may
modified with the consent of the department.
(7) If it has been found by the department to be a drug liable
deterioration, unless it is packaged in such form and manner, and:
label bears a statement of such precautions, as the department sh1
by rule require as necessary for the protection of public health.
such rule shall be established for any drug recognized in an offic:
compendium until the department shall have informed the appropri,
body charged with the revision of such compendium of the need l
such packaging or labeling requirements and such body shall h;
failed within a reasonable time to prescribe such requirements.

(8) If it is a drug and its container or finished dosage form
so made, formed, or filled as to be misleading; or if it is
imitation of another drug; or if it is offered for sale under ·
name of another drug.
(9) If it is dangerous to health when used in the dosage or w
the frequency or duration prescribed, recommended, or suggested
the labeling thereof.

(10) If it is, or purports to be, or is represented as ad
composed wholly or partly of insulin, unless:
1112
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(c) If it is a drug and the methods used in or the facilities or
for its manufacture, processing, packing, or holding do
nt
o
c rols used
t conform to or are not operated or administered in conformity with
n�rrent good manufacturing practices, to assure that such drug meets
�he requirements of this part as to safety and has the identity and
strength, and meets the standard of quality and purity, which it
purports or is represented to possess;
(d) If it is a drug and its container is composed, in whole or in
art, of any poisonous or deleterious substance which may render the
�ontents injurious to health; or

(e) If it is a drug and it bears or contains, for the purpose of
coloring only, a color additive which is unsafe within the meaning of
the federal act; or it is a color additive, the intended use of which
in or on drugs is for the purpose of coloring only, and it is unsafe
within the meaning of the federal act.

(2) If it purports to be or is represented as a drug the name of
which is recognized in the official compendium, and its strength
differs from, or its quality or purity falls below, the standard set
forth in such compendium.
Such determination as to strength,
quality, or purity shall be made in accordance with the tests or
methods of assay set forth in such compendium, or in the absence of
or inadequacy of such tests or methods of assay, those prescribed
under authority of the federal act. No drug defined in an official
compendium shall be deemed to be adulterated under this subsection
because it differs from the standard of strength, quality, or purity
set forth for that drug in such compendium, if its difference in
strength, quality, or purity from such standard is plainly stated on
its label.
(3) If it is not subject to the provisions of subsection (2) and
its strength differs from, or its purity or quality falls below the
standard of, that which it purports or is represented to possess.
(4)

If it is a drug and any substance has been:

(b)

Substituted wholly or in part therefor.

(a) Mixed
strength; or

or

packed

therewith

Drug or device
deemed to b� misbranded:
·•M"ffl':'3":1:' ".
0

so

as to reduce its quality or

deemed misbranded. --A drug or device is

(1)

If its labeling is false or misleading in any particular.

(2)

If in package form unless it bears a label containing:

(a) The
name
and place of business of the manufacturer,
repackager, or distributor; in the case of medicinal drugs, as
defined in s. 465.003(7), the label shall contain the name and place
of business of the manufacturer of the finished dosage form of the
drug and the name and place of business of the repackager if
applicable. For the purpose of this paragraph, the finished dosage
form of a medicinal drug is that form of the drug which is, or is
intended to be, dispensed or administered to the patient and requires
no
further
manufacturing or processing other than packaging,
reconstitution, and labeling.
1111
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(14) If it is a drug which is not subject to subsection (12)(a)
if at any time prior to dispensing its label bears the cautio�
statement required in subsection (13).
(15) Nothing in subsection (12)(a) shall be construed to relieve
any person from any requirement prescribed by or under authority of
law with respect to drugs now included or which may hereafter be
included within the classifications of controlled substances 18
defined in the applicable federal and state laws relating to
controlled substances.
If it is a color additive, the intended use of which in or
(16)
on drugs is for the purpose of coloring only, unless its packaging
and labeling are in conformity with such packaging and labeling
requirements applicable to such color additive prescribed under the
provisions of the federal act.
(17) If an advertisement is alleged to be false because it 11
misleading, then in determining whether the
advertisement
11
misleading, there shall be taken into account, among other things,
not only representations made or suggested by statement, word,
design, device, sound, or in any combination thereof, but also the
extent to which the advertisement fails to reveal facts material with
respect to consequences which may result from the use of the article
to which the advertisement relates under the conditions of use
prescribed in the labeling or advertisement.
500.435 Possession of medicinal drugs as defined by s. 465.003(7)
or new drugs without prescriptions
unlawful;
exemptions
and
exceptions.-(1) No person shall possess any habit-forming, toxic, harmful or
new legend drug subject to s. 500.403(5), or medicinal drug as
defined in s. 465.003(7), unless the possession of such drug has been
obtained by a valid prescription of a practitioner licensed by law to
prescribe such drug; provided that the provisions of this section
shall not be applicable to the delivery of such drugs to persona
included in any of the classes hereinafter named, or to the agents or
employees of such persons, for use in the usual course of their
business or practice in the performance of their official duties, ae
the case may be; or to the possession of such drugs by such persona
or
their
agents
or
employees
for such use:
Pharmacists;
practitioners; persons who procure such drugs for dispositions by or
under the supervision of pharmacists or practitioners employed by
them or for the purpose of lawful research, teaching, or testing, and
not for resale; hospitals and other institutions which procure such
drugs for lawful administration by practitioners; officers
or
employees of federal, state, or local governments; manufacturers,
repackagers, or wholesalers who hold valid permits issued pursuant to
s. 500.436 and who are lawfully engaged in selling such drugs to
authorized persons; and common carriers and warehousemen while
engaged in lawfully transporting or storing such drugs for authorized
persons.
(2) The possession of a drug under subsection (1) not properly
labeled to indicate that possession is by a valid prescription of a
practitioner licensed by law to prescribe such drug, by any person
not exempted under this section shall be prima facie evidence that
such possession is unlawful.
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is from a batch with respect to which a certificate has
(I) It pursuant to s. 506 of the federal act; and
d
e
.,..n 111u
such certificate is in effect with respect to such drug.
(b)

is,

or

purports to be, or is represented as a drug
antibiotic requiring

(lied wholly or partly of any kind of
on under the federal act unless:
c�
ertifl cati
If

l)

it

from a batch with respect to which a certificate has
( 1) It is suant to s. 507 of the federal act; and
1 BBued pur
such certificate is in effect with respect to such drug;
b
subsection shall not apply to any drug or class of
(
�v i�ed that this regulations promulgated under s
ted by
. 507(c) or (d) of
emp
ex
1
dru9
tM federal act.
�lft

=•·

112)(&) If it is a drug intended for use by man which is a habit
because of its toxicity or other potentiality for
ro;.. inq drug; which
the method of its use, or the collateral measures
h r11ful eff ect, or use, is not safe for use except under the
,!c,,eary to its
rvieion of a practitioner licensed by law to administer such
or which is limited by an effective application under s. 505
of the federal act or s. 500.403(5) of this part to use under the
pro!eaaional supervision of a practitioner licensed by law to
preieribe such drug, unless it is dispensed only:
1. Upon the written prescription of a practitioner licensed by
llV to prescribe such drug; or

2. Upon an oral prescription of such practitioner, which is
�ueed promptly to writing and filled by the pharmacist; or
3.

By

refilling

any

such written or oral prescription, if such

refilling is authorized by the prescriber either in the original
pr••eription or by oral order which is reduced promptly to writing
and filled by the pharmacist.

"'(b'j'

If

it

is a drug dispensed by filling or refilling a written
to prescribe
tueh drug, which drug shall be exempt from the requirements of this
HCtion, except subsections (1), (8), (10), and (11), and the
pack1qing requirement of subsections (6) and (7), if the drug bears�
label containing the name and address of the dispenser or seller, the
pre1eription number and date of such prescription or its filling,. the
IIUII of the prescriber and the name of the patient, and the
dlreetions for use and cautionary statements. This exemption shall
not apply to any drug dispensed in the course of the conduct of a
bu1ine1e of dispensing drugs pursuant to diagnosis by mail, or to any
druq dispensed in violation of paragraph (a).
Provided, further,
t.h1t the department may, by rule, remove drugs subject to ss.
�-424-500.426 from the requirements of paragraph (a) when such
r�irements are not necessary for the protection of public health.

or oral prescription of a practitioner licensed by law

(13) If it is a drug which is subject to subsection (12)(a),
Unl111 at any time prior to dispensing, its label bears the
1t1t1ment,
"Caution:
Federal Law Prohibits Dispensing Without
Pre1eription" or "Caution: State Law Prohibits Dispensing Without

Pr11eription."
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893.02 Definitions.--The following words and phrases as used in
this chapter shall have the following meanings, unless the conte�t
otherwise requires:
(11)
(b) "Manufacturer" means and includes every person who prepares
derives, produces, compounds, or repackages any drug as defined�
the Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act. However, this shall not apply to
manufacturers of patent or proprietary preparations as defined in fhe
Florida Pharmacy Law. Pharmacies, and pharmacists employed therebi:
are specifically excluded from this definition a ePtt� fflaftttfae�ttPep 1111
aeHftea 1'y e� see� 93 f23 t.
( 16) "Wholesaler" means every person who acts as a jobbe!:.,_
wholesale merchant, or broker, or agent thereof, who sells or
distributes for resale any drug as defined by the Florida Drug arid
Cosmetic Act. However, this shall not apply to persons who sell onlj
patent or proprietary preparations as defined in the Florida Pharma£?
Law. Pharmacies, and pharmacists employed thereby, are specifical½'.
excluded from this definition a aPtt� w�eieeaieP ae aefiftee 1'y �
see� 93 f22t.
Section 38. Sections 500.14, 500.15, 500.151, 500.152, 500.17,
500.18, 500.201, 500.351, 500.361, 500.46, 500.465, and 500.47,
Florida Statutes; section 500.1515, Florida Statutes, as amended by
chapter 81-259, Laws of Florida; section 500.1516, Florida Statutes,
as created by chapter 80-340, Laws of Florida, and as amended by
chapters 81-36 and 81-259, Laws of Florida; section 500.156, Florida
Statutes, as created by chapter 81-152, Laws of Florida; section
500.16, Florida Statutes, as amended bychapters 80-340 and 81-84,
Laws of Florida; section 500.341, Florida Statutes, as amended by
chapter 81-84, Laws of Florida; section 500.462, Florida Statutes;
and section 500.466, Florida Statutes, as created bychapter 80-340,
Laws of Florida; as created bychapter 80-245, Laws of Florida, are
hereby repealed.
Section 39. Sections 500.12 and 500.121, Florida Statutes, as
amended bythis act, are repealed on October 1, 1983, and shall be
reviewed bythe Legislature pursuant to s. 11.61, Florida Statutes.
Section 40. In accordance with the intent expressed in s. 11.611,
Florida Statutes, s. 500.406, Florida Statutes, as created by this
act, shall be repealed on October 1, 1988, and the Florida Drug and
Cosmetic Technical Review Panel shall be subject to legislative
review as required bys. 11.611(4), (5) and (6), Florida Statutes.
Section 41. Any language of the Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act to
the contrary notwithstanding Imnuno Augmenative Therapy (I.A.T.)
blood fractions used in the detection and treatment of cancer shall
not be regulated in anywaybythe provisions of the Florida Drug and
Cosmetic Act, but instead be regulated onlybythe provisions of s.
402.36, Florida Statutes, the "Cancer Therapeutic Act of 1981" and
amendments thereto.

I

Section 42. Amendments
to sections of the Florida Statutes [
enacted bythis act shall not operate to repeal or otherwise negate.
amendments to the same sections which mayhave been enacted at the•
1982 Regular Session of the Florida Legislature and which are not•
indicated herein, and full effect shall be given to each, if that is
possible. If provisions of this act are in direct conflict with
1120
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SB 681

Senator Anderson, Chairman of the Agriculture Cmmittee has asked for IT¥
opinion 0£ the constitutionality of Senator Trask's attached arrendrrent to
SB 68l_which proposes to add Section 39 to SB 681 to piggy-back the text of
the I.A.T. blood fraction bill, SB 790 (1982), which bill is new pending in
the Senate H.R.S. Carrmittee� · last year's version of Senator Trask 1 s I.A.T.
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5th copy may be rerroved

Date------·

.::>tl'<Alt

COMMITTE:S-AMENDMENT

SB ___fill_1

No.
(reponed favorably)

HB ____
Line numbers on amendment blank have no relation to line numbers on bills.
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SENATE
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DATE: February 10, 1982
February 25, 1982

SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STATEMEiH

AliAL.\'.il

1.

llM.E...D..IBill.OR

Sumner,,Gl.-:

Sumner

b/J-

1.

AG.
H.R.S.

2, -

--- -----

2,

3, -

- -- -----

3. APPROP.
81 LL tlo,

SUBJECT:

Food, Drugs, Cosmetics
I.

ACllilli

B.f£llElfil

Fav./8
-----

AND SPONSOR:

SB 681, Senator McKnigh

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 500, F.S., provides for the Department of Agriculture
and Consumer Services and the Department of Health and Reha
bilitative Services to regulate foods, drugs, and cosmetics.
The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services is
charged with regulating foods. The Department of HRS is
charged with regulating drugs and cosmetics.
Provisions of the statutes under which both departments
operate are intermixed throughout the chapter.

B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES:
Chapter 500, F.S., is rewritten so that the responsibilities
of the DACS over foods are separated from the responsibilitie�
of the Departmentoi'HRS over drugs and cosmetics. Foods are
placed under Part I of the chapter and entitled the "Florida
Food Act." Drugs and Cosmetics are placed under Part II of
the chapter entitled the "Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act."
In Chapter 500, F.S., all language relating to foods is
extracted from the various positions in the chapter and
placed uniformly in Part I; care having been exercised to not
delete or add any part that now exist. Notwithstanding such
care, several minor discrepancies have been discovered by
officials of the DACS. Inasmuch, as it was not the apparent
intention of bill drafters or th� sponsor of the bill to make
any significant changes in the p�esent law with regard to
foods, amendments have been prep�red to take ca�e of these
discrepancies. In one case, an �mendment has been prepared
to correct a discrepancy in exis�ing law.
It was, however, the apparent in�ent of bill drafters and
sponsors of the bill to signific�ntly alter the present law
with regard to drugs and cosmeti�s (Part II of Chapter 500).
Due to time constraints and the lack of expertise on this
committee staff, the changes in this area are too numerous
to identify in this summary. It is understood, nevertheless,
the changes were made in accordance with recommendations of
the Interim Task Force Study Group to Examine the Drug Per
mitting Process in the state as mandated by Chapter 81-84,
Laws of Florida.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
It is understood, with regard to drugs and cosmetics,
permitting fees will be significantly higher for dealers in
those products. For food dealers, no change in permitting
requirements is indicated.
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Analyst: Sumner
Staff Director: Sumner
Subject: Food, Drugs, and Cosmetics

B.

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 681, Senator McKnight

Government:
Additional revenue will accrt..e to the Department of HRS result
ing from increased fees. No additional revenue will accrue to
the DACS.

III.

COMMENTS:
This bill makes extensive changes in Chapter 500, not only in
structure but also in contents of the law. Structural changes,
particularly renumbering of sections in the Food Law, will be a
nuisance to those administering the law for quite sometime
although no significant changes in the existing law are made. In
Drugs and Cosmetics, an entirely new structural situ�tion and con
tents of the law will have to be studied and adjusted to. Staff
suggests that manufacturers and suppliers of drugs and cosmetics
and perhaps the medical profession give careful study to the
changes being made.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
1.

Amendments l, 2, 4, 5 & 6 are technical amendments.

2.

Amendment 3 adds holders and retailers to the requirements
for permits.

3.

Amendment 7 exempts the use of I.A.T. (Immuno-Augmentative
Therapy) blood fractions and the treatment from the provisions
of this bill, which is an extensive rewtite of the Florida
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Law.

4.

Amendment 8 is a Title Amendment.
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I.

I

Present Situation:

Chapter 500, Florida Statutes, regulates foods, drugs
and cosmetics through the Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services and the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services (HRS).
The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services
is charged with regulating foods. The Department of HRS
is Gharged with regulating drugs and cosmetics.
Provisions of the statutes under which both departments
operate are intermixed throughout the chapter.
Chapter 81-84, Laws of Florida, directed HRS to
establish a task force to examine the need for a drug
permitting process withfn the state, the cost of adequately
funding such a process, and possible sources of funding.
The recommendations of the task force were reported to the
Legislature in September 1981, and those recommendations
are incorporated in this bill.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:

This bill divides chapter 500, Florida Statutes, into
two parts. Part I is entitled the ''Florida Food Act" and
Part II is entitled the "Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act".
Part I, the Florida Food Act, deletes references to
HRS for those sections dealing with food and food products.
The current authority and responsibilities of the Department
of Agriculture and Consumer Services remain unchanged.
This bill incorporates technical amendments from the Senate
Agriculture Committee which clarify minor inconsistencies
in the bill.
Part II, the Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act, addresses:
1.

i'
I.

', __ I

fLORt':\ '."!/, , _1,:

SUMMARY:
A.

re r: :-oc� 1 • .�:

I- --

Cosmetics and Intrastate Patent/Proprietary Drugs
(over-the-counter drugs)

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
is to continue its current responsibility to register
these products and to issue permits for manufacturing,
wholesaling and repackaging of these drugs. HRS also is
to issue permits for the manufacture of cosmetics .
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Investigational Drug Products

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
authorized to approve, permit, regulate and monitor the
manufacture and use of investigational drug products which
do not have Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption for
a New Drug on file with the Federal Food and Drug Administra
tion. There is to be established within HRS a Technical
Review Panel which would make recommendations to the
Secretary of HRS regarding approval or disapproval of the
application for the use of such drugs. The bill provides
that Irnrnuno�Augmentative Therapy (I.A-T.) blood fractions
shall not be regulated by the Florida Drug and Cosmetic
Act, but instead shall be regulated by the Cancer Therapeutic
Research Act of 1981.
3.

Generic Drugs

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
given the authority and responsibility for approving�
permitting, regulating and monitoring the manufacture,
distribution and sale of intrastate generic drugs. The
Technical Review Panel is to make recommendations of approval
or disapproval regarding such drugs.
4.

New Drugs

The state and HRS would be removed from the responsi
bi�ity of taking action on new prescription drugs. The act
would require an approved application from the Federal Food
and Drug Administration before any new drug could be manu
factured, distributed, or sold.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A. HRS estimates that income from fees to HRS for carrying
out the provisions of this act will be $168,660, while the
total cost to operate this program will be $299,040.
B. Fee guideline ranges are set forth within the provisions
of this bill as follows:
1. Product registration for intrastate products would be
increased to not less than $10 nor more than $20 per year
from one dollar per year, and interstate products would be
increased to not less than $5 nor more than $15 per year from
one dollar per year.
2. Drug wholesaler permits would be increased to not less
than $50 nor more than $100 per year from $25 per year.
3. Drug repackager permits would be established at not
less than $700 nor more than $800 per year.
4, Drug and device manufacturer permits would be
increased to not less than $900 nor more than $1,000 from
$25 per year.
5. Cosmetic manufacturer permits would be established at
not less than $500 nor more than $600 per year.
6.
"Complimentary" drug distributors would pay an initial
application fee of $100 and a renewal fee of not more than
$50.
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New intrastate product application tees would be�
--Cosmetic or proprietary drug/ $100-$110
--Investigational drug/ $1,000-$1,100
--Generic drug/ $500-$550

III.

COMMENTS:
None.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 681
1. Adds provision to regulate persons who distribute complimentary
drugs; requires permit and annual fee for such persons.

2. Lowers annual product registration fee from $10 - $20 per product
to $5 - $15 per product for interstate products registered in Florida.

3. Lowers annual permit fee for drug wholesalers from $500 - $600
to $50 - $100.

4. Various technical amendments clarify that provisions of the bill
apply only to intrastate products.
5. Technical amendments delete "packagers" from scope of bill,
leaving only wholesalers, manufacturers, and repackagers.
6.

Various technical amendments. conform bill to federal law.

7. Provides that application for approval of new, intrastate,
proprietary drugs becomes effective 60 days after filing the
complete application.
8. Deletes requirement that proprietary drug application contain
report showing drug is safe for the intended use.
9. Exempts proprietary drug application from scope of review by
technical review panel.

10.

Corrects bill drafting error regarding fees.

11.

Technical amendments renumber mis-numbered sections.

12. Technical amendments clarify, but do not alter, the authority
of the De�artment of Agriculture and Consumer Services in enforcing
the Florida Food Act.
13. Various technical amendments clarify distinction between legend
(prescription} drugs and proprietary (over-the-counter} drugs.
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Continued Substantial Change for Senate Bill 681
14. Specifies that I.A.T. blood fractions may be pre�cribed
and administered upon approval of the application for use of
such product as an investigational drug, would require
description of drug, justification for use of drug, description
of procedure for use, protocals for use, justification of charges,
45 day waiting period after filing application, report of
investigator's qualifications, periodic clinical investigational
reports to the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services,
reports of adverse reactions, prohibits dis·cipline
of physicians
or restriction of staff privileges for prescribing or administering
approved I.A.T. blood fractions. Defines ''I.A.T. blood fractions tt .
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the protect ion of public health, and any quan i ts purity or quality falls below, that which it
tity exceeding the limits so fixed shall also purports or is represented to possess.
(4) If it is a drug and any substance has
be deemed to be unsafe for purposes of the
application of clause (b) of 500.10 (1). While been (a) mixed or packed therewith so as to
such a regulation is in effect limiting the reduce its quali ty or strength; or (b) sub
quantity of any such substance in the case stituted wholly or in part therefor.
of any food, such food shall not, by reason \ �.-,S00.15 Drug or device deemed misbranded.
.
of bearing or containing any added amount L-A, drug or device
is deemed to be mis- t
of such substance, be considered to be adul- brandedof
(a)
clause
( 1)
. terated within the meaning of
If its labeling is false or misleading
§500.10 (1). In determining the quantity of in any particular.
such added substance to be tolerated in or
(2) lf in package form unless it bears a
on different articles of food, the commis label containing (a) the name and place of
sioner shall take into account the extent to business of the manufacturer, packer, or dis
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other poisonous or deleterious substances.
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..,_
,!'."ler
drug.
'·>: •�\�)
If it is dangerous to health when used
t. tloe e dosa�e. or with the frequency or dura
.
iJa lh Prescribed. recommended, or suggested
r:•:... e la belin g thereof.
;;;�ll) Tf it is a
drug sold at retail for use by
_ ins _any quantity .o� aminopyrine,
{ ..,.i.;n� conta
_ cid, crnchophen, dmitrophenol. or
t .. ,r 1 \1{1c a
, ,�"! ai:nide; unless it is sold on a written
ription signed by a member of the med
_
n
"'.Jttil
�n ff� ial or veterinary profession who is
... ,:be Y law to administer such dru�. and
·•
e) bears the n:ime and pJ::,ce of businec1s
th e
�b rrsesclle_r. _the serial number and date 'of
ripbo_n. and the name of such mem
. , -...;, /
f the medical. dental or veterinary pro-· efon.
-·.�fts

: ir

§500.16

(12) A drug sold on a written prescription
signed by a member of the medical, dental
or veterinary profession (except a drug sold
in the course of the conduct of a business of
selling drugs pursuant to diagnosis by mail)
shall be exempt from the requirements of this
section if( a) such member of the medical, dental or
veterinary profession is licensed by law to
administer such drug, and
(b) such drug bears a label containing the
name and place of business of the seller, the
number and date of such prescription, and
the name of such member of the medical,
dental or veterinary profession.

500.16 Sale, etc., of new drugs; exceptions.
c- ( 1) No person shall sell, deliver, offer
for sale, hold for sale or give away any new
drug unless (a) an application with respect
thereto has become effective under §505 of
the federal act, or (b) when not subject to
the federal act unless such drug has been
tested and has not been found to be unsafe
for use under the conditions prescribed, rec
ommended or suggested in the labeling there
of, and prior to selling or offering for sale
such drug, there has been filed with the com
missioner an application setting forth 1. full
reports of investigations which have been made
to show whether or not such drug is safe for
use; 2. a full list of the articles used as
components of such drug; 3. a full statement
of the composition of such drug; 4. a full
description of the methods used in, and the
facilities and controls used for, the manufac
ture, processing, and packing of such drug;
5. such samples of such drug and of the
articles used as components thereof as the
commissioner may require; and 6. specimens
of the labeling proposed to be used for such
drug.
(2) An application provided for in sub
section ( 1) (b) shall become effective on the
sixtieth day after the filing thereof, except
that if the commissioner finds, after due no
tice to the applicant and giving him an oppor
tunity for a hearing, that the drug is not safe
for use under the conditions prescribed, rec
ommended or suggested in the proposed label
ing thereof, he shall, prior to the effective
date of the application, issue an order refusing
to permit the application to become effective.
(3) This section shall not apply( a) to a drug intended solely for investiga
tional use by experts qualified by scientific
training and experience to investigate the
safety of drugs provided the drug is plainly
labeled, "For investigational use only"; or
(b) to a drug sold in this state at any
time prior to June 12, 1939, or introduced into
interstate commerce at any time prior to the
enactment of the federal act; or
( c) to any drug which is licensed under the
virus. serum, and toxin act of July l, 1902
(U. S. C 19�4 ed. title 42, Chap. 4).
( 4) An order refusing to permit an ap-
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effect, a food shall not, by reason of bearing or con
taining such substance in accordance with the regula
tion, be considered adulterated within the meaning
of s. 500.lO(t)(a).
(2) The department, whenever public interest in
the state so requires, is authorized to adopt, amend,
or repeal regulations whether or not in accordance
with regulations promulgated under the federal act,
prescribing therein tolerances for any added poison
ous or deleterious substances, for food additives, for
pesticide chemicals in or on raw agricultural com
modities or for color additives, including, but not
limited to, zero tolerances, and exemptions from tol
erances in the case of pesticide chemicals in or on raw
agricultural commodities, and prescribing the condi
tions under which a food additive or color additive
may be safely used and exemptions where such food
additive or color additive is to be m;ed solely for in
vestigational or experimental purposes, upon his own
motion or upon the petition of any interested party
requesting that such a regulation be established, and
it shall be incumbent upon such petitioner to estab
lish by data submitted to the department that a ne
cessity exists for such regulation, and that it.<1 effect
will not be detrimental to the public health. If the
data furnished by the petitioner is not sufficient to
allow the department to determine whether such reg
ulation should be promulgated, the department may
require additional data to be submitted and a failure
to comply with the request shall be sufficient
grounds to deny the request. In adopting, amending
or repealing regulations relating to such substances
the department shall consider among other relevant
factors, the following which the petitioner, if any,
shall furnish:
(a) The name and all pertinent information con
cerning such substance including where available, its
chemical identity and composition, a statement of
the conditions of the proposed use, including direc
tions, recommendations and suggestions and includ
ing specimens of proposed labeling, all relevant data
bearing on the physical or other technical effect and
the quantity required to produce such effect.
(b) The probable composition of, or other rele
vant exposure from the article and of any substance
formed in or on a food, resulting from the use of such
substance.
(c) The probable consumption of such substance
in the diet of man and animals taking into account
any chemically or pharmacologically related sub
stance in such diet.
(d) Safety factors which, in the opinion of expert..,;
qualified by scientific training and experience to
evaluate the safety of such substances for the use or
uses for which they are proposed to be used, are gen
erally recognized as appropriate for the use of animal
experimentation data.
(e) The availability of any needed practicable
methods of analysis for determining the identity and
quantity of such substance in or on an article, any
substance formed in or on such article because of the
use of such substance, and the pure substance and all
intermediates and impurities.
(0 Facts supporting a contention that the pro-

F.S. 1981

posed use of such substance will serve a useful pur
pose.

Hiotory.-o. 13. ch. 19656, 1939; CGL 1940 Supp. 4151(676); •· 3, ch. 6.1-259;
M. 14. 35, ch. 69-106.
cf.-•. ,%2.455 Adulteretin� liquor; penalty.

500.14 Drug or device deemed adulterated.
-A drug or device is deemed to be adulterated:
(l)(a) If it consists in whole or in part of any
filthy, putrid or decomposed substance; or
(b) If it has been produced, prepared, packed, or
held under unsanitary conditions whereby it may
have been contaminated with filth, or whereby it may
have been rendered injurious to health, or
(c) If it is a drug and its container is composed, in
whole or in part, of any poisonous or deleterious sub
stance which may render the contents injurious to
health; or
(d) If it is a drug and it bears or contains for pur
pose of coloring only, a color additive which is unsafe
within the meaning of the federal act; or it is a color
additive, the intended use of which in or on drugs is
for the purpose of coloring only, and it is unsafe with
in the meaning of the federal act.
(2) If it purports to be or is represented as a drug
the name of which is recognized in an official com
pendium, and its strength differs from, or its quality
or purity falls below, the standard set forth in such
compendium. Such determination as to strength,
quality, or purity shall be made in accordance with
the tests or methods of assay set forth in such com
pendium, or in the absence of or inadequacy of such
test.,; or methods of assay, those prescribed under au
thority of the federal act. No drug defined in an offi.
cial compendium shall be deemed to be adulterated
under this subsection because it differs from the
standard of strength, quality, or purity therefor set
forth in such compendium, if its difference in
strength, quality or purity from such standard is
plainly stated on its label. Whenever a drug is recog
nized in both the United States Pharmacopoeia and
the Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the Unit ed
States it shall be subject to the requirements of the
United States Pharmacopoeia unless it is labeled and
offered for sale as a homeopathic drug, in which case
it shall be subject to the provisions of the Homeo
pathic Pharmacopoeia of the United States and not
to those of the United States Pharmacopoeia.
(3) If it is not subject to the provisions of su�sec
tion (2) and its strength differs from, or its purity or
quality falls below, that which it purports or is repre
sented to pogsess.
(4) If it is a drug and any substance has been:.
(a) Mixed or packed therewith so as to reduce its
quality or strength; or
(b) Substituted wholly or in part therefor. 6 .,s&
_
14. ch. !96.'i6, 1939; CGL 1940 Supp. 4151(677); ._ I, ch. 3
H1otory.-•.

( 500.l�

Drug or devlce deemed misbraiided.
-A drug or device is deemed to be misbranded: r·
(1) If its labeling is false or misleading in anY pa
ticular.
con·
(2) If in package form unless it bears a label
taining:
anu•
(a) The name and place of business of the m
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lations promulgated under s. 507(c) or (d) of the fed
eraLact.
(13)(a) If it is a drug intended for use by man
which is a habit-forming drug, to which subsection
(4) applies; or which because of its toxicity or other
potentiality for harmful effect, or the method of its
use, or the collateral measures necessary to its use, is
not safe for use except under the supervision of a
practitioner licensed by law to administer such drugs;
or which is limited by an effective application under
s. 505 of the federal act or s. 500.16 to use under the
professional supervision of a practitioner licensed by
law to administer such drug, unless it is dispensed
only:
1. Upon the written prescription of a practitioner
licensed by law to administer such drug, or
2. Upon an oral prescription of such practitioner
which is reduced promptly to writing, and filled by
the pharmacist, or
3. By refilling any such written or oral prescrip
tion if such refilling is authorized by the prescriber
either in the original prescription or by oral order
which is reduced promptly to writing and filed by the
pharmacist.
''(b) Any drug dispensed by filling or refilling a
written or oral prescription of a practitioner licensed
by law to administer such drug, shall be exempt from
the requirements of this section, except subsections
(1), (9), (1 l), (12), and the packaging requirements of
subsections (7) and (8), if the drug bears a label con
taining the name and address of the dispenser or sell
er, the serial number and date of such prescription or
its filling, the name of the prescriber and, if stated in
the prescription, the name of the patient and the d1rect1ons for use and cautionary statements. This ex
emption shall not apply to any drug dispensed in the
course of the conduct of a business of dispensing
drugs pursuant to diagnosis by mail, or to any drug
dispensed in violation of paragraph (a) of this subsec
tion. Provided further, that the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services may, by regula
tion, remove drugs subject to subsection (4) of this
section and s. 500.16, from the requirements of para
graph (a) of this subsection when such requirements
are not necessary for the protection of public health.
(14) If it is a drug which is subject to subsection
(13)(a), unless at any time prior to dispensing, its
label bears the statement, "Caution: Federal Law
Prohibits Dispensing Without Prescription," or "Caution: State Law Prohibits Dispensing Without Prescription."
(15) If it is a drug which is not subject to subsection (13)(a), if at any time prior to dispensing its
label bears the caution statement required in subsection (14).
( 16) Nothing in subsection (13) shall be construed to relieve any person from any requirement
prescribed by or under authority of law with respect
to drugs now included or which may hereafter be ineluded within the classifications of narcotic drugs or
marihuana as defined in the applicable federal and
state laws relating to narcotic drugs and marihuana.
(17) If it is a color additive, the intended use of
which in or on drugs is for the purpose of coloring
only, unless its packaging and labeling are in conformity with such packaging and labeling requirements

F.S. 1981

applicable to such color additive prescribed und er
the provisions of the federal act.

Hlotory.-t0, 15, ch. 19656, 1939; CGL l!MO Supp, 4151(678); 1. I, ch. 22ll27
1945; o, I, ch. 25239. 1949; "'· I, 2. ch. 28157, 1953; •- 2, ch. 63-158; ... 19, 35, ch:
69-106; I, I, ch, 74-90; I, 421, ch. 77-147.

500.151 Possession of habit-forming, toxic
harmful, or new drugs without prescriptions un:
lawful; exemptions and exceptions.(1) No person shall possess any habit-forming1
toxic, harmful or new drug subject to s. 500.15(13)(a)
unless the possession of such drug has been obtained
by a valid prescription of a practitioner licensed by
law to administer such drug; provided that the provi
sions of this section shall not be applicable to the de
livery of such drugs to persons included in any of the
classes hereinafter named, or to the agents or em
ployees of such persons, for use in the usual course of
their business or practice in the performance of their
official duties, as the case may be; or to the posses
sion of such drugs by such persons or their agents or
employees for such use: pharmacists; practitioners;
persons who procure such drugs for disposition by or
under the supervision of pharmacists or practitioners
employed by them or for the purpose of lawful re
search, teaching, or testing, and not for resale; hospi
tals and other institutions which procure such drugs
for lawful administration by practitioners; officers or
employees of federal, state, or local governments;
manufacturers and wholesalers lawfully engaged in
selling such drugs to authorized persons; and com
mon carriers and warehousemen while engaged in
lawfully transporting or storing such drugs for autho
rized persons.
(2) The possession of a drug under subsection (1)
not properly labeled to indicate that possession is by
a valid prescription of a practitioner licensed by law
to administer such drug by any person not exempted
under this section shall be prima facie evidence that
such possession is unlawful.
(3) The penalty for the violation of this section
shall be the same as that provided in s. 500.24, for the
violation of the provisions of s. 500.04.
Hlotory.-•. I. ch, 57-167; •- 3, ch, 6.1-158,

500.1515 Amygdalin (laetrile); manufacture,
distribution, de livery, possession, sale, and �se
. _
l awful; cond1tions.-Unless the Boards of Medical
Examiners and Osteopathic Medical Examiners, in a
hearing conducted under the provisions of chapter
120, make a formal finding that amygdalin (laetrile)
is harmful:
(1) Under specified conditions, the manufacture,
distribution, delivery, possession, sale, and use of
amygdalin (laetrile) is lawful within this state. No
person, however, shall manufacture, distribute, sell,
or deliver amygdalin (laetrile) for the purpose of
transporting such substance to any other state, dis
trict, or territory beyond the borders of this state.
(2) Amygdalin (laetrile) may be delivered or sol�
only through a prescription issued by a physician h
censed under chapter 458 or chapter 459. The la�l
or other device affixed to a container containing
amygdalin (laetrile) shall include a statement that
such substance has not yet been approved a s a treat
ment or cure for cancer by the Food and Drug Ad-
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facturer,packer, or distributor. In the case of medicinal drugs as defined in s. 465.031(5), "the label shall
contain the name and place of business of the manufacturer of the finished dosage form of the drug and
the name and the place of business of the packer or
distributor. For the purpose of this paragraph, the
finished dosage form of a medicinal drug is that form
of the drug which is, or is intended to be, dispensed
or administered to the patient and requires no further manufacturing or processing other than packaging, reconstitution, and labeling.
(b) An accurate statement of the quantity of the
contents in terms of weight, measure, or numerical
count; provided, that under this paragraph reasonable variations shall be permitted, and exemptions as
to small packages shall be established, by regulations
prescribed by the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services.
(3) If any word, statement, or other information
required by or under authority of this chapter to appear on the label or labeling is not prominently
placed thereon with such conspicuousness, as compared
' designs or de•with other words ' statements
•
• such terms
•
and m
as to r�nder
y1c�s, in the labeling,
1t hkely to be read and understood by the ordmary
•
· d'1VJ'duaI under customary cond'1t10ns
m
of pure hase
and use. . .
.
. (4) If it is for us� by man and �ontains any quanbty of t�e narc�tic _or �ypnotic sub_ s tances alpha-eu�ame, barb1tunc acid, beta-euca_me, bro�al,
cann_ab1s, ca_rbromal, chlor�I, coca: cocame, codeme,
herom, manhuana, morphme, opium,_ parald�hy?e,
peyote, or sulfonmetha!"e, or �ny �hemical derivative
of such substances, which denvativ� �as _been by _ the
Department of Health and Rehab1htat1ve Services
after inv�stigation, fou!"d to be, and _by reg�lations
und�r this chapter, designated as habit_- formmg, un11;88 its label bears the name _and_ quant1�y ?r propo�tton of such substance or derivative and m JUXtapos1tion therewith the statement, "Warning-May be
habit-forming."
(5) If it is a drug and is not designated solely by
a name recognized in an official compendium unless
its label bears:
(a) The common or usual name of the drug, if
such there be; and
(b) In case it is fabricated from two or more in�edients, the common or usual name of each active
ingredient, including the kind and quantity or pro�rtion of any alcohol, and also including whether active or not the name and quantity or proportion of
any bromides, ether, chloroform, acetanilide, acetoPhenetidin, amidopyrine, antipyrine, atropine, hyoseine, hyoscyamine, arsenic, digitalis glucosides, mercury, ouabain, strophanthin, strychnine, thyroid, or
any derivative or preparation of any such substances
contained therein; provided, that to the extent that
�ompliance with the requirement.11 of this paragraph
18 impracticable, exemptions shall be established by
regula tions promulgated by the Department of
Health and Rehahilitative Services.
(6) Unless its labeling bears:
(a) Adequate directions for use; and
(b) Such adequate warnings against use in those

�
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pathological conditions or by children where its use
may be dangerous to health, or against unsafe dosage
or methods or duration of administration or applica
tion, in such manner and form, as are necessary for
the protection of users; provided, that where any re
quirement of paragraph (a) of this subsection, as ap
plied to any drug or device, is not necessary for the
protection of the public health, the Department of
Health. and Rehabi_Iitative Services sha�l promulgate
regul_at10ns exempting such drug or device from such
reqmrem�nts.
.
. (7) If _ 1t p�rports to ?e a drug th� name of w�1c_h
1s recogmzed in an official com�endmm, '!nless 1t_ 1s
packaged and labeled as pr_escribed theren�; prov!d
ed, that the method of packing may be modified with
t�� co!"sent of_ the Department of He_alth and. Reh�
b1htat1ve Se�v1ces. Whenever a drug 1� recogmzed m
both the U
_ mted States P_harmacopoe1� and the H?meopath1c �harmacopoe1a o_f the Umted State�, 1t
shall be subJect to �he �eqmrements of the _Umted
Stat�s Pharmac?p.oe1a with respect to packaging and
labelmg un)ess 1t 1s_ labe�ed and ?ffered for sal_e as a
homeop�t�1c drug, in which case !t shall be subJe�t to
the prov1s1ons of the Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of
the United States and not to those of the United
States Pharmacopo'e·1a.
(S) If I•t has been found by the Department o f
Health and Rehabilitative Services to be a drug liable
to deterioration, unless it is packaged in such form
and manner, and its label bears a statement of such
precautions, as the Department of Health and Reha
bilitative Services shall by regulations require as nec
essary for the protection of public health. No such
regulation shall be established for any drug recog
nized in an official compendium until the Depart
ment of Health and Rehabilitative Services shall
have informed the appropriate body charged with the
revision of such compendium of the need for such
packaging or labeling requirements and such body
shall have failed within a reasonable time to pre
scribe such requirements.
(9) If it is a drug and its container is so made,
formed, or filled as to be misleading; or if it is an imi
tation of another drug; or if it is offered for sale under the name of another drug.
(10) If it is dangerous to health when used in the
dosage, or with the frequency or duration prescribed,
recommended, or suggested in the labeling thereof.
(11) If it is, or purports to be, or is represented as
a drug composed wholly or partly of insulin, unless:
(a) It is from a batch with respect to which a cer
tificate has been issued pursuant to s. 506 of the fed
era! act and
(b) Such certificate is in effect with respect to
such drug.
(12) If it is, or purports to be, or is represented as
a drug composed wholly or partly of any kind of peni
cillin, streptomycin, chlortetracycline, chlorampheni
col, or bacitracin, or any derivation thereof, unless:
(a) It is from a batch with respect to which a cer
tificate has been issued pursuant to s. 507 of the federa! act, and
(b) Such certificate is in effect with respect to
such drug; provided, that this subsection shall not
apply to any drug or class of drugs exempted by regu-
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173-455B-2-2
Section 33.

Section 500.506, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 500.307, Florida Statutes, and amend ed

to read:

500.307 5QQT5Qa

Exemption.--Notwithstanding the

provisions of s. 500.303 5QQT594, any wheat flour, cornmeal,

61I corn grits, or rice, or food containing these prod ucts, which
shall have been produced prior to January 1, 1975, shall be
exempt from the provisions of ss. 500.301-500.307 5QQT5GQ-

5QQT5Ga.

10

Section 34.

11

13

16

500.437, 500.438, 500.439, 500.441, 500.442, 500.44), 500.444,
500.445, 500.446, 500.447, and 500.448, Florida Statutes, is

17

:,

1,•

18

ereated to read:

19

20
21

500.401

23

500.402

PART II

FLORIDA DRUG ANO COSMETIC ACT

Short title.--This part may be cite d as the

22 I ."_r'l_or id a Drug and Cosmetic Act.•
(1)

24

Purpose.--Part II is intend ed to:

Safeguard the public health�and promote the public

25 1 welfare by protecting the consuming public from injury by
26 :

p rod uct use, and protecting the purchasing public from injury

U; by merchandising d eceit, flowing from intrastate commerce in
i
2a drugs, devices, and c:osmetics.
I

. •.

,!•

2?

1

!?:
JI

l2L Provid e legislation which shall be uniform as

p rovided in this oart and administered so far as practicable
in c onfo r mity with the provisions of and regulations issued
)6
COOING: Ward, in...._.,......_,.. typ• ore d•let1on1, from exi1.lin9 low; words und e, r/in�d~are additian1,.

(3)

throughout the United States and in the several states.

11.73

l:los

11

Rehabilitative Services.

131

11. 78

14

11.79

16

l:lus

l:lus

11. 84
12.1

l:lus
12.2

12.3

12.4

l:lus

12.5

Definitions of terms used in this .e.art.--For

the purpose of this part:

12

151

L \_j

500.403

91

10

11. 75

11. 81

Promote thereby uniformity of such state and

fed eral laws, and their administration and enforcement,

11.72

11. 77

500.429, 500.4)1, 500.432, 500.433, 500.434, 500.435, 500.436,

15

advertisement of drugs, devices, and cosmetics.

11.70

500.414, 500.415, 500. 416, 500.417, 500.418, 500.419, 500.421,

500.422, 500.42), 500.424, 500.425, 500.426, 500.427, 500.428,

Act to the extent that it expressly prohibits the false

l:lus

11.76

14

Act; and likewise uniform with the Federal Trade Commission

11. 67

consisting of ss. 500. 4"01, 500.402, 500.403, 500.404, 500.405,
500.406, 500.407, 500.408, 500.409, 500.411, 500.412, 500.413,

11

;, •

Part II of chapter 500, Florida Statutes,

under the authority of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic

11.66

17

(1)

"Department" means the Department of Health and

(2)

"Person" includes individuals, partnerships,

(3)

"Technical panel" means the Florida Drug and

(4)

"Drug" means an agent or product:

corporations, and associations.

Cosmetic Technical Review Panel as ,E_rovided for in s. 500.406.
@)

Recognized in the official United States

18 I Pharmacopoeia, or any supplement thereto;

19

201

(b)

diagnosis,.

Other than food, intended for use in the

cure, mitigatio n, treatment, therapy, or prevention

21 I of disease in man or other animalsi
22

DI
24

25
26
27

28

(c)

Intended to affect the structure or any function

(d)

Intended for use as a component of any article

of the body of man or other animals; or

specified in paragraphs (a), (b), or (c), but does not include

devices or their components, parts, or accessories.

ill

"New

d rug"

means any drug the compos(tion of which

is such that such drug, as a result of investigations to

291 determine its safety and _e_ffectiveness for use under such

JO I conditions, has become so recognized among experts qualified

31 I by scientific training and experience to evaluate the safety
37

COOl�G: Wordis in� � typ• or• deletion, from exit.ting low; words underlined ore additians.

Florida House of Representatives - 1982

HB 1132

By Corrmittee on Health & Rehabilitative Services
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to foods, drugs, and cosmetics;
creating part I of chapter 500, Florida
Statutes, designated as the "Florida Food Act";
amending s. 500.01, Florida Statutes, providing
u
L.�
QJ .0

a short title; amending s. 500.02, Florida
Statutes, relating to the purposes of the

a.:,

... QJ
c:..c:
a,.µ

"Florida Food Act"; amending s. 500.03, Florida
Statutes, providing definitions, amending s.

': :;:;1 9
111
6 ;I 10

... "'
0 V,
v,�

u ·-

500.032, Florida Statutes, providing for a
declaration of policy and cooperation among

11

QJ 111 12
"'L.O,...JQJ
QJ..C: 13
>+->

departments with respect to part I; amending s.
500.04, Florida Statutes, prohibiting certain

"'

:;; 0114
.., L.

acts with respect to foods; amending s. 500.05,

eJii llS
� E
0-,'+�o
c:
E
00
L.·a_.µ
el
V,
"'L.
30

Florida Statutes, authorizing the Department of

16

Agriculture and Consumer Services to seek

17

injunctive relief to restrain certain

18

violations; amending s. 500.06(1) and (3),
Florida Statutes, conforming language; amending

19
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s. 500.07, Florida Statutes, describing duties
of certain prosecuting officers; amending a.
500.08, Florida Statutes, providing that
certain minor violations of part I ■ay be
overlooked under certain circumstances,
amending ss. 500.12(4) and 500.121(1) (a) and

26

(3), Florida Statutes, conforming language,

27

amending and renumbering s.· 500.19, Florida

28

Statutes, eliminating reference to drugs,

29

devices, or cosmetics with respect to false

JO

advertising; amending and renumbering ••

31

500.20, Florida Statutes, conforming language,
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500.4)4

Drug oc device deemed misbrande�.--A drug or

device is deemed to be misbranded:

19.38

11)

If its labeling is false or misleading in any

111

If in package form unless i�_bears a label

l:lus

(a)

The name and place of business of the

l:lus

e_a_rticular.
containing:

contain the name and place of business of the manufacturer of

19.44

121

business of the repackager if applicable.

19.46

14

is that form of the drug which is, or is intended to be,

19.47

further manufacturing or processing other than packaging,

19.48

101

lll the finished dosage form of the drug and the name and place of
For the .P..l!£e.Ose of

131 this paragraph, the finished dosage form of a medicinal drug

151
16

dispensed or administered to the patient and requires no

17

reconstitution, and labeling.

19

contents in terms of weight, measure, or numerical count;

18
20

11:l)

1

21

An accurate statement of the quantity of the

provided that under this paragraph reasonable variations shall

be permitted, and exemptions as to small packages shall be

22

established, by rules prescribed by the department •

M

required by or under authority of this part to appear on the

23

25

.Lll

l

If any word, statement, or other information

label or labeling is not prominently placed thereon with such

26 I conspicuousness, as compared with other words, statements,

27

:1

30

31

I

19.45

19.49

l:lus
19.50

19.51
19.52

l:lus

19.53
19.54

designs, or devices, in the labeling, and in such terms as to

19.5

individual under customary conditions of purchase and use.

19.56

render it likely to be read and unde�steed by the otdinaty

I

66
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bears:
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The common or usual name of the drug, if such

u,1

In case it is fabricated from two or more

there be; and

19.41

19.43

If it is a drug and is not designated solely by a

name recognized in an official compendium, unless its label

l:lus19.40

manufacturer, repackager, or distributor; in the case of

medicinal drugs, as defined in s. 465.003(7), the label shall

( 4)

19.39

ingredients, the common or usual name and ouantity of each
0

active ingredient.

11

19.

16

thatL_where any requirement of paragraph (a) as applied to any

18

dangerous to health, or against unsafe dosage or methods or

form as ace necessary for the protection of users; provided
drug or device is not necessary for the protection of the

public health, the department shall promulgate rules exempting

191 such drug or device from such requirements.

20

19.

Such adequate warnings against use in those

duration of administration or application, in such manner and

1

l:l

(b)

Adequate directions for use; and

14

17

19.

19.

pathological conditions, or by children, where its use may be

15

1.""'

Unless its labeling bears:

12

131

19.

(5)
(a)

10

19.

ill

If it purports to be a drug the name of which is

l:1

19

19
19

19
19

1:

21

recognized in the official compendium, unless it is packaged

19

23

packaging may be modified with the consent of the department.

19

22

24

and labeled as prescribed therein; provided that the method of

ill

If it has been found by the department to be a

nl drug liable to deterioration, unless it is packaged in such

�I

form and manner, and its label bears a statement of such

2S

necessary for the protection of public health.

27

precautions, as the department shall by rule require as

No such rule

29

shall be established for any drug recognized in an official

31

appropriate body charged with the revision of such compendium

JO

compendium until the department shall have informed the
67
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prescribe sue� requirements.

If it is a dcuq and its container or finished

dosage form is so made 1 formed, or filled as to be misleadin

or if it is an imitation of another drug; oc if it is offered
for sale under the name of another drug.
.(_9)

10
II
12
13
14
15

recommended1 or suggested in the labelin3-..!=chereof.

19
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

271
28 /
2?
JO
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If it is, or purports to be, or is represented as

a drug composed wholly or partly of insulin, �nless:

.la.!

It is from a batch with respect to which a

certificate has been issued pursuant to s. 506 of the federal

act;: and

16
171

If it is dangerous to health when used in the

dosage oc with the frequency oc duration prescribed,
10

�

.(bL Such certificate is in effect wit;h� respect to such
111

19.76
19.77

-

19.78

e·

19.80
19.81
19.82

10

l:lus

II

12

19.83

13

l:lus

14

19.84

15

20.l

18

drug or class of drugs exempted by regulations promulgated
under s. 507(c) or (d) of the federal act.
(12) (a)

If it is a drug intended for use bv man which
is a habit-forming drug; which because of its toxicity
or

other potentiality for harmful effect, or the method of
its
use1 or the collateral measures necessary to its use,
ls not
68
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17
19

20. 3

20

20. 4

21

l:lus

Such certifie ate is in effeet with respect to such I 20.6
drug; provided that this subsection shall not apply to any
20.7
20.8 -

l:lus

I 2C(

.:slf.-r'F

22

Uoon the written prescription of a practitioner

l:

2.

Upon an oral prescription of such practitioner,

1:

which is reduced promptly to welting and filled by the
pharmacist; oc
3.

Bv refilling any such written oc oral Prescription,

if such refilling is authorized by the prescriber either in

the original prescription oc by oral order which ls reduced
promptly to writing and filled by the pharmacist.
(b}

If it is a drug dispensed by filling oc refilling

a written oc oral prescription of a practitioner licensed by

law to prescribe such drug, which drug shall be exempt from

the requirements of this section 1 except subsections (1)1 (8),
(10), and (11), and the packaging requirement of subsections

address of the dispenser or seller, the prescription number

and date of such prescription or its filling 1 the name of the

25

use and cautionary statements.

26

27
28

20.9

29

20.10

JI

JO

20
20
20
2(
2(
1

21
2(

2(

.!.iLand. (7), if the drug bears a label containing the name and I 2(

23

/r,/ ( 5 � 24
_./

20

1.

licensed by law to prescribe such drug; oc

l:lus

b

2

such drug , unless it is dispensed only:

19.79

20.5

by an effective application under s. 505 of the federal act or

supervision of a practitioner licensed by law to prescribe

If it is, or purports to be,_c,_r is represented as I l:lus

certificate has been issued pursuant to s. 507 of the federal
act;: and

21

s. 500.403(5) of this part to use under the professional

16

It is from a batch with respect to which a

safe for use exceot under the supervision of a practitioner

licensed bv law to administer such drugs; or which ls limited

l:lus

a drug composed wholly or partly of any kind of antibiot
ic
requiring certification under the federal act unless:

�

·•

173-455B-2-2

of the need foe such packaging oc labelin g requirements and
such body shall have failed within a reasonable time to
(8)

-

•x• teoen·

2(

prescriber and the name of the patient, and the directions for

This exemption shall not apply I 2(

to any drug dispensed in the course of the conduct of a

business of dispensing drugs pursuant to diagnosis bv mail, or
to any drug dispensed in violation of paragraph {a).

Provided 1 further 1 that the department may, by rule, remove

drugs subject to ss. 500.424-500.426 from the requirements of
69
from existing low; words. �nderlined are additions.
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paraqraoh (a) when such requirements are not nec essary f or the
protection of public health.
(13)

If it is a drug which is subj ect to

(12) (a), unless at

any

Federal Law Prohibits

Dispensing Without Prescription" or •cauti on:

Prohibits Dispensing With out Prescription.•

20.32

State Law

l:lus

subsection (12)(a), if at any time pri o r t o dispensing its

l:lus

12

20.]6

12

t o relieve any oers on from any requirement prescribed by or

20.]8

IJ/

which may hereafter be included within the

16 /

state law s relating to

181

which in or on drugs is for th e purpose of

201

packaging and labeling requirements applicable

II

13

15/

17

19

(15)

Not hing in

subsection

(12) (a) shall be

construed

under authority of law with respect to drugs now included or
controlled

classifications

of

substances as defined in th e applicable federal and

(16)

controlled

substances.

If it is a color additive, the intended use of
coloring

only,

such

20.40

col or

20.44

nl

because it is misleading, th en in determining whether the

20.46

25

a ccount,

27 I

com_bina_tiol'l_ there_Q_L but also the_ extent to which the

20.49-

consequen ces which may result from the use of the article to

20.50

241
261

28 I

291
JO 1

JI I

advertisement is misleadin9...!. there shal l be taken into
among

suggested by

adve rtisement

other things , n ot only representations made

statement,

or

l:lus

20.47

word, design, device, sound, or in any I 20.48

fails to reveal facts materitl _1oli,t:ti_ r�s..12ect to

which the advertisement relates under the conditions of use
prescr ibed in the labeling or adverti sement.
70
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19\

20.45

If an advertisement is alleged to be false

15I

20.43

additive prescribed under the provisions of the federal act.
(17)

13

14
17

21

22

11

20.41

l:lus

unless its packaging and labeling are in conformity with such
to

20.]9

20.51

.

subject

.

'

.:!'

lt�!·
li;u
r��

j

1
18
20

21

·

'•

th at the pr ovisions of this section _1h_1\l no

the delivery of such drugs to persons tncnuatt.1· \rl' •!!I 05 5n •�- ' ;�·-"••;
,
\
.
·20.!,
classes hereinafter named, or to the agents or e,nploy••• of:,.
course or thelr business or
s uch persons, f or use In the usual
I
20.!
as the
practice in th e performance of their official duties,

:,

20.ll,
such
I
ca se may be; or to the pcssession of such drugs by
use:
such
for
s
e
p_erson� or their agents or e mploye
such druqs for l 20. 1
P harmacists· ra ctitioner s : pe r sons who proc ure
p harmacists or
disposition s by or under the supervi sion of
20 .I
ose of lawful
practitioner s employed by them or for the purp
20.I
and not fo r re s ale: hospitals
research , teachi_ng__,_ o r testin
20. I
drug s for lawfu l
and other institutions which pr oc ure such

administration by practitioners;

o fficer s

or employees of

; manufacturers,
22 federal, st ate, or l o cal governments
1
valid permits issued
n repackagers, or wholesalers who hold
enqaqed in sellin
ursuant to s.·so0 .436 and who are lawfully
24

on carriers and
�I such drugs to authorized persons ; and comm
transportinq or storin
26 warehousemen while enqaqed in lawfully

V

such drug s for authorized persons.

29

properly

�

]0

31

I

.. ,., . ·-� fil.,;;.

ractitioner licensed by law to prescrl�

10

label bears th e caution stat ement required in subsection (13).

or new drug

such drug has been obt.lined by a val Id prescrlptf �....,. - ,,,._,'

20.]5

10

'!
No pers on sh all possess any hablt-t'or■ing. toxtc;.

(1)

'

'

20.,I

t20 (
to s. 500.401(5) « or -•Uqll)l\:;, ,:
1, l¥r,1,:
,
, .. · . ;lx,
,,.,,., "201!:
drug as defined in s. 465.003(7) 1 unless the poaiieufon '91!'·"-.
.i,.-,M

h armful

W

20.33

If it is a drug which is not subject to

..

exemptions and excepti ons.--

20.30

20.31

Posse ssion of medicinal drugs as defined by•·

465.003(7) or new drug s without prescriptions unlav!ulz

l:lus-

time p rior to di spensing, its label

bears the statement, •caution:
(14)

subsecti on

500.435

not
The possession of a drug under subsection (1)
l abeled to indica te that possessi on is by a valid

(2)

to prescribe
pr escription of a pr a ctitioner licen sed by law
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C
COM/1. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AHENO. BY TRANSPORTATION
-SJ 00269
NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS; SUBCOMMITTEE A -SJ 00269
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE APPROPRIATIONS
WITHDRAWN FROH APPROPRIATIONS; SUBCOMMITTEE A,
APPROPRIATIONS; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR.
-SJ 00510
DIED lN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR

Ob7 7 GENERAL BILL BY LEWIS
SALES TAX; PROVIDES THAT ARTICLES OF INTANGIBLE PERSONAL PROPERTY WHICH
ARE SOLD OR L EASED TO CERTAIN EDUCATIONAL TELEVIS{ON.OR RADIO NETWORKS,
SYSTEMS, CJ!. STATIONS ARE EXEMPT FROM TAX IMPOSED ON SALES, USE, & OTHEk
TRANSACTIONS. AMENDS 212.08. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/82.
Ol/2b/82 SENATE FILED
02/0i/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, FINANCE, TAXATION AND
CLAIMS -SJ 00090
02/15/82 SENATE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
03/08/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE COMMERCE
03/18/82 SENA TE WITHDRAWN FROM COMMERCE, FINANCE, TAXATION AND CLAIMS;
REFERRED TD RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ D0510
03/25/82 SENATE DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR

S Ob78 GENERAL BILL/CS BY EDUCATION, PETERSON, MAXWELL AND OTHERS CSIMILAR
CS/H 0384, COMPARE CS/H 0872 , S 0483, S 0545 , S 09701
ACADEMIC -SCHOLARS PROGRAM; ESTABLlSHE� SAID PROGRAM; PROVIDES FOR
FLORIDA ACADEMJC SCHOLARS' FUN□ SCHOLARSHIPS; CREATES JOINT EX ECUTIVE £
LEGISLATIVE TASK FORCE FOR T EACHER EDUCATION DUALITY IHPROVEHENT, ETC.
AMENOS 2-.0.402; CREATES 232.24bl. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
01/26/82 SENA TE FILED
02/02/82 SENA TE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO EOUCATIOII, APPROPRIATIONS
-SJ 00090
02/15/82 SENA TE EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE EDUCATION
02/23/82 SENA TE ON COHHITTEE AGENDA- EDUCA TION 2/25/82 5 PH RM A
02/25/82 SENA TE C/S COMBINES THIS BILL AND SB 970 & SB 483; COMM.
REPORT: C/S BY EDUCATION -SJ 00273
03/02/82 SENATE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00273
03/03/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00296; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
03/10/82 SENATE PLACE□ ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/11/82 SENA TE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; C/S REA □ FIRST TIME;
C/S PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 32 NAYS
D; IHHEOIATELY
CERTIFIED -SJ 00404
03/11/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGES
03/12/82 HOUSE RECEIVE□, PLACED ON CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME
-HJ 00544; AHENDHENTS A DOPTED; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED
AS AMENDED; YEAS 97 NAYS
O -HJ 0054b
03/l 2/82 SENA TE IN MESSAGES
AMENDMENTS
10
HOUSE
AMENDMENT
ADOPTED; CONCURRED IN
03/17/82 SENATE
HOUSE AHtNDHENT AS AMENDED; REQUESTED HOUSE T O CONCUR;
CONCURRED IN AMENDMENTS TOTALING 2; C/S PASSED AS
O -SJ 00489; FURTHER ACTION
AMENDED: YEAS 31 NAYS
REOUlRED FOR FINAL PASSAGE
03/17/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGES
0
03/18/82 HOUSE CONCURRED; PASSED AS AMENDED; Y EAS 105 NAYS
-HJ 00732
03/18/82 SENA TE ORDERED ENGROSSED, THEN ENROLLED
03/23/82 SENATE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR -SJ 00555
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-l3b
04/0b/82
S 0679 GENERAL BILL BY VOGT CSIHILAR H 06241
HARRIAGE LICENSES; REPEALS PROVISIONS RE SEROLOGICAL T EST FOR SYPHILIS
AS A CONDITION PRECEDENT 10 ISSUING A MARRIAGE LICENSE . REPEALS
1�t.05l-.059, .0591-.0593. EFFECT IVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
Dl/2b/62 SENAlE FILED
02./02/b2 SEN._ TE INTRODUU D, RHERREO TO HE .. LlH I.NO REHA bl LlTAT IVE
SlkVlCES -SJ 00090
021\Sla2 SaHAlE EW.TEHSlON OF TlME �RANTED COHHlllEE HE .. LlH AND
�,,_son -o
P�•

-_._,

05/2b/82

0 9:19

02/15/82
02/23/82 SENATE
02/25/82 SENA TE
03/02/82 SENA TE
03/03/82 SENA TE
03/04/82 SENA TE
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REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
ON COHHITTEE AGENDA-- HEALTH t REHAB. SERVICES 2/25/82
2 PH RM A
COHH. REPORT• FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR BY HEALTH
AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -SJ 00270
PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
P�ACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
PLACiO 0. SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENT ADOPTED
-SJ 00319; FAILED TO PASS; YEAS 13 NAYS 26 -SJ 00320

S 0680 GENERAL BILL BY LEWIS AND OTHERS IIDENTICAL H 1101)
SEED; LIMITS EFFECT OF DISCLAIMERS; REVISES PROCEDURES FOR COMPLAINTS.
AMENDS 576.25,.2b. EFFECTIVE CATE: 10/01/82.
01/26/82 SENATE FILED
02/02/82 SENATE INTRODUCE□, REFERRED TD AGRICULTURE -SJ 00090
02/05/82 SENA TE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- AGRICULTURE 2/10/82 9 AH RN B
02/10/82 SENATE COM/1. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR B Y
AGRICULTURE -SJ 00142
D3/D2/82 SENA TE PASSED; YEAS 35 NAYS
O -SJ 00288
03/03/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGES
03/04/82 HOUSE kECEIVED, PLACED ON CALENDAR -HJ 00388
03/24/82 HOUSE P LACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/25/82 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR
S 0681 GENERAL BILL/CS BY HEALTH ANO REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, MCKNIGHT
1S1HlLAR CS/H 1132 , COMPARE H 0785, S 07901
FOODS, DRUGS £ COSMETICS; CSUIISET/SUNDOWNI CREATES •FLORIDA FOOD ACT•,
•FLORIDA DRUG £ COSMETIC ACT", t •FLORIDA DRUG, DEVICE, t COSMETIC TRUST
FUND"; PROVIDES FOR P RESCRIPTION t ADMINISTRATION OF l.A.T. BLOOD
FRACTIONS IN CERTAIN SITUATIONS, ETC. AMENDS CH. 500, 465.022, 893.02.
EFFECTIVE DATE! 10/01/82.
Ol/Z6/82 SENATE FILE□
02/02/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED 10 AGRICULTURE, HEALTH AND
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00090
02/05/82 SENA TE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- AGRICULTURE 2/10/&2 9 AH RH B
TE
02/12/82 SENA
EXTENSION OF TIME GRANTED COMMITTEE AGRICULlURE
02/23./82 SENA TE ON COM111TTEE AGENDA- A GRICULTURE 2/25/82 2 PH RH B
02/25/82 SENATE COHH. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY AGRICULTURE
-SJ 00270
02/26/82 SENATE NOW IN HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES -SJ 00270
03/01/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- HEALTH£ RE HAB. SERVICES 3/03/82
2 PH RH A
03/03/82 SENATE COHH. REPORT: C/S BY HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
-SJ 00328
03/08/82 SENATE NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 0 0328
03/18/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS; REFERRED TD RULES AND
CALENDAR -SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENATE WITHDRAWN FROM RULES AND CALENDAR; PLACED ON SPECIAL
ORDER CALENDAR -SPJ 00556 ; DIED ON CALENDAR
03/25/82
SEE CH. 82-12, LAWS OF FLORIDA
04/07182
ALSU REFER TO HB 13-0 CCH. 82-225)
S 0682 GENERAL BILL BY MARGOLIS ISIHILAR H 1002, COMPARE H Obbl, S Ob461
PERSONAL PROPERTY/LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, PROVIDES FOR WIRE TRANSFER OF FUNDS
BY GOVERNING BOARD OR OFFICER OF ANY LOCAL GOVERNMENT WHO HAS AUTHORIT Y
TO DEPOSIT OR WITHDRAW Fi.NOS; EXCLUDES CERTAIN PRO�ERTY FROM INVENTORY
REQUIREMENTS, ETC. AMENDS 136.06, 155.11, 215.85, 219.05, 214.02,
125.012. EFFECTIVE DATE• 04/05/82.
01/2 b/82 SE NA TE FILED
02/02/82 SENATE INTRODUCED, R�FERRED TO GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS
-SJ 00091
02/08/82 SENATE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 2/10/82
9 AH RH H
02/10/82 SENATE COHH. REPORT: FAVORABLE, PL ACE□ ON CALENDAR BY
GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS -SJ 00142
02/23/82 SENATE PLACE□ ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
02/24/82 SENATE PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; PASSED; YEAS 34 NAYS
O -SJ 00233
02/25/82 HOUSE IN MESSAGE�
CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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II 0006 JOINT RESOLUTION BY MOFFITT (COMPARE S 0002)
STATE APPORTIONMENT; PROVIDES FOR APPORTIONMENT OF LEGISLATURE INTO 120
MEMBER HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 40 MEMBER SENATE; PRESCRIBES
REPRESENTATIVE, SENATORIAL DISTRICTS; PROVIDES 4-YR. TERM FOR SENATORS
FROM EVEN-NUMBERED DISTRICTS & 2-YR. TERMS FOR SENATORS FROM
ODD-NUMBERED DISTRICTS, ETC.
EFFECTIVE DATE: PRIOR TO 11/02/82.
03/30/82 HOUSE FILED; INTRODUCTION REFUSED -HJ 00006
04/07/82
SJR
1-E
(FILED WITH SECRETARY OF STATE)
REFER TO
II 0007 GENERAL BILL BY GARDNER, YOUNG (SIMILAR S 0007)
SCHOOL SYSTEM PERSONNEL; (SUNSET) AUTHORIZES DISTRICT SCHOOL BO/IRDS TO
ADOPT RULES RE PERSONNEL; PROVIDES QUALIFICATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT IN
DISTRICT SCHOOL SYSTEM: PROVIDES PEN/ILTIES FOR /ISSAULT OR BATTERY OF
SUCH EMPLOYEES; SPECIFIES DUTIES OF CERTAIN PERSONNEL, ETC. AMENDS CHS.
230, 231. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
04/06/82 HOUSE FILED: INTRODUCTION A LLOWED; INTRODUCED, PLACED ON
CALEND/IR; READ SECOND TIME -HJ 00009
04/07/82 HOUSE READ THIRD TIME; /IMENDMENTS ADOPTED: PASSED AS /\MENDED;
YEAS 106 NAYS
7 -HJ 00017
04/07/82 SEN/ITE IN MESS/IGES; DIED IN MESSAGES
04/07/82
REFER TO HB 2-F (CH. 82-242)
II 0008 GENERAL BILL BY UPCHURCH (IDENTIC/IL S 0009)
JUDICIARY: CREATES COURT EDUCATION TRUST FUND; PROVIDES FOR SUPREME
COURT, THROUGH FLA. COURT EDUCATIONAL COUNCIL, TO ADMINISTER FUND:
PROVIDES FOR CERTAIN EDUCATION & TRAINING FOR JUDGES, COURT
ADMINISTRATORS, & OTHER JUDICIAL EMPLOYEES, ETC. /\MENDS 28.241; CREATES
25.384. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/82.
04/06/82 HOUSE NOTE: SIMILAR TO HB 1117 & C/S SB 415 REGULAR SESSION;
FILED; INTRODUCTION /ILLOWED; INTRODUCED, PLACED ON
CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME; REI\D THIRD TIME; PASSED;
YEAS 94 NAYS 18 -HJ 00010
04/06/82 SENATE IN MESSAGES; RECEIVED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL:
WITHDRAWN FROM JUDICIARY-CIVIL; SUBSTITUTED FOR SB 9-D;
PASSED; YEAS 32 NAYS
4 -SJ 00015
04/06/82 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
04/09/82 HOUSE SIGNED DY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
04/20/82
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-168
11 0009 GENERAL BILL BY UPCHURCH (IDENTICAL S 0008)
WITNESSES; PROVIDES FOR ESTI\IJLISIIMENT OF WITNESS COORDINATING OFFICES;
PROVIDES FOR PAYMENT OF CERTAIN WITNESSES; PROVIDES FOR STATE PAYMENT OF
MENTAL HEALTH PROFESSIONALS, WITNESSES SUBPOENAED BY INDIGENTS, & EXPERT
WITNESSES, ETC. AMENDS 40.29, 394.473, 914.11, 916.11, 939.07; CREATES
43.261. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
04/06/82 HOUSE NOTE: SIMIL/IR TO ENG. HB 934 & SB 259 REGULAR SESSION;
FILED; INTRODUCTION ALLOWED; INTRODUCED, PL/ICED ON
CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED;
YEAS 110 NAYS
1 -IIJ 00009
04/06/82 SENATE IN MESSAGES; RECEIVED, REFERRED TO JUDJCIARY-CIVIL;
WJTHORAWN FROM JUDICIARY-CIVIL; SUBSTITUTED FOR SB 8-D:
PASSED; YEAS 29 NAYS
O -SJ 00015
04/06/82 HOUSE ORDERED ENPOLLED
04/09/82 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFJCERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
04/21/82
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-176
H 0010 RESOLUTION BY WARD, BOLES, JOHNSON, B. L., PATTERSON
LAUREL IIILL GIRLS B/ISKETlll\LL; COMMENDS MEMBERS, COI\CHES' FANS or
1981-1982 LAUREL HILL IIODOES FOR THEIR GREAT CIIAR/ICTER & FOR
SUCCESSFULLY DEFENDING TIIE CJ.ASS A STATE GIRLS' BASKETBALi, CIJAMPIONSIIIP.
04/06/82 HOUSE FILED: INTRODUCTION ALLOWED: INTRODUCED, PL/ICED ON
0
CALENDAR; REI\D SECOND TIME; ADOPTED; YEAS 106 NAYS
-HJ 00010
H 0011 GENERAL BILL BY SHELDON, MILLS, WIIRD
CORRECTIONS; AUTHORIZES USE or CERTAIN APPROPRIATED FUNDS FOR PURCII/ISE
OF LANO ' CONSTRUCTION or NEW ADULT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION IN HARTIN
COUNTY; AUT!!ORIZES BOARD OF TRUSTEES or TIITF TO UTILIZE FEDERAL SURPLUS
LAND AS SITES FOR ADULT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS, ETC. EFFECTIVE DATE:
CONTINUED Oil NEXT PAGE
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UPON BECOMING LAW.
/ 04/06/82 HOUSE FILED
04/07/82 HOUSE INTRODUCTION DEFERRED
II 0012 GENERAL BILL BY MILLS, BATCHELOR, BURNSED, FOX, GORDON, LIPPHA!l, SHELDON,
UPCHURCH, WARD
CORRECTIONS MENTAL IIEALTII ACT; CREATES Sl\ID ACT; PROVIDES FOR ADMISSION
or INMATES TO MENTAL HEALTH TRE/ITMENT: PROVIDES FOR RIGHTS OF INMATES
PROVIDED TREATMENT' FOR EMERGENCY ADMISSION or INM/ITES TO MENTAL HEALTH
TREATMENT F/ICILITY, ETC. CREATES 945.40-.47; AMENDS 945.12.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/84.
04/06/82 HOUSE NOTE: !DENT. ENG. II 1138, SIM. C/S S 725 REGULAR SESS.:
FILED; INTRODUCTION ALLOWED: INTRODUCED, PLACED ON
CALENDAR; READ SECOND TIME: READ THIRD TIME; PASSEP;
8 -HJ 00011
YEAS 98 NAYS
04/06/82 SENATE IN MESSAGES
04/07/82 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO HEALTH AND REHABILITI\TIVE
SERVICES; WITIIORAWN FROM HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE
O -SPJ 00021
SERVICES; PASSED; YEAS 34 NAYS
04/07/82 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
04/19/82 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-224
�4/28/82
fl 0013 GENERAL BILL BY LIPPM/IN
FOODS, DRUGS, COSMETICS; (SUNSET/SUNDOWN) CREATES "FLORIDA FOOD ACT"
AND "FLORIDA DRUG & COSMETIC ACT"; CREATES 'FLORIDA DRUG, DEVICE, &
COSMETIC TRUST FUND"; PROVIDES THAT I.A.T. BLOOD FRACTIONS SHALL BE
REGULATED BY "CANCER THERAPEUTIC ACT or 1981", ETC. AMENDS CH. 500,
465.022, 893.02. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/82.
04/06/82 HOUSE NOTE: SIM. TO ENG. C/S II 1132 & C/S S 681 REGULAR
SESS.; FILED
04/07/82 HOUSE INTRODUCTION ALLOWED; INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR;
READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED; YEAS 104
NAYS
2 -HJ 00019
04/07/82 SENATE IN MESSAGES: RECEIVED, REFERRED TO HEALTH AND
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES; WITRORAWN FROM HE/ILTH AND
8
REHABILITATIVE SERVICES; PASSED; YEAS 23 NAYS
-SPJ 00102
04/07/82 HOUSE ORDERED ENROLLED
04/19/82 HOUSE SIGNED BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-225
04/28/82
H 0014 GENERAL BILL BY MILLS, BURNSED (IDENTICAL S 0019)
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE; REQUIRES THAT LEGISLATURE SET STANDARD OF NEED &
PAYMENT LEVELS RE AID TO FI\MILIES WITH DEPENDENT CHILDREN; REQUIRES
H.R.S. MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS TO GOVERNOR RE SUCH ST/INDARD or tlEED:
PROVIDES FOR ADDITIOllAL POSITIONS EXEMPT FROM CAREER SERVICE, ETC.
AMENDS 409.185, 110.205. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/06/82 HOUSE FILED
04/07/82 HOUSE INTRODUCTION DEFERRED, REFER TO SB 19-D (CH. 82-221)
H 0015 GENERAL BILL BY SMITH, L. J., LEHMAN, WOODBURN
WITNESSES; ELIMINATES PROVISION FOR TRANSI\CTIONAL IMMUNITY. AMENDS
914.04. EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/06/82 HOUSE FILED
04/07/82 HOUSE INTRODUCTION DEFERRED
II 0016 GENERAL BILL BY CARPENTER (IDENTICAL S 0012)
EDUCATION; CREATES FLORIDA HIGHER EDUCATION LO/IN AUTHORITY ACT:
AUTHORIZES CREATION or HIGHER EDUCATION LOAN AUTHORITIES; PROVIDES
POWERS RE LO/INS TO QUALIFIED INSTITUTJONS or IIJGHER LEARNING FOR
SPECIFIED PURPOSES; PROVJDES FOR STUDENT ED. LOANS, ETC. AMENDS CHS.
240, 242, 243, 381. EFFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
04/06/82 HOUSE NOTE: SIMILAR TO ENG. SB 215 REGULAR SESSION; FILED
04/07/82 HOUSE INTRODUCTION ALLOWED; INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR;
READ SECOND TIME; READ THIRD TIME; PASSED1 YEAS 108
'NAYS
O -HJ 00018
04/07/82 SENATE IN MESSAGES: RECEIVED, REFERRED TO EDUCATION; WITHDRAWN
FROM EDUCATION; AMENDMENT PENDING -SPJ 00024; PEtlDJNG
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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H 1129 GENERAL BILL BY NATURAL RESO URCES !SIMILAR S 07641
GAHE AND FRESHWATER FISH; DE FINES TERM •TOTALLY & PERMANENTLY DISABLED
PERSONS•; AUTHORIZES COUNTY TAX COLLECTOR & AGENTS APPOINTED B Y HIM TO
SELL FlSHINb t HUNTING, & TRAPP ING P ERMITS AS WELL AS LICENSES; INCLUDES
REFERENCE TO PERHlTS •HEIU; A PPROPRIATE, ETC. AMEND S
372.57,.573,.574,.61. EFFECTIVE OATE: 0 7/01/82.
03/01/82 HOUSE FILED
03/02/82 HOUSE INTRODUCED, PLACED ON CALENDAR --HJ 0037�
03/12/82 HOUSE P LACED ON S PECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/18/82 HOUSE READ SE COND TlHE; REAO THIRD TlHE; PASSED; YEAS 92
NAYS
O --HJ 0078�
03/18/82 SENATE lN MESSAGES
03/25/82 SENATE RECEIVED, REFERRED TO R ULES AND CALENDAR; WIT HDRAWN
FROH RULES ANO CALENDAR; SUBSTITUTED FOR SS 764;
PASSED; YEAS 35 NAYS
D -SPJ 0057&
03/25/82 HOUSE ORDERED E�ROLLED
04/09/112 HOUSE SIGNED bY O FFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED BY G OVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 82-188
04/21/82
H 1130 GENERAL BILL BY NATURAL RicSOIJRCES, KUTUN ICOHPARE S oen1
STATE LANDS; PROVIDES INTENT ; KtHOVES RESTRICTIONS UPON USE OF CERTAIN
FORMER INTER-AMERICAN C ENTER P ROPERTY. AHENOS 253.033. EFFECTIVl DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
03/01/82 HOUSE FILED
03/02/B2 HUUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL lHPACl; INTRODUCED, REFERRED
10 APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00374; SUBREFERReD TO
SUBCOMMITTE E ON GENERAL GOVERNMENT
03/23/82 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROH APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00808; PLACED ON
CALENDAR
03/25/82 HOUSE DIED ON CALENDAR

05/26/82

03/24/82
03/24/82 SENATE
03/25/82 SENA Tt
03/25/82
04/01/82

1132 GENERAL B ILL/CS BY APPROP�lATlONS, HEALT H t REHABILITATIVE SERVILES
ISlHILAR CS/S 06811
FOODS, 08UGS t COSHfllCS; ISLNSET/SUNODWNI CR EATES •FLORIDA FOOD ACT•
ANO •FLORIDA DRUG t COSMETIC ACT•; CREATES "FLORlOA DRUG, DEVI CE, t
COSMETIC TRUST FU�O•; PROVIDES THAT 1.A.T. BLOOD FRACTIONS SHALL BE
REGULATED BY "CANCER THERAPEUTIC ACT OF l9Bl", ETC. AMcNDS CH. 500,
�b5.022, 893.02. EFFECTIV� DATE: 10/01/82.
03/01/82 HOUSE FILED
03/02/82 HOUSE TARGETED FDR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED
TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00375; SUBREFERREO TO
SUBCOMMlTTE E ON HRS/CRIMINAL JUSTICE ISUB. 11
03/12/82 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- SUoCOMH.; 214 c; 12:00 NOON;
03/12/82
03/15/B2 HOUSE ON COMMlTTcE AGENDA- A PPROPRIATIONS; 21 HOB; � P.H.;
03/15/8�
03/17/BZ HOUSE COHH. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAr. BY APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00125
03/18/82 HOUSE PLACED Ol S PECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
0l/24/82 HOUSE C/S REAt FIRST AND SECOND TIMES; AIIENDHENTS ADOPTED;
READ THlRO TlHE; C/S PASSED AS AHENOED; YEAS 93 NAYS
taolllNUEO ON MX1 P.t4E
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8 -+IJ 00824
IN MESSAGES; REFERRED TO RULES ANO CALENDAR -SJ 00510
DIED IN COMMITTEE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
SEE CH. 82-12, LAWS OF FLORIDA
ALSO REFER TO H8 13-0 ICH. 82-2251

H 1133 GENcRAL BILL BY AGRICULTURE & GENERAL LEGISLATION ANO OTHERS
ISlllILAR CS/S 07721
AGRICULTURAL PROWCTS; PROVIDES THAT DEALERS IN AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS
HAY FURNISH OEPO SIT CERTIFICATE lN LIEU OF aONO AS LlCcNSURE tONDlTlONI
REQVlRES THAT CERTAIN PERSONS POSSESSING AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS OF Al
LEAST $50 IN VALUE HUST HAVE CERTAIN DOCUHENTATlON REGARDING SALE, ElC.
AMENDS CH. 604. E FFECTIVE DATE: 07/01/82.
03/01/82 HOUSE FILED
03/0�/82 HOUSE INTROOUCEU, PLACED ON CALENDAR -tiJ 00�75
D.>/25/82 HOUSE PLACED (J,j SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; READ SECDNU TIME;
RtAD THIRD llllE; PASSED; YEAS �l NAYS
O -ttJ 00852
03/25/82 SENA TE IN MESSAGES; REFERR�D TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00510;
DlEU IN C OMIIITTtE ON RULES AND CALENDAR
H

H 1131 GENERAL BILL BY NA TURAL RESOURCES, IIANN ISlHILAR S 07481
EMINENT DOMAIN; AUTHORIZES O.N.R. 10 ACQUIRE CERTAIN PARCELS OF LAND BY
EMINENT DOMAIN; PROVlDtS !HAT CONSERVATION & RECREATION LANDS TRUST FUND
& LAND ACWISITlON !RUST FUND HAY BE USE D FOR ALL COSTS ASSOCIATED WllH
CONOEIINATION. AMENDS 253.023, 375.041. EFFECTIVE DATE:
UPON BECOMING LAW.
03/01/82 HOUSE FILED
03/02/82 HOUSE TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED
TO APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00374; SUBREFERRE O TO
SUBCOMMITTEE ON GENERAL GOVERNMENT
03/16/82 HOUSE WllHORAWN FROH APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00c,2I; PLACED ON
CALENDAR; PLACED ON SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR
03/24/82 HOU SE READ SECOND Tl He; AMEND HE NT ADOPT ED; READ THI RO TlllE;
AMENDMENT RECONSIDERED, WITHDRAWN; PASSED; YEAS 60
NAYS 43 -+IJ 00822
03/2�/82 SENA TE IN MESSAGES; REFERRED TO RULES AND CALENDAR -SJ 00510
03/25/82 SENA TE OlEO lN COHHITTEE ON RULES ANO CALENDAR
H

09:19

1134 GENERAL BILL BY FINANCE t TAXATION (COMPARE H 024 5, H 0422, H 0584,
H 06b7, H 0839, S Dl2B, S 0169, S 0208, S 0522, S Ob07, S Ob581
SALES TAX; INCREASES SAIU TAX JU Si; DE$lGNATES ONE-HALF OF SULH
INCREASE AS L OCAL GOVERNMENT HALF-CENT SALES TAX ; PROVIDES FOR DEPOSIT
IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT HALF-CENT SALES TAX CLEARING T RUST HJND FOR
DISTRIBUTION TO PARTICIPATING LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, ElC. AHENDS CHS. ,12,
2.;, 30, 200, 218, 125. APl'IWPRlATION: $287,250. E FFECTIVE OATE:
04/01/82.
03/03/82 HOUSE FILED; TARGETED FOR STATE FISCAL lHPACT; lAkGETED FOR
LOCAL FISCAL IMPACT; TARGETED FDR PRIVATE SECTOk
IMPACT; INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO APPROPRIATIONS
-HJ 003&5; ON COMMITTEE AGENDA-- APPROPRIATIONS; 21
HOB; 10:0o AH; 03/04/82
03/05/82 HOUSE COMH. REPORT: FAVORABLE WITH ��ENO., PLACED ON CALENDAR
BY APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00422
03/09/82 HOU SE PLACEO 0-l SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; REAC SECOND TlME
-HJ 004"4; AMENDMENTS ADOPTED -HJ 00467; READ THI�D
llllt; PASSEU AS AMENDED; YEAS eo NAVS 39 �J 00473
03/10/82 SENA lE 1N IIESSAGES
03/11/82 SENA TE REC[lVED, RtFERREU TO F INANCE, TAXAllUN ANO CLAlHS
-SJ 00399
03/1 o/8.!. SENA TE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- FINANCE, TAX. & CLAIMS 3/16/62
3:30 PM RH A -SJ 00469; COHH. REPORT: FAVORABLE MITH
AMENU., PLACED ON CALENDAR BY FINANCE, TAXATION AND
CLAIMS -SJ 00�73
03/17/82 SENA TE PLACED 0-l S PE CIAL ORDER CALENDAR -SJ J0490; AMENDMENT
FAILED -SJ 00493; AII ENDHENTS ADOP
• TED -SJ 00499; READ
THIRU TlHE -SJ 00500
03/18/82 SENA TE PLACED CJ\I SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; AMENDMENT
RECONSIDERED, ADOPTED -SJ 00521; PASS ED AS AMENDEO;
YEAS 33 NAYS
6 -SJ 00522
03/18/82 HOUSE IN HtSSAGES
0::1/25/B2 HOUSE DIED IN MESSAGES
04/07/B2
REFER TO Hti 2-0 ICH. 82-1541

H 1135 RESOLUTION BY HODES, WATT
STATEHUUD DAY; URGES RECOGNITION OF HARCH 3RD AS •STATEHOOD DAY" &
REQUESTS THAT THE FLORIDA ll llltNS BE AFFOROEO OPPORTUNITY ON ANNUAL
BASIS TO RECOGNIZE THIS CEREMONIAL DAY IIY APPROPRlAlc CEREHOtHES i;
DISPLAYS OF P ATRlOTISH.
03/03/82 HOUSE FILED; INTR ODUCED, PLACED ON CALENOAR; READ S ECOND
TlHE; AOOPTED. -HJ 00384
H

1136 GENERAL BILL BY FINANCE & TAXATION
TAXATION; PROVIDES THAT TERH •TAXPAYER" INCLUDES THE AGENT Of TIHE-SHARE
PERIOD TITLEHOLDER t PKDVJDES ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS; PROVIDES
PROCEDURES FOR ASSESSMENT OF FEE TlHE-SHARE REAL P ROPERTY FOk PURPOSES
OF AO VALOREH TAXATICN i; SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS, ETC. AMENDS CHS. 192,
194-195, 197, 718, 721. EFFECTIVE DATE: 01/01/83.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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An act relating to foods, drugs, and cosmetics;

2
3

creating part I of chapter 500, Florida

4

Statutes, designated as the "Florida Food Act";
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Statutes, relating to the purposes of the
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a short title; amending s. 500.02, Florida

6
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amending s. 500.0l, Florida Statutes, providing

s
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A bill to be entitled

l

8

681

"Florida Food Act"; amending s. 500.03, Florida

Statutes, providing definitions; amending s.
500.032, Florida Statutes, providing for a
declaration of policy and cooperation among
departments with respect to part I; amending s.
500.04, Florida Statutes, prohibiting certain
acts with respect to foods; amending s. 500.05,

14
15

Florida Statutes, authorizing the Department of

17

injunctive relief to restrain certain

19

Florida Statutes, conforming language; amending

Agriculture and Consumer Services to seek

16

violations; amending s. 500.06(1) and (3),

18

s. 500.07, Florida Statutes, describing duties

20

of certain prosecuting officers; amending s.

21

22

500.08, Florida Statutes, providing that

24

overlooked under certain circumstances;

certain minor violations of part I may be

r 23
25

amending ss. 500.12(4) and 500.l2l(l)(a) and

26

(3),

27

Florida Statutes, conforming language;

amending and renumbering s. 500.19, Florida

28

Statutes, eliminating reference to drugs,

29

devices, or cosmetics with respect to false

30

advertising; amending and renumbering s.

31

500.20, Florida Statutes, conforming language;
l
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38-1'014-82
l

filth, or whereby it may have been rendered injurious to

2

health;

3
4

( c)

If it is a drug and the methods used in or the

facilities or controls used for its manufacture, processing,

s

packing, or holding do not conform to or are not operated or

6

administered in conformity with current good manufacturing

7

practices, to assure that such drug meets the requirements of

8

this part as to safety and has the identity and strength, and

9

meets the standard of quality and purity, which it purports or

10
ll

is represented to possess;
(d)

If it is a drug and its container is composed, in

12

whole or in part, of any poisonous or deleterious substance

13

which may render the content• injurious to health; or

14

(e}

If it is a drug and it bears or contains, for the

15

purpose of coloring only, a color additive which is unsafe

16

within the meaning of the federal act; or it is a color

17

additive, the intended use of which in or on drugs is for the

18

purpose of coloring only, and it i• unsafe within the meaning

19

of the federal act.

20

(2)

If it purports t? be or is represented as a drug

21

the name of which is recognized in the official compendium,

22

and its strength differs from, or its quality or purity falls

23

below, the standard set forth in such compendium.

24

determination as to strength, quality, or purity shall be made

Such

38-1014-82
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l

difference in strength, quality, or purity from such standard

2

is plainly stated on its label.

3

(3)

If it is not subject to the provisions of

4

subsection (2) and its strength differs from, or its purity or

5

quality falls below the standard of, that which it purports or

6

is represented to possess.

7
8
9

10
11

(4)

If it is a drug and any substance has been:

(a)

Mixed or packed therewith so as to reduce its

quality or strength; or
(b )

Substituted wholly or in part therefor.

<t,ot>:tl34 ;aPr�g _,or ,,cievic:e_,<ie..ad -e.iabranded.:-�>...cinlg ,or_

12 I -1evice 1s �e-d e.to .be -.aiabrandeci;
13
14
15
16
17
18

(1)

If its labeling is false or misleading in any

particular.
(2)

If in package form unless it bears a label

containing:
(a)

The name and place of business of the

manufacturer, packager, or repackager; in the case of

19

medicinal drugs, as defined in s. 465.003(7), the label shall

20

contain the name and place of business of the manufacturer of

21

the finished dosage form of the drug and the name and place of

22

business of the packager or repackager if applicable.

For the

23

purpose of this paragraph, the finished dosage form of a

24

medicinal drug is that form of the drug which is, or is

2S

in accordance with the tests or methods of assay set forth in

26

-such compendiUJ)I, or in the absence of or inadequacy of such

25

intended to be, dispensed or administered to the patient and

26

27

tests or methods of assay, those prescribed under authority of

requires no further manufacturing or processing other than

27

28

th� federal act.

packaging, reconstitution, and labeling.

29

shall be deemed to be adulterated under this subsection

30

because it differs from the standard of strength, quality, or

31

purity set forth for that drug in such compendium, if its
,

No drug defined in an official compendium

64
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(b)

An

accurate statement of the quantity of the

contents in terms of weight, measure, or numerical count;
provided that under this paragraph reasonable variations shall
65
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Section 29.

Section 500.501, Florida Statutes, is

2

renumbered as section 500.304, Florida Statutes, and amended

3

to read:

4

500.304 S9e-.S9i

Standards established by departmental

5

regulation.--The department shall by regulation establish a

6

state standard for each product defined in s. 500.301

7

§9e-.S99(5)-(l2), which shall conform so far as practicable

8

with, and shall not be inconsistent with, the federal standard

9

of enrichment for the sa.me product.

State standards shall,

10

from time to time, be amended to conform similarly to the

ll

federal standard of enrichment.

12

Section 30.

Section 500.502, Florida Statutes, is

13

renumbered as section 500.305, Florida Statutes, and amended

14

to read:

15

500.305 S9e-.S9i

Enforcement.--The department is

16

charged with the duty of enforcing the provisions of ss.

17

500.301-500.307 S98-ri9Q-S9e-.§Q6 and is authorized and directed

18

to promulgate, amend, or rescind rules, regulations, and

19

orders for their efficient enforcement.

20

further authorized to:

21

(1)

The department is

Suspend the requirement of s. 500.303 S9e-.S94 for

22

a temporary period if it finds that there is an existing or

23

imminent shortage of any vitamin or mineral required by state

24

standards of enrichment.

25

(2)

Permit the omission, in whole or in part, of any

26

vitamin or mi-neral from a food in the class of foods to which

27

•· 500.304 §99-.§Qi applies, if it finds that the inclusion of

28

such class may adversely affect one or more desirable

29

characteristics of the food.

30
31

(3)

Exempt, in whole or in part, from the provisions

of ss. 500.301-500.307 S99-.S99-S99-.S96 sales to hospitals or
34
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l

other such institutions, or foods served by these

2

institutions, if it is found that good reason for such

3

exemption exists.

4

Section 31.

Section 500.505, Florida Statutes, is

5

renumbered as section 500.306, Florida Statutes, and amended

6

to read:
500.306 §99-,S9S

7

Violations of ss. 500.301-500.307

8

SQ9-,§QQ-§Q�S96; penalty.--Any person who violates any of the

9

provisions of ss. 500.301-500.307 S99-,§Q9-§99-,§96 is guilty of

10

a misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in

ll

s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.

12

Section 32.

Section 500.506, Florida Statutes, is

13

renumbered as section 500.307, Florida Statutes, and amended

l4

to read:

15

500.307 §99-,§96

Exemption.--Notwithstanding the

16

provisions of s. 500.303 §99-,§Q4, any wheat flour, cornmeal,

17

corn grits, or rice, or food containing these products, which

18

shall have been produced prior to January 1, 1975, shall be

19

exempt from the provisions of ss. 500.301-500.307 §QQ-,§99-

20

§QQ-,§96.

21

'

Section 33.

Part II of chapter 500, Florida Statutes,

22

consisting of ss. 500.401, 500.402, 500.403, 500.404, 500.405,

23

500.406, 500.407, 500.408, 500.409, 500.411, 500.412, 500.413,

24

500.414, 500.415, 500.416, 500.417, 500.418, 500.419, 500. 421,

25

500.422, 500.423, 500.424, 500.425, 500.426, 500.427, 500.428,

26

500.429, 500.431, 500.432, 500.433,4!50�,-"434, 500.435, 500.436,

27

500.437, 500.438, 500.439, 500.441, 500.442, 500.443, 500.444,

28

500.445, 500.446, 500.447, and 500.448, Florida Statutes, is

29

created to read:

30

PART II

31

FLORIDA DRUG AND COSMETIC ACT
35
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7

8
9

10
ll

12
13

(a)
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It is from a batch with respect to which a

act; and

(b)

(12)(a)

is a habit-forming drug; which because of its toxicity or

other potentiality for harmful effect, or the method of its

use, or the collateral measures necessary to its use, is not
safe for use except under the supervision of a practitioner

licenaed by law to administer auch drugs; or which is limited

a. 500.403(5) of this part to use under the professional
such drug, unless it 1• dispensed only:
1.

Upon the written prescription of a practitioner

2.

Upon an oral prescription of such practitioner,

21

which is reduced promptly to writing and filled by the

22

pharmacist; or

24

if •�ch refilling ia authorized by the prescriber either in

26

promptly to writing and filled by the pharmacist.

27

3.

By refilling any such written or oral prescription,

the original prescription or by oral order which is reduced

fb>

If it is a drug dispensed by filling or refilling

28

a written or oral prescription of a practitioner licensed by

30

the requirements of this section, except subsect1cns (l), (8),

29

31

7

If it is a drug intended for use by man which

licensed by law to prescribe such drug; or

25

6

under s. 507(c) or (d) of the federal act.

19

23

5

drug or class of drugs exempted by regulations promulgated

auperviaion of a practitioner licensed by law to prescribe

20

3

4

drug; provided that this subsection shall not apply to any

16
19

2

Such certificate is in effect with respect to such

by an effective application under s. 505 of the federal act or

17
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certificate has been issued pursuant to s. 507 of the federal

14
15

..

law to prescribe such drug, which drug shall be exempt from

(10), and (11), and the packaging requirement c! s�bsections
68

8

9

10
11

12

13

14
15

16

17

18
19

20
21

22

23

24
25

26

27

28
29

30

31
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(6) and (7),·if the drug bears a label containing
the name and
address of the d1spenser or seller, the prescr
iption number
and date of such prescription or its filling,
the name of the
prescriber and the name cf the patient, and the
directions for
use and cautionary statements.

This exemption shall not apply
to any drug dispensed in the course of the conduct
of a
business of dispensing drugs pursuant to diagno
sis by mail, or
to any drug dispensed in Violation of paragraph
(a).

Provided, further, that the department may, by rule,
remove
drugs subject to ss. 500.424-500.426 from the require
ments of
paragraph (a) when such requirements are not necessa
ry for the
protection of public health.
(13)

If it is a drug which is subject to subsection
(l2)(a), unless at any time prior to dispensing,
its label
bears the statement, "Caution: Federal Law Prohib
its
Dispensing Without Prescription" or "Caution:
State Law
Prohibits Dispensing Without Prescription."
(14)

If it is a drug which is not subject to
subsection (12)(a), if at any time prior to dispen
sing its
label bears the caution statement required in
subsection (13).
(15)

Nothing in subsection (l2)(a) shall be constr
ued
to relieve any person from any requirement prescr
ibed by or
under authority of law with respect to drugs now
included or
which may hereafter be included within the classi
fications of

controlled substances as defined in the applic
able federal and
state laws relating to controlled substances.

(16) If 1t is a color additive, the intend
ed use of
which in or on drugs is for the purpose of colori
ng only,
unless its packaging and labeling are in confo:-rr.
ity with such
packaging and labeling reg-�irements applicable
to such color
add:tive precribed under the provisions of
the federal act.
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be permitted, and exemptions as to small packages shall be

2

established, by rules prescribed by the department.
(3)

3

If any word, statement, or other information

4

required by or under authority of this part to appear on the

5

label or labeling is not prominently placed thereon with such

6

conspicuousness, as compared with other words, statements,

7

designs, or devices, in the labeling, and in such terms as to

8

render it likely to be read and understood by the ordinary

9

individual under customary conditions of purchase and use.

10

(4)

If it i■ a drug and is not designated solely by a

11

name recognized in an official compendium, unless its label

12

bears:

13
14
15

(a)

Th• common or usual name of the drug, if such

there be; and

(b)

In case it ia fabricated from two or more

16

ingredients, the co111111on or usual name and quantity of each

17

active ingredient.

18

(5)

Unless its labeling bears:

19

(a)

Adequate directions for use; and

20

(b)

Such adequate warnings against uae in those

21

pathological conditions, or by children, where its use may be

22

dangerous to health, or against unsafe dosage or methods or

23

duration of administration or application, in such manner and

24

form� are necessary for the protection of users; provided

25

that, where any requirement of paragraph (a) as applied to any

26

drug or device is not necessary for the protection of the

27

public health, the department shall promulgate rules exempting

28

such drug or device from such requiremerts.

29

(6)

If it purports to be a drug the name of which is

30

reco,;nized in the official compendium, unless it is packaged

31

and labeled as prescribed therein; provided that the method of

See HB
packaging may be modified with the consent of the department.
(7)

If it has been found by the department to be a

drug liable to deterioration, unless it is packaged in such
form and manner, and its label bears a statement of such
precautions, as the department shall by rule require as
necessary for the protection of public health.

No such rule

shall be established for any drug recognized in an official
compendium until the department shall have informed the
appropriate body charged with the revision of such compendium
of the need for such packaging or labeling requirements and
such body shall have failed within a reasonable time to
prescribe such requirements.

If it is a drug and its container or finished
dosage form is so made, formed, or filled as
to be misleading;
or if it is an imitation of another drug; or
if it is offered
(8)

for sale under the name of another drug.

If it is dangerous to health when used in the
dosage or with the frequency or duration prescr
ibed,
(9)

recommended, or suggested in the labeling thereo
f.
(10) If it is, or purports to be, or is repres
ented as
a drug composed wholly or partly of insulin,
unless:

It is from a batch with respect to which a
certificate has been issued pursuant to s.
506 of the federal
act; and
(b)

Such certificate is in effect with respect to such

(11)

If it is, or purports to be, or is represented as

a drug composed wholly or partly of any kind of antibiotic

requiring certification under the federal act unless:

66
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SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMP�CT STATEMENT
Analyst: Sumner
Staff Director: Sumner
Subject: Food, Drugs, and Cosmetics

B.

Bill No. And Sponsor:
SB 681, Senator McKnight

Government:
A dditional revenue will accrt.e to the Department of HRS result
ing from increased fees. N o additional revenue will accrue to
the DACS.

III.

COMMENTS:
This bill makes extensive changes in Chapter 500, not only in
structure but also in contents of the law. Structural changes,
particularly renumbering of sections in the Food Law, will be a
nuisance to those administering the law for quite sometime
although no significant changes in the existing law are made. In
Drugs and Cosmetics, an entirely new structural situation and con
tents of the law will have to be studied and adjusted to. Staff
suggests that manufacturers and suppliers of drugs and cosmetics
and perhaps the medical profession give care ful stud y to the
changes being made.

IV.

A MENDMENTS:

um , February l o , l g 8 2
February 25, 1982
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2. H.R.S.
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SUBJECT:

BILL �o. AHO SPONSOR:

Food, Drugs, Cosmetics
I.

SB 681, Senator McKnigh

SUMMARY:

A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 500, F.S., provides for the Department of Agriculture
and Consumer Services and the Department of Health and Reha
bilitative Services to regulate foods, drugs, and cosmetics.
The Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services is
charged with regulating foods. The Department of HRS is
charged with regulating drugs and cosmetics.
Provisions of the statutes under which both departments
operate are intermixed throughout the chapter.

B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES:
Chapter 500, F.S., is rewritten so that the responsibilities
of the DACS over foods are separated from the responsibilitie�
of the DepartmentofHRS over drugs and cosmetics. Foods are
placed under Part I of the chapter and entitled the "Florida
Food Act." Drugs and Cosmetics are placed under Part II of
the chapter entitled the ''Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act."
In Chapter 500, F.S., all language relating to foods is
extracted from the various positions in the chapterand
placed uniformly in Part I; care having been exercised to not
delete or add any part that now exist. Notwithstanding such
care, several minor discrepancies have been discovered by
officials of the DACS. Inasmuch as it was not the apparent
intention of bill drafters or the sponsor of the bill to make
any significant changes in the present law with regard to
foods, amendments have been prepared to take care of these
discrepancies. In one case, an amendment has been prepared
to correct a discrepancy in existing law.
It was, however, the apparent intent of bill drafters and
sponsors of the bill to significantly alter the present law
with regard to drugs and cosmetics (Part II of Chapter 500).
Due to time constraints and the lack of expertise on this
committee staff, the changes in this area are too numerous
to identify in this summary. It is understood, nevertheless,
the changes were made in accordance with recommendations of
the Interim Task Force Study Group to Examine the Drug Per
mitting Process in the state as mandated by Chapter 81-84,
Laws of Florida.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
It is understood, with regard to drugs and cosmetics,
permitting fees will be significantly higher for dealers in
those products. For food dealers, no change in permitting
requirements is indicated.
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l.

Summary
A.

Pre■ent Situation

Tbe 1981 Florida Leqialature directed the Departaent of Health and
Rehabilitati....., Service■ IDRRSI to eatabli■h a task force to examine the
need for a drug penuttinq proce■• vithin the State, the cost of adequately
fundinq ■uch a process, and possible ■ources of funding.
The re=-ndation■ of the ta■k force -re reported to the Leqi■la
ture in September, 1981, and tboae recommendation■ have been incorporated
in the propo■ed revision■ of Olapter 50 0, Florida Statutes.
I!.

II.

Fee guideline ranqe■ are eet forth within the provisions of thi■
bill as follows:
•

•

The propo■ed revi■ions divide Olapter 500, Florida Statutes, into
tvo part■• Part I is entitled the •Florida Food 1.ct• and Part II 1•
entitled the •Florida Druq and eo .... tic Act".

•

Part I, the Florida Food Act, delete■ reference• to the DBRS for
tho■e ■ections dealing vith food and food product■• -Tbe current authority
and responsibilities of the Department of Aqriculture and Conswaer
Service■ remain unaltered.

(1)

Comnetic■ and Intrastate Patent/Proprietary Drug■
jover-the-counter drugs}

The Depart.ant of Health and Rehabilitative Service■ i•
to continue it■ current responsibility for regi■terinq these
product■ and to issue perait■ for aanufacturinq, whole■alinq
and repackaqinq of the■e drugs. Tbey al■o are to i-■ue per
mit■ for the ... nufacture of co...,tic■•
(21

Inve■tigational Drug Products

Tbe Departaent of Health and Rebabilitati....., Services i■
authorized to approYe, perai.t, regulate and .:,nitor the manufacture,
■ale and use of inve■tigational druq product■ which do not have
Notice of Claimed Inve■tigational Exemption For a New Druq on file
with the Federal Food and Droq J\dministration. In carrying
out the provision■ associated with investigational drng product■, there i■ to be e■tabliahed within the Departaent of
Health and Rehabilitative Service■ a Technical Review Panel
which would -ke reco.nendations to the Secretary of the De
partment of Health and Rehabilitative Services reqarding quide
line■ for approval and protocols for the use of such druqs.
The refusal to pet'lllit an application can be refused only on
the basis that the application is inC0111Plete.
131

Generic Drugs

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
provided with the authority and responsibility for approvinq,
peraittinq, requlatinq and a:,nitorinq the aanufacture, distri
bution and sale of intrastate qeneric druqs. Tb• DRRS is
al90 qiven the authority and responsibility for regi■terinq,
regulating and a:,nitorinq the -nufacture, _distribution and
sale of inter■tate qeneric drugs.

Federal/State/Local Fiscal �ct

Total projected incoae fr011 fee■ to the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Service■ for carrying out the provi■iona of thi■ act i■
$258, 700. Total projected co■t to operate this proqr- i■ $374,700 .

Probable Effect of Propo■ed Olanqea

Part II create■ the Florida Drug and co..,..tic Jlct. It incorporate■
the rec,,..ndations -de to the teqi■lature by the task force which wa■
e■tablished by the 1981 Leqi■lature for the purpo■e of exaaininq the need
for and fundinq of a drug permitting proce■s within the St.ate. Part II
addre11se■ four claa■ification■ of drug■• The■e -jor �nents include:

Nev Drugs

The State and the Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services -,1d be r.,,.,ved froa the responsibility of tak.inq
action on new drugs. The proposed leqislation would require
an approved application from the Federal Food and Drug Admini
stration before any new drug could be manufactured.

•
•
III.

Product r,oqistration■ IOOUld be increa■ed to not le■■
than $10 nor .:,re than $20 per year from one dollar
per year •
Drag wholesaler perait■ would be increased to not
le•• than $50 nor -,re than $100 per year froa $25
per year.
RepackAger permit■ would be e■tabli■hed at not le■■
than $700 nor .:,re than $800 per year.
Manufacturer permit■ would be increased to not leas
than $900 nor -,re than $100 0 froa $25 per year.
Compliaentary Druq distributor• would pay an initial
application fee of $100 and a renewal fee of not .:,re
than $50.00 •

CO-nt■

The provision■ of thi■ act authorize the State of Florida to per■it
the aanufacture, ■ale and uee of certain druqs and devices within the ■tate.
Onder the provision■ of this act protocol■ and quidelines for the use of
inve■tiqational druqs would be e■tabli■hed by a panel of expert■ in an
attempt to en■ure safety and efficacy for the public.
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The 1981 rlorida Legl1l1ture directed the Deparl:Jllent of Health and
ll<ehab111tative krrlce1 to e■tablleh a ta■k force to ex.amine the need for
a dr,,7 (>41t'11itting proce•• vithin the State, the eo■t of ade,.uataly funding
aach • pro-:�••• and p,aaibl� aoarce■ of funding.

PCB 18
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II.

Fee guideline range■ are ■et forth within the proviaiona of this bill
•• follov11
o

The rec�ndation1 of the ta■k force vere reported to the legialature
in September, 1981 and thoae rec"""""ndation• have been incorporated in the
propoaed revision■ of Chapter 500, Florida Statutes.
B.

Part I, the Florida Food Act, delete• reference• to the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Service■ for tho■e section■ dealing with food and
food products. The current authorityand reapon■ibiliti•• of the Department
of Agriculture and Con•�r &ervice1 refflAin unaltered.

Part II creates the Florida Drug and Coametic Act. It incorporate,
the recOtl'lllendation■ made to the legislature bythe ta■k force vhich wa■
e■tabliahed bythe 1981 Legislature for the purpose of examining the need
for and funding of a drug permitting proceea within the State. Part II
addresse■ four classifications of drugs, These najor component■ include,
Ill

Cosmetics and Patent/Proprietary Drugs (over-the-counter drugs}

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Service■ la to continue
it■ current responsibility for regietering these product• and to i■eue per
eit■ for Manufacturing, vhole■aling and repackaging of the■a drug■•
They al■o are to i■aue permit• for the manufacture of co■metie■•
121

o

Probable Effect of Propoeed Changea

The propoaed revi■ions divide Chapter 500, rlorida Statutes, into tvo
part•. Part I le entitled the •r1orida Food Act• and Part II i• entitled
the "Florida Drug and Co■metic Act.•

Federal/State/Local Fi■cal Impact

Total projected incOIM from fee■ to the Department of Health
Rehabilitative Service■ for carrying out the provision■ of thie act and
la
$374,700.

0

0

III.

Product rsgiatr■tions vould be increa■ed to not le•• than
Sl0 nor aore than S20 per year froa one dollar P"r year.

Drug wholesaler peniit■ would be increaoed to not lea■ than
9500 nor aore than $600 per year fro� S25 per year,
Packager or repackager permit■ would be eatabliahed at not
les• than $700 nor more than S800 per year.

Manufacturer permits would be increased to not le■■ than
$900 nor aore than S1000 from $25 per year.

Conrnenta

The provieiona of thi■ act authorize the State of Florida to permit the
manufacture, eale and use of unproven drugs and devicee within the atate.
Under the proviaione of thi■ act protocol■ and guideline■ for the uae of in
veetigational drugs vould be e■tablished by• panel of expert• in an attempt
to en■ure ■afety and efficacyfor the public. Furthermore, the provi■iona
of thie act grant the state the authorityand fi■cal capabilityto require
that all cosmetic■ and over-the-counter drug■ be proven eafe prior to their
■ale and di■tribution within the atate.

Prepared by,

Staff Director,

�andyHill

A. Stephen Hill

Inveatigational Drug Products

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is authorized to
approve, permit, regulate and 1DOnitor the manufacture, sale and use of in
ve■tigational drug products. In carrying out the provisions asaociated with
inveatigational drug products, there la to be established within the Depart
"""nt of Health and Rehabilitative Services a Technical Review Panel which
would make rec0111mendations to the Secretaryof the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services regarding guideline■ for approval and protocol■ for
the uae of such drugs.
Ill

Generic Drug■

141

New Drugs

The DepartlN!nt of Health and Rehabilitative Service• ls provided with
the authorityand responaibilityfor approving, permitting, regulating and
100nitoring the �knufacture, distribution and eale of intrastate generic
drugs. The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Service■ is al■o given
the authorityand responsibilityfor permitting, regulating end monitoring
the aanufacture, diatribution and aale of interstate generic drugs.
n.e State and the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
would be removed from the reaponaibility of taking action on new drugs.
The propo1ed legi■lation vould require an approved application from the
Federal Food and Drug Adllliniatration before any new drug could be
aanufectured.
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SB 681 (Similar)

Services would be removed from the responsibility of taking
action on new drugs. The proposed legislation would require
an approved application from the Federal Food and D1ug Admini
stration before any new drug could be manufactured.

April 22, 1982
I.

Summary
A.

Present Situation

The 1981 Florida Legislature directed the Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services (DHRS) to establish a task force to examine the
need for a drug permitting proces� within the State. the cost of adequately
funding such a process, and possible sources of funding.
The reconunendations of the task force were reported to the Legisla
ture in September, 1981, and those reconvnendations have been incorporated
in the proposed revisions of Chapter 500, Florida Statutes.
B.

Probable Effect of Legislative Changes

The proposed revisions divide Chapter 500, Florida Statutes, into
two parts. Part I is entitled the •r10rida Food Act• and Part II is
entitled the •r1orida Drug and Cosmetic Act•.
Part I, the Florida Food Act, deletes references to the DHRS for
those sections dealing with food and food products. The current authority
and responsibilities of the Department of Agriculture and Consumer
Services remain unaltered.
Part II creates the Florida Drug and Cosmetic Act. It incorporates
the recommendations made to the Legislature by the task force which was
established by the 1981 Legislature for the purpose of examining the need
for and funding of a drug permitting process within the State. Part II
addresses four classifications of drugs. These major components include:
(11

Cosmetics and Intrastate Patent/Proprietary Drugs
(over-the-counter drugs)

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
to continue its current responsibility for registering these
products and to issue permits for tna.nufacturing, wholesaling
and repackaging of these drugs. They also are to issue per
mits for the manufacture of cosmetics.
(2)

Investigational Drug Products

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
authorized to approve, permit, regulate and monitor the manufacture.
sale and use of investigational drug products which do not have
Notice of Claimed Investigational Exemption For a New Drug on file
with the Federal Food and Drug Administration. In carrying
out the provisions associated with investigational drug products, there is to be established within the Department of
Health and Rehabilitative Services a Technical Review Panel
which would make recommendations to the Secretary of the De
part�nt of Health and Rehabilitative Services regarding guide
lines for approval and protocols for the use of such druqs.
131

Generic Dru�•

The Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services is
provided with the authority and responsibility for approving,
permitting, regulating and monitoring the manufacture, distri
bution and sale of intrastate generic drugs. The DHRS is
also given the authority and responsibility for registering,
regulating and monitoring the distribution and sale of inter
state generic drugs.

New Dru.9.s
The State and the Depart.ment of lfcalth and Rchabilitati•Je

II.

Federal/State/Local Fiscal Impact

Total projected income from fees to the Department of Health and
Rehabilit.ative Services for carrying out the provisions of this act js
S258,700. Total projected cost to operate this program is S374,700.
fee guideline ranges for each category of enterprise relating to
drugs, drug products and cosmetics as defin�d in this act are set forth
within the provisions of this bill.
III.

Comments

The provisions of this act authorize the State of Florida to permit
the ?r\anufacture, sale and use of certain druqs and devices within the
stat�. Under the provisions of this act protocols and guidelines for
the use of investigational drugs would be established b·.- a panel of
experts in an attempt to ensure safety for thQ public.

PrP.pared by:

Kandy Hill

Staff Director:

A. Stephen Hill
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(3)(a) It is the duty of the commission to conduct an ongoing
study on the problems and needs of those citizens of this state
Fier�da who are vete rans of the Armed Forces of the United States
7
and the problems and needs of their dependents.
The study shall
include, but shall n ot be limited to, the feiiew�ft� areaa:

. CHAPTER 83-21B

Senate Bill No. 92 4

An

l. A su rvey of existing state and federal programs available for
such pe rsons that specifies the, apee�fy�ft� te what extent to which
such
programs
are
presently
are
being
implemented,
with
recommendations for the improved implementation or the extension and
improvement of such programs.
reas of social
er any other
areas of determined need, with recommendations regarding state and
community services that would meet those needs.
a

3. A survey of public funds and er private funds available that
could be used to defray the costs of state and community services
needed for such persons.
4. A
survey of the contributions that veterans, or state
organizations of veterans and their auxiliaries, could make to the
people of the state Fier�da, with recommendations for encouraging
such contributions.

Note.--Paragraph
(l)(a)
amended
to
improve clarity.
Paragraph (2)(b) amended to correct grammatical errors
and otherwise improve clarity. Paragraph (3)(a) amended
to improve clarity a nd facilitate correct interpretation.

Section
read:

1

39.

Section

295.02,

Florida

Statutes,

is

amended to

295.02
Use
of funds; age, etc.--All sums appropriated and
expended under this chapter shall be used to pay tuition and
registration fees, board, and room rent and to buy books and supplies
for the children of deceased or disabled veterans or servicemen, as
defined and limited in s. 295.0 1 or s. 295.0 16, or of prisoners of
war or missing in a ction, a s defined and limited in s. 2 95.015, who
a re
between the ages of 16 and 2 2 years and who are in attendance at
a
state-supported institution of higher learning, including
a
community college or aftd vocational-technical school. Any child
having entered upon acourse of training or education under the
provisions of this chapter, consisting of a course of not more than 4
years, and arriving at the age of 22 years before the completion of
such course may continue the course and receive all benefits of the
provisions of this chapter until the course is completed.
The
Department o f "Education shall administer this educational program
subject to regulations of the department.

Note.--Amended to conform to the terminology of s. 295.01 6
(enacted by s. 1, ch. 81-275, Laws of Florida) and to
impro ve clarity and f acilitate correct interpretation.
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Became a law without the Go
State June 2 4, 1983.
Filed in Office Secreta ry of

2. The commission shall have the authority to employ an executive
director and such other personnel as m ay be necessary to carry out
the provisions of this section.
The executive director of the
commission shall be a veteran as defined in s. 1.01(15).

2. A survey of the needs of such persons in the
services, hea lth care, education, and employment, and
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and the directions for use and cautionary statements. This exemption
does eke¼¼ not apply to any drug dispensed in the course of the
conduct of a business of dispensing drugs pursuant to diagnosis by
mail7 or to any drug dispensed in violation of paragraph (a).
Previeee7 Further, tket the department may, by rule, exempt reMeve
drugs subject to ss. 499.062-499.064 from the reguirements of
paragraph (a) when such requirements are not necessary for the
protection of public health.
Note.--Amended to improve clarity and facilitate correct
interpretation.
Paragraph (12)(b) also
amended
to
provide consistency of terminology within that paragraph.
Section 108. Paragraph (b) of subsection (3) of section 499.01,
Florida Statutes (1982 Supplement), is amended to read:
499.01 Permits,
revocation.--

registration;

issuance,

renewal,

denial,

and

(3)

(b) An application for a new permit is required when a majority
of the ownership or controlling interest of a permitted facility is
kee �ee" transferred or assigned and when a lessee agrees to
undertake or provide services to the extent that legal liability for
operation of the facility rests with the lessee. The application for
2 new permit showing ref¼eeti"g such change shall be made at least 60
days prior to the date of the sale, transfer, assignmentL or lease.
Note.--Amended to
interpretation.

improve

clarity

and facilitate correct

Section 109. Subsections (4) and (5) of section 499.011, Florida
Statutes (1982 Supplement), are amended to read:
499.011 Drug wholesaler, drug repackager, and drug, device, or
cosmetic manufacturer permits; renewal of permits; inspections;
fees.-(4) During the month of December of each year, the owners or e"e
proprietors of 2 erttg wke¼eee¼e7 drug repackaging, drug wholesaling,
or e"e drug, device eeeffletie, or cosmetic eeviee manufacturing
establishment ee�e�¼iekffle"te for which an initial permit had been
secured prior to December 31, 1981, shall, on forms to be furnished
by the department, make application for renewal of such permit,
together with payment of appropriate fees, to the departmentL and the
application shall be approved, provided tket the applicant meets the
requirements of es. 499.001-499.081 and rules promulgated under such
sections kerett"eer. Such erttg wke¼eee¼e perfflite 7 drug repackaging
permit
perfflite, drug wholesaling permit, or e"e drug, device
eeeffletie, or cosmetic eeviee manufacturing permit perfflite issued by
the department shall expire on December 31 of each year. If a
renewal applicabion and fee are not filed by December 31 of any year,
the permit may be reinstated only upon payment of a delinquent fee of
$50, plus the required renewal fee, within 30 days after the date of
expiration.
(5) During the anniversary month of each year, the owners or
proprietors of� erttg wke¼eee¼e7 drug repackaging, drug wholesaling,
or e"e drug, device eeeffletie, or cosmetic eeviee manufacturing
establishment eete�¼iekffle"te for which an initial permit has been
1104
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secured after December 31, 1981, shallL on forms to be furnished by
the department, make application for renewal of such permit, together
with payment of appropriate fees, to the departmentL and the
application shall be approved, provided tket the applicant meets the
requiremente of ea. 499.001-499.081 and rules promulgated under auch
sections kerett"eer. Such erttg wke¼eee¼e perfflits7 drug repackaging
perfflite, drug wholesaling permit, or a"e drug, device
permit
eeeffletie, or cosmetic eeviee manufacturing permit perfflite issued by
the department shall expire on the last day of the permittee's
anniversary month. If a renewal application and fee are not filed by
the last day of the anniversary month of any year, the permit may be
reinstated only upon payment of a delinquent fee of $50, plus the
required renewal fee, within 30 days after the date of expiration.
(a) Failure to renew a permit in accordance with the provisions
of this section shall preclude any future renewal of the permit.
Continued operation as a drug repackager wke¼eee¼er, drug wholesaler
re�eekeger, or drug, device eesffletie, or cosmetic eeviee manufacturer
in this state when renewal of a permit is precluded shall require a
new permit application.

(b) The department may refuse to issue a permit if it is shown
that the applicant is not of good moral character or that it would be
a danger to the public health, safety, and welfare if the applicant
were issued a permit.
Note.--Arnended to improve clarity and facilitate correct
interpretation and to make order of series consistent
with that specified elsewhere in ch. 499.
Section 110. Subsections (2),
(3),
and (4) of section 499.015,
Florida Statutes (1982 Supplement), are amended to read:
499.015

Registration of drugs, devices, and cosmetics.--

(2) The submission of a catalog and specimens of labels may be
required at the time of application for registration of drugs,
devices, and cosmetics packaged and prepared in compliance with the
federal Feee7 Brttg e"e eeeMetie act, which
submission
shall
constitute
a
satisfactory compliance for registration of the
products. With respect to all other drugs, devices, and cosmetics,
submission of a catalog and specimens of labels may be required at
the time of application for registration, but the registration will
not become effectiv� until examination and approval of the label of
the drug, device, or cosmetic product by the department.
This
approval shall include J,e written notification to the manufacturer or
repackager.
(3) No manufacturer, repackager, or wholesaler shall sell any
product which he has failed to register in conformity with this
section.
Such failure to register shall subject such drug, device,
-2.!: e�e cosmetic product pr�ette�e to seizure and condemnation as
provided in ss. 499.062-499.064.
(4) A Sttek registration shall expire on December 31 or the
anniversary date next following tkereefter issuance 7 and shall be
renewed each year; however previeee tket, if any person who is
subject to the requirements of this section fails eke¼¼ fei¼ to
comply with this section �erewitk by Februarylof any year, or 31
days after the anniversary date of any year, whichever is applicable,
the department shall have the authority to issue a stop-sale notice
1105
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(15) "Manufacturer"
mea
ns
""e
il'leit,eee a person who
derives, or produces a
prepar
defined in ss. 499.00 drug, device eeeMetie, or cosmetic eeviee es,
1-4
as
99.
0B�
owe
ver, this definition doe
not apply to manufactu
s
�revieee th"� manufa rers of interstate proprietary drugs, eheH
cturers of �gend drug�
but
cosmetics are ¼e�el'le er�
�e eh,.¼i �e required eeeMetiee, devicesL and
499.001-499.081.
to
com
ply
wit
Pha
h ss.
definition if they are rmacies are specifically excluded fro
m this
practice as defined in acting in the course of their professio
nal
chapter 465 and rules
promulgated thereunder.
(16) ''New drug'' means:

(a) Any drug the com
position of which is suc
not generally recognize
h that such drug is
d, among experts qua
training and experienc
lified by scientific
e
to
evaluate the safety and
drugs, as safe and eff
effectiveness of
ective for use under the
recommended, or suggested
conditions prescribed,
in the labeling thereo
f; or
(b) Any dru g the com
position of which is suc
a result of investigatio
h that such drug, as
ns to determine its saf
for use under such condit
ety and effectiveness
ion
s,
has
bee
n so recognized, but whi
has not, other than in
ch�
such investigations, bee
extent or for a materi
n used to a material
al time under such condit
ions.
(17) "Official compen
dium" means the off
Pharmacopoeia or any sup
icial United States
L
plement thereto.
(18) "Person" includes
individuals, par tnersh
and associations.
ips, corporations,
(19) "Proprietary dru
g" means a patent or
in its unbroken, origin
over-the-counter drug
al packag
byL
or
under the authority e, which drug is sold to the public
ofL the manufacturer
distributor thereof7 and
or
whi eh is not
misbranded under the proprimary
of ss. 499.001-499.081
visions
.
(20) "Repackager" mea
manipulates a drug which ns a person who repacks, relabels,
or
originally
manufacturer.
However, this defini was in a unit sealed by a
tion does ekaii not
persons who repackage
app
ly
to
preparations as define only interstate
patent
or
proprietary
are specifically exemptd in the Florida Pharmacy Act baw. Pharma
cie
ed
s
fro
m this definition ifthe
the course of their
y are acting in
professional practice
and rules promulgated the
as defined in chapter 465
reunder.
(21) "Technical panel"
means the Flo
Technical Review Panel
as provided for in s. rida Drug and Cosmetic
499.02.
(22) "Wholesaler" mea
ns
a
per
son
acting
wholesale merchant, or
broker, or agent the w:k e aete as a jobber,
distributes for resale
any drug as defined inreof, who sells or
However, this definitio
ss. 499.001-499.
only interstate patent n does e:kei¼ not apply to persons who 081.
Florida Pharmacy� bew or proprietary preparations as defined insell
the
. Pharmacies are spe cif
this
ically excluded �
definition
if they are acting
professional practice
in
the
course of thei
as defined in chapter
thereunder.
465 and rules promulgat r
ed
Note.--Amended to rem
ove redundancies, improv
facilitate correct int
e clarity, and
Also ame
conform references to erpretation.
to
the "Florida Pharmacy nded
Law" to s.
1102
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465.001, which provides that chapter 465 shall
as the "Florida Pharmacy Act."

be

known

Section 106. Subsections (7) and (10) of section 499.005, Florida
Statutes (1982 Supplement), are amended to read:
499.005 Prohibited acts.--The following
thereof, within this state are prohibited:

acts,

and the causing

(7) The giving of a guaranty or undertaking with respect to a
drug, device, or cosmetic, which guaranty or undertaking is false,
except by a person who relied on a guaranty or undertaking to the
same effect signed by, and containing the name and address of, the
person residing in this �he state from whom he received in good faith
the drug, device, orcosmetic.
(10) The � Heil'I�, on the labeling of any drug or in any
advertisement relating to such drug, of any representation or
s uggestion that an application of the drug is effective when it is
not, or that such drug complies with the provisions �revteiel'I of ss.
499.001-499.081 when it does not.
Note.--Amended to
interpretation.

improve

clarity

and facilitate correct

Section 107. Subsectiort (2) and paragraph (b) of subsection (12)
of section 499.007, Florida Statutes (1982 Supplement), are amended
to read:
�499.b07 Drug or device
deemed to be misbranded:
(2)

deemed misbranded.--A drug or device is

Unless, if in package form, it bears a label containing:

(a) The
name
and place of business of the manufacturer,
repackager, or distributor; in the case of� medicinal drug erH�!!, as
defined in s .. 465. 003 ( 7), the label shall contain the name and place
of business of the manufacturer of the finished dosage form of the
drug and, if applicable, the name and place of business of the
repackager tf e��iiefleie. For the purpose of this paragraph, the
finished dosage form of a medicinal drug is that form of the drug
which is, or is intended to be, dispensed or administered to the
patient and requires no further manufacturing or processing other
than packaging, reconstitution, and labeling; and�
(b) An accurate statement of the quantity of the contents in
terms of weight, measure, or numerical count; however, �revieee �:ket
under this paragraphL reasonable variations shall be permitted, and
exemptions as to small packages shall be established, by rules
prescribed by the department.
(12)
(b) if it ie A drug dispensed by filling or refilling a written
or oral prescription of a practitioner licensed by law to prescribe
such drug is, whieh erH� e:keii �e exempt from the requirements of
this section, except subsections (1), (8), (10), and (11) 7 and the
packaging requirements re�Hireffle"� of subsections (6) and (7), if the
drug bears a label containing the name and address of the dispenser
or seller, the prescription number and date of such prescription or
its filling, the name of the prescriber and the name of the patient,
1103
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500.15 Drug or device deemed misbranded.-A drug or device is
deemed to be misbranded:

that to the extent that compliance with the requirements of clause
(b) of this subsection is impracticable, exemptions shall be estab
lished by regulations promulgated by the state health officer.

(1) If its labeling is false or misleading in any particular.

(2) If in package form unless it bears a label containing (a) the
name and place of business of the manufacturer, packer, or distribu
tor; and (b) an accurate statement of the quantity of the contents
in terms of weight, measure, or numerical count; provided, that
under clause (b) of this subsection reasonable variations shall be
permitted, and exemptions as to small packages shall be established,
by regulations prescribed by the state health officer.
(3) If any word, statement, or other information required by
or under authority of this chapter to appear on the label or labeling
is not prominently placed thereon with such conspicuousness (as
compared with other words, statements, designs or devices, in the
labeling) and in such terms as to render it likely to be read and un
derstood by the ordinary individual under customary conditions of
purchase and use.
(4) If it is for use by man and contains any quantity of the nar
cotic or hypnotic substances alpha-eucaine, barbituric acid, beta
eucaine, bromal, cannabis, carbromal, chloral, coca, cocaine, codeine,
heroin, marihuana, morphine, opium, paraldehyde, peyote, or sul
fonmethane, or any chemical derivative of such substances, which
derivative has been by the state health officer after investigation,
found to be, and by regulations under this chapter, designated as
habit-forming, unless its label bears the name and quantity or pro
portion of such substance or derivative and in juxtaposition there
with the statement "Warning-May be habit-forming."
(5) If it is a drug and is not designated solely by a name recog
nized in an official compendium unless its label bears (a) the com
mon or usual name of the drug, if such there be; and (b), in case it
is fabricated from two (2) or more ingredients, the common or
usual name of each active ingredient, including the kind and quan
tity or proportion of any alcohol, and also including whether active
or not the name and quantity or proportion of any bromides, ether,
chloroform, acetanilid, acetphenetidin, amidopyrine, antipyrine,
astropine, hyoscine, hyoscyanine, arsenic, digitalis glucosides, mer
cury, ouabain, strophanthin, strychnine, thyroid, or any derivative
or preparation of any such substances contained therein; provided,
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(6) Unless its labeling bears (a) adequate directions for use;
and (b) such adequate warnings against use in those pathological
conditions or by children where its use may be dangerous to health,
or against unsafe dosage or methods or duration of administration
or application, in such manner and form, as are necessary for the
protection of users; provided, that where any requirement of cause
(a) of this subsection, as applied to any drug or device, is not neces
sary for the protection of the public health, the state health officer
shall promulgate regulations exempting such drug or device from
such requirements.
(7) If it purports to be a drug the name of which is recognized
in an official compendium, unless it is packaged and labeled as pre
scribed therein; provided, that the method of packing may be modi
fied with the consent of the state health officer. Whenever a drug is
recognized in both the United States pharmacopoeia and the homeo
pathic pharmacopoeia of the United States, it shall be subject to the
requirements of the United States pharmacopoeia with respect to
packaging and labeling unless it is labeled and offered for sale as a
homeopathic drug, in which case it shall be subject to the provisions
of the homeopathic pharmacopoeia of the United States, and not to
those of the United States pharmacopoeia.
(8) If it has been found by the state health officer to be a drug
liable to deterioration, unless it is packaged in such form and man
ner, and its label bears a statement of such precautions, as the state
health officer shall by regulations require as necessary for the pro
tection of public health. No such regulation shall be established for
any drug recognized in an official compendium until the state health
officer shall have informed the appropriate body charged with the
revision of such compendium of the need for such packaging or la
beling requirements and such body shall have failed within a rea
sonable time to prescribe such requirements.
(9) If it is a drug and its container is so made, formed, or filled
as to be misleading; or if it is an imitation of another drug; or if it is
offered for sale under the name of another drug.
(10) If it is dangerous to health when used in the dosage, or
with the frequency or duration prescribed, recommended, or sug
gested in the labeling thereof.
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(11) If it is, or purports to be, or is represented as a drug com
posed wholly or partly of insulin, unless (a) it is from a batch with
respect to which a certificate has been issued pursuant to section 506
of the federal act and (b) such certificate is in effect with respect to
such drug.

ary statements. This exemption shall not apply to any drug dis
pensed in the course of the conduct of a business of dispensing drugs
pursuant to diagnosis by mail, or to any drug dispensed in violation
of clause (a) of this subsection. Provided further. that the state
health officer may, by regulation, remove drugs subject to sections
500.15 (4) and 500.16, Florida Statutes, from the requirements of
clause (a) of this subsection when such requirements are not neces
sary for the protection of public health.
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(12) If it is, or purports to be, or is represented as a drug com
posed wholly or partly of any kind of penicillin, streptomycin, chlor
tetracycline, chloramphenicol, or bacitracin, or any derivation
thereof, unless (a) it is from a batch with respect to which a certifi
cate has been issued pursuant to section 507 of the federal act, and
'b) such certificate is in effect with respect to such drug; provided,
:1at this subsection shall not apply to any drug or class of drugs
,;:empted by regulations promulgated under section 507 (c) or (d)
: the federal act.
j.(13) (a) If it is a drug intended for use by man which is a habit
forming drug, to which section 500.15 (4), Florida Statutes, applies;
or which because of its toxicity or other potentiality for harmful
effect, or the method of its use, or the collateral measures necessary
to its use, is not safe for use except under the supervision of a practi
tioner licensed by law to administer such drugs; or which is limited
by an effective application under section 505 of the federal act or
section 500.16, Florida Statutes, to use under the professional su
pervision of a practitioner licensed by law to administer such drug,
unless it is dispensed only (a) upon the written prescription of a
practitioner licensed by law to administer such drug, or (b) upon
an oral prescription of such practitioner which is reduced promptly
to writing, and filed by the pharmacist, or (c) by refilling any such
written or oral prescription if such refilling is authorized by the
prescriber either in the original prescription or by oral order which
is reduced promptly to writing and filed by the pharmacist.
f(b) Any drug dispensed by filling or refilling a written or oral
prescription of a practitioii.er licensed by law to administer such
drug, shall be exempt from the requirements of section 500.15, Flor
ida Statutes, except subsections (1), (9) (b) and (c), (11), and
(12), and the packaging requirements of subsections (7) and (8),
if the drug bears a label containing the name and address of the dis
penser or seller, the serial number and date of such prescription or
its filling, the name of the prescriber and, if stated in the prescrip
tion, the name of the patient and the directions for use and caution322

(14) If it is a drug which is subject to section 500.15 (13) (a),
Florida Statutes, unless at any time prior to dispensing, its label
bears the statement, "Caution: Federal Law Prohibits Dispensing
Without Prescription," or "Caution: State Law Prohibits Dispens
ing Without Prescription."
(15) If it is a drug which is not subject to section 500.15 (13) (a),
Florida Statutes, if at any time prior to dispensing its label bears
the caution statement required in section 500.15 (14), Florida Statutes.
(16) Nothing in section 500.15 (13), Florida Statutes, shall be
construed to relieve any person from any requirement prescribed by
or under authority of law with respect to drugs now included or
which may hereafter be included within the classifications of nar
cotic drugs or marihuana as defined in the applicable federal and
state laws relating to narcotic drugs and marihuana.
(17) If it is a color additive, the intended use of which in or on
drugs is for the purpose of coloring only, unless its packaging and
labeling are in conformity with such packaging and labeling require
ments applicable to such color additive prescribed under the provi
sions of the federal act.
Section 3. Subsection (1) of section 500.151, Florida Statutes, is
amended to read:
500.151 Possession of habit-forming, toxic, harmful or new drugs
without prescriptions unlawful; exemptions and exceptions.(1) No person shall possess any habit-forming, toxic, harmful
or new drug subject to section 500.15 (13) (a), Florida Statutes,
unless the possession of such drug has been obtained by a valid
prescription of a practitioner licensed by law to administer such
323
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CHAPTER 63-157
SENATE BILL NO. 313
AN ACT to amend Section 443.06, Florida Statutes, relating to
unemployment compensation; by adding new subsection (7) pre
scribing additional disqualification requirements, and providing
an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Section 443.06, Florida Statutes, is amended by ad
dition thereto of new subsection (7) as follows:
443.06 Disqualification for Benefits.-An individual shall be dis
qualified for benefits:
(7) (a) If the Commission finds that the individual is not a
citizen of the United States and is residing in this State as a place
of refuge, temporarily or without formal visa, and that such indi
vidual has failed without good cause to register with an appropriate
Federal or State agency having jurisdiction of such individual for
the purposes of registration or relocation or resettlement pursuant
to the rules or regulations of such agency or of the Commission.
Such disqualification shall continue for the duration of such failure
and for not more than ten weeks immediately following the week
in which such individual registers, and/or a reduction by not more
than five weeks from the duration of benefits as determined by the
Commission in each case.
(b) If the Commission finds that said individual has refused
without good cause an offer of resettlement or relocation, which
offer provides for suitable employment for such individual notwith
standing the distance of such relocation, resettlement or employ
ment from the current location of such individual in this State,
such disqualification shall continue for the week in which such
failure occurred and for not more than ten weeks immediately fol
lowing such week, and/or a reduction by not more than five weeks
from the duration of benefits as determined by the Commission in
each case.
Section 2.

This Act shall take effect July 1, 1963.

Became a law without the Governor's approval.
Filed in Office Secretary of State May 23, 1963.
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AN ACT relating to the Florida food, drug and cosmetic law;
amending Sections 500.14 (1) (d) and (2), 500.15, 500.151 (1),
500.16, 500.201, 500.17 (5), and adding Subsection (5) to Section
500.18, all Florida Statutes, to conform with provisions of federal
law; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1. Subsections (1) (d) and (2) of section 500.14, Flor
ida Statutes, are amended to read:
500.14 Drug or device deemed adulterated.-A drug or device is
deemed to be adulterated:
(1) (d) if it is a drug and it bears or contains for purpose of col
oring only, a color additive which is unsafe within the meaning of
the federal act; or it is a color additive, the intended use of which
in or on drugs is for the purpose of coloring only, and it is unsafe
within the meaning of the federal act.
(2) If it purports to be or is represented as a drug the name of
which is recognized in an official compendium, and its strength dif
fers from, or its quality or purity falls below, the standard set
forth in such compendium. Such determination as to strength, qual
ity, or purity shall be made in accordance with the tests or methods
of assay set forth in such compendium, or in the absence of or in
adequacy of such tests or methods of assay, those prescribed under
authority of the federal act. No drug defined in an official compen
dium shall be deemed to be adulterated under this paragraph be
cause it differs from the standard of strength, quality, or purity
therefor set forth in such compendium, if its difference in strength,
quality or purity from such standard is plainly stated on its label.
Vlhenever a drug is recognized in both the United States pharmaco
poeia and the homeopathic pharmacopoeia of the United States it
shall be subject to the requirements of the United States pharmaco
poeia unless it is labeled and offered for sale as a homeopathic drug,
in which case it shall be subject to the provisions of the homeo
pathic pharmacopoeia of the United States and not to those of the
United States pharmacopoeia.

f Section 2.
,[

Section 500.15, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:
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